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SOME PHASES OF AIR TRANSPORT REGULATION
George C. Neal*

'JpHE phases of air transport to be covered by this article are (1) rates,
(2) consolidations and mergers involving companies engaged in

air transport, and (3) the special regulation imposed upon the contrac
tual arrangements of air carriers. The discussion of these must be pri
marily in terms of the provisions of the Civil Aeronautics Act of 1938,
as amended, and the actions of the Civil Aeronautics Board under the
Act, since that Act and those actions currently control the direction in
which air transport is moving in these fields.

Rates

Regulatory power over the various rates in air transport is vested in
the Civil Aeronautics Board by the Civil Aeronautics Act,1 enacted on

June 23, 1938. In general the Act provides for control of the rates

charged by the airlines for the transportation of passengers and property
and also the rates of compensation to be paid to the airlines by the
Government for the carriage of mail.
With respect to rates for the transportation of persons and property,

the provisions of the Act provide for regulation similar to that of the
Interstate Commerce Act. Tariffs are required to be filed with the Board,
and adherence to published tariffs is prescribed. A statutory duty is

imposed upon the carriers to charge fair and reasonable rates without
unreasonable discrimination or preference, and the Board is authorized
to prescribe passenger and property rates if it finds that existing or

proposed rates are unreasonable or discriminatory.
With respect to mail rates, the Board is given the duty of fixing the

rates of compensation to be paid to the airlines by the Post Office De

partment for the transportation of mail by air. The responsibility in
this field is to fix rates which are fair and reasonable within the meaning
of special standards prescribed by the Act. This power does not extend
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to the postage rates for air mail. The amount of postage which a sender
must place upon an air mail letter has been specifically fixed by Congress
at six cents per ounce.

Up to this time interest and activity in the air transport rate field has
been concentrated upon rates of mail compensation paid by the Govern
ment to the airlines both before and since the enactment of the Civil
Aeronautics Act in 1938. For example, the Board's rate proceedings,
with two exceptions, have been confined to the fixing of mail rates. This
has been due to the unique character of these rates and the important
relationship they have borne to the development of air transportation.
Air transportaton had its primary beginning in a purely postal service,

operated by the Federal Government until 1926. In 1926 and 1927 the
air mail services were turned over to private operators to be performed
under contracts with the Government. From then until 1938 air trans

port operations carrying the mails were continued under air mail con
tracts awarded from time to time to the lowest responsible bidders by
the Post Office Department acting under authority of a succession of
air mail statutes enacted by Congress during the period. In the early
stages of private operations, when mail generally was the only traffic
carried, the compensation paid to the contractors represented simply
payments for the mail service rendered. As equipment improved and
public interest in air travel increased, the inauguration of passenger
services by air mail contractors placed mail payments on a different
footing.
Fair and reasonable rates are generally defined as rates sufficient to

cover the cost to the producer of rendering the particular service involved
and, in addition, to yield a fair return on the investment used in render
ing the service. No good purpose would be served by considering in
detail the various methods of determining mail compensation provided
under the several air mail statutes in effect between 1926 and 1938.
The significant fact is that none of the methods used resulted in the pay
ment of mail compensation in accordance with the usual formula of
reimbursement. The payments made not only covered the costs to the
carriers of furnishing the mail service, but included substantial addi
tional amounts designed to meet in varying degrees the deficits of the
carriers' passenger and express services.
In view of the fact that air carriers not receiving air mail pay have

not been able to survive for any substantial periods of time, it is appar
ent that the public aid represented by mail pay has been an important
factor in the comparatively high level of development of air transport
which now exists. The Federal Coordinator of Transportation in his
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report on "Public Aids to Transportation"1" estimates that from July 1,
1930, to February 19, 1934, the Post Office Department paid to the air
lines as mail compensation approximately $35,000,000 in excess of the
costs assignable to the mail service. Total mail payments to the airlines
during this period were around $65,000,000. The excess of mail pay
ments over costs of the mail service from May 1934 to June 1938 was

estimated at $29,000,000. A uy2% return on the average value of the
airlines' assets was included in the costs figures used in making these
computations. I hasten to point out that despite these payments air
transport operations were generally unprofitable. I do not have reliable
figures for the early years, but for the year ending June 1935, domestic
airlines carrying mail suffered an operating deficit as a group of
$4,000,000, and for the years ending June 30, 1936, 1937, and 1938 the

operating deficits were, respectively, $752,000, $155,000, and $1,500,000.
I should also point out that in recent years the mail payments to the
carriers have generally not been greatly in excess of the gross air mail
revenue of the Post Office Department; in fact, in the fiscal years 1939,
1940, 1941, and 1942, postage revenues from air mail exceeded the

payments to the domestic carriers.
The Civil Aeronautics Act, like the air mail statutes preceding it, pro

vides for the extension to the airlines of government financial aid through
the medium of payments for the transportation of mail. It expressly
defines broad objectives to be accomplished through the medium of mail

payments by directing the Civil Aeronautics Board to fix mail rates

which will be sufficient "together with all other revenue of . . . [an]
air carrier, to enable . . . [the] carrier under honest, economical, and
efficient management, to maintain and continue the development of air
transportation to the extent and of the character and quality required
for the commerce of the United States, the Postal Service, and the
national defense." It is apparent that this general objective contem

plates that so long as a carrier's revenues from commercial sources are

not sufficient to enable it to operate at a reasonable profit, the deficiency
shall be made up through mail payments to the extent that this is in
the interest of the development of a sound air transport system�and
without regard to traditional concepts of fair and reasonable rates. The
Act contains none of the arbitrary limitations upon the amount of this
aid such as were present in earlier statutes.
The Civil Aeronautics Authority (the predecessor of the Civil Aero

nautics Board) issued its first decision fixing mail rates in April 1939.1"

"Published in 1940.

lbMid-Continent Air Lines, Mail Rates, 1 C. A. B. 45 (1939).
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From that date until its decision in the American Airlines rate case1" in
March of 1942 the Board's mail rate fixing problems were confined en

tirely to carriers who were experiencing substantial operating deficits
before mail pay. Consequently, no effort was made by the Board dur

ing this period to determine formally the cost to the carriers of ren

dering mail service, and all the Board's mail rates were designed to pay
mail compensation sufficient to meet the operating deficits of the carriers

and, in addition, to yield a fair amount of profit. Under these circum

stances, the Board in deciding each case has been primarily con

cerned with two things: determining the amount of the carrier's legiti
mate deficit which will be covered by mail payments, and deciding upon
the amount of profit to be allowed above the break-even level.
In considering the process of determining the first of these amounts,

i.e., the deficit, one finds a striking illustration of the unique character
of mail rates in the fact that the revenues and expenses of the carriers'
schedules and routes on which mail is not carried have been taken into
consideration by the Board in computing the amount of the deficit to
be made up by mail pay. Most of these services have operated at a loss.
The treatment of losses from exclusive passenger services was a problem
which had plagued the Post Office Department and the I.C.C. under the
earlier laws, and, in fact, the 1934 Air Mail Act contained a provision
prohibiting the inclusion of losses from non-mail services in the deter
mination of mail rates by the Commission. However, no limitation of
this kind is imposed by the Civil Aeronautics Act. On the contrary, the
Act expressly directs that, in addition to revenues and expenses related
to the mail service, "all other revenue" of a carrier shall be considered
in fixing mail rates.
In fixing mail rates which make up losses on non-mail operations, the

Board has imposed the limitation that only the losses arising from such
non-mail schedules as are required by commerce or the national defense
will be considered in computing the need of the carrier for mail com

pensation. Any schedule which does not meet such requirements will
not be supported through the mail rate. In giving effect to this principle,
the Board, when fixing mail rates for carriers which were operating
non-mail schedules, has examined the use made of each of such schedules
to determine whether its continuance was in the interest of commerce

or the national defense. This determination was made in the early cases

on the basis of the average passenger loads of each individual schedule.
If the load appeared high enough to indicate a substantial public use of
the schedule, it was approved and its revenues and expenses included in

:3 C. A. B. 323 (1942).
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computing the carrier's need for mail pay. This technique was subse
quently modified somewhat in the later cases by the Board's considering
only the total volume of passenger travel over the route involved in the

light of the total number of schedules operated. A similar approach
was followed with respect to routes on which the transportation of mail
was not authorized, but which were operated by carriers with mail
routes. The Board examined the volume of passenger traffic on the

particular route and decided whether the traffic was sufficiently great
to justify the conclusion that the operation of the route was in the
interests of commerce. If an affirmative conclusion was reached, while
no rate was fixed for the route, the revenues and expenses of operations
over it were included in computing the carrier's need for mail pay.
In determining the amount of the deficit to be used in finding a car

rier's need for mail pay, the Board not only examines into the reason

ableness of losses resulting from non-mail services, but also considers
the reasonableness of all other expenses and expense estimates, and upon
the basis of its consideration excludes unreasonable expenditures from
its calculations. This approach is a necessary result of the statutory di
rection that the need of a carrier is to be determined on the basis of

"honest, economical, and efficient management".
In passing upon the reasonableness of expenses, the Board has dis

allowed officers' salaries to the extent that it deemed the annual rates

excessive; it has disallowed, on one occasion, the entire salary of an

airline executive on the ground that his services were not necessary; it
has disallowed depreciation charges on planes owned by an airline which
the Board found to be in excess of the number of planes required to

operate the carrier's services; it has disallowed a portion of traffic and

advertising expenses where such expenses represented an unduly high
percentage of non-mail revenues; it has refused to allow an increase in

direct-flying costs arising from a carrier's putting into service larger and
more expensive equipment on the ground that, in the absence of special
circumstances, if the move were sound management the increased traffic

generated by the new equipment would offset the added expense; and it
has excluded from operating expenses charges made to create reserve

accounts for various purposes where the Board regarded the amounts

charged to be in excess of the requirements of the particular contin

gency to be covered. This is not intended to be a complete list.
Inasmuch as mail rates applied in part to future periods, their determi

nation has involved in each case the estimating of expenses and revenues

for the future. Rising price levels during most of the period of the
Board's jurisdiction, changes in the types of planes used, changes in
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operations techniques, substantial increases in plane mileages flown, and
the rapid expansion of traffic have all contributed to the uncertainties
of the estimating process. While some variations of technique have oc

curred in particular cases, the Board typically has projected, as its

estimates for the future, levels of expenses for a representative period:
in the immediate past in terms of cents per plane mile flown, percentage
of non-mail revenue, or some similar standard depending on the class of

expense involved, making such modifications in specific expense items

as appeared to be required in the light of such new factors affecting those
items in the future period as were clearly established at the time of the

decision. Revenues have generally been estimated by projecting into the

future period all or a part of past rates of increase.
It is exceedingly difficult to find any firm footing upon which to dis

cuss the second major element in mail rate fixing�that is, the determi
nation of the amount of profit to be allowed the carriers. This is true

because most of the Board's opinions do not specify any very definite

principles as controlling the Board's determination of the amount of

profit allowed. The early opinions usually confine themselves to the

general statement that the rate is found to be sufficient to enable the
carrier to continue the development of air transportation to the extent

required by commerce, the Postal Service, and the national defense.
Recent opinions have been somewhat more precise on the subject, in
that they mention a number of more definite criteria as being among the
factors which are considered. In several early cases the Board said that
it would not fix mail rates upon the basis of any specific return on the

investment, or the fair value of the property, devoted to the transport
service. This position has now been modified somewhat. It would now

appear to be the position of the Board that while return on the invest
ment devoted to air transport services is not the only measure of the
reasonableness of the profit to be allowed through mail payments, never
theless, the adequacy of the return on that investment is one of several
elements considered in determining the reasonable mail rate. Other fac
tors to which the Board has referred as bearing upon the question of
the reasonableness of a rate is the relationship which the carrier's profit
bears to its total revenues, and also the ratio between the carrier's invest
ment and the volume of service rendered. The return to which the
Board gives weight is the return on the actual, legitimate investment of
the carriers, and the Board, on several occasions, has stated that it does
not intend to be bound to any rate base determined by reproduction
costs or similar methods of computing "fair value". In considering the
return on investment for purposes of mail rate determination, no effort
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is made to separate the portion of the investment devoted to the mail
service. This is in keeping with the concept of mail pay as a means

of promoting air transportation, and the profit is weighed with respect
to the adequacy of the return it yields on the carrier's entire transport
investment. To the extent that rate of return is a factor, the Board has
tended to vary the return so as to give some recognition to the relative
efficiency of the carriers.
The mail rates have generally been fixed in terms of cents per airplane

mile flown on schedules on which mail is transported. However, the
rates for the transatlantic service of Pan American Airways were fixed
at so much for each schedule flown; and in more recent cases a rate

per mail pound-mile of service was used.
No discussion of mail rates would be complete without a reference to

retroactive mail rate orders. The Act2 provides that, in fixing mail rates,
the Board may "make such rates effective from such date as it shall
determine to be proper." Since there is necessarily some delay between
the time a petition for rate review is filed and the Board's decision, the
practice has been to review in a given proceeding the reasonableness of

existing rates from the date of the petition, and, in all cases where in
creased rates were in order, the Board made the increased rates effective
from that date. So long as the rates involved the payment of additional
compensation to the carriers for the periods prior to the decisions, the
Board's power to make its rates apply retroactively was not challenged.
However, in December 1939 the Board had instituted rate proceedings
on its own initiative with respect to several carriers which had not peti
tioned for rate reviews. Due to the pressure of other cases, some time

elapsed before these cases were brought to hearing and ready for deci
sion. In the meantime, increases in the volume of traffic had improved
the operating results of several of these carriers to the point where they
were making very substantial net profits. In March 1942 the Board

finally issued its decision with respect to the first of these carriers,
American Airlines. In its decision3 the Board found that during the

pendency of the proceeding the carrier had earned, under the mail rates
then in effect, 22%, after taxes, on its entire investment; it concluded
that this was an excessive return, and fixed new and lower mail rates to

be effective between December 1939 and March 1942. The new rates

provided mail pay of about $4,000,000 less than American had received

during the period under the old rates, and the Board's order, in effect,
therefore, called upon American to repay this sum to the Government.

252 Stat. 998 (1938), 49 U. S. C. � 486 (1940).
'American Air., Mail Rates, 3 C. A. B. � (1942).
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Upon petition of the carrier, however, the case was reopened for re-

argument and, while this was pending, the Board issued its decision in
the case of Pan American-Grace Airways,4 a carrier which was in a posi
tion similar to American.
In the Panagra case5 the Board again found that, under the existing

rates, the carrier had earned excess profits during the pendency of the

proceeding. This time, however, the Board concluded that it would be

economically unsound to enter an order which would reduce the rates

of mail compensation prior to the date of its decision and to require
a refund of the excess to the Government. In reaching this conclusion,
the Board pointed out that there were substantial economic uncertainties

surrounding air transport operations in time of war, and that the obli

gations which post-war development would impose upon the air trans

port industry required a policy of precaution to avoid weakening air
carriers at a time when they would stand in the greatest need of financial
strength. The Board also emphasized the uncertainties to which both

management and investors would be subjected by the establishment of
a governmental policy of retroactively recapturing substantial portions
of past earnings. The Board later established a similar policy against
the retroactive decrease of rates in a supplemental opinion in the Ameri
can case.

It is entirely possible that the present trends of increasing commercial
traffic and efficiency of operations, accelerated as they apparently will
be at the close of the war, may result in making a substantial proportion
of air transport operations commercially profitable, and, therefore, with
out need for public aid. Disregarding for the moment the long-range
prospects, the fact is that in recent months a rather substantial change
has occurred in the character of the mail rate fixing function. A number
of factors have contributed to this change. On June 1st of last year the
number of aircraft available for use in commercial air transportation
was reduced from approximately 325 planes to 166, the planes not re

tained in commercial service being purchased by the Government or

used by the airlines for performing military services. While this resulted
in a substantial curtailment of schedules, the mileage flown has not de
creased in as large a ratio as the number of aircraft, and this increased

plane utilization has lowered certain classes of operating costs. Passen

ger and express traffic has not decreased in proportion to the decrease
in mileage, and a substantially higher proportion of available space on

the planes is now being occupied than has normally been true; and the

4Pan American Grace Airways, Mail Rates, 3 C. A. B. � (1942).
sPan American Grace Airways, Mail Rates, 3 C. A. B. � (1942).
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extensive reduction in schedules has tended to eliminate the unprofitable
ones. In July 1942 the airlines also eliminated certain passenger dis

counts, with a resulting increase in the level of passenger revenue. In

addition, the airlines are providing air transport and other services un

der contract with the War and Navy Departments; and many indirect
costs, common both to the commercial services and these contract ser

vices, are allocated in part to the contract services for the purpose of
reimbursement under the contracts.
The increased profitableness of operations, to which these factors have

contributed, has presented to the Board, for the first time, cases in which
the carriers did not need mail payments to meet operating deficits. A
different approach by the Board than it had previously followed was,
therefore, believed to be necessary. It is probably not accurate to say
that, under these circumstances, the Board resorted to the traditional
concept of rate determination by fixing rates designed simply to cover

the cost of the mail service, plus a reasonable profit on the investment
devoted to the mail service. The Board did, however, as a part of its
decisions in these cases, determine the cost to the carriers of rendering
the mail service.
Since passengers, property, and mail are all carried, with a few excep

tions, on the same planes, finding the cost of any one of these services

necessarily involves not only determining the costs exclusively attrib
utable to each service, but also allocating common costs on some basis.
The Board first segregated from the total operating expenses those ex

penses it deemed to be attributable only to passenger and express
service. These included expenses incurred in providing meals and other

personal services for passengers, the cost of passenger liability insurance,
all traffic and sales expense, and all advertising and publicity expense.
The expenses remaining after the deduction of the above items were

assumed to be common to the mail service and the commercial service,
and were allocated between the two on the basis of the ratio existing
between the pound-miles of commercial traffic carried and the pound-
miles of mail carried (weight times distance). The Board based its

adoption of the weight basis of allocation primarily upon the fact that

up to now weight has been the primary limiting factor in determining
the amount of cargo that can be carried in aircraft. Investment was

allocated on the same basis.
The Board was not at all dogmatic about the soundness of this method

of allocation, and recognized that further study might well lead even

tually to a formula of cost determination which would more accurately
reflect a fair ratio of costs between the various classes of traffic. In view
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of certain phases of this problem which the Board did not fully explore,
it is apparent that in the future some change will have to be made in
the method of cost determination used. For example, the space factor
has a bearing on costs in view of the fact that passengers use substan

tially more space per pound than mail, and the size of a plane in turn

affects direct operating costs. Also, it seems likely that there are some

costs arising exclusively from the mail service, although the present
system of accounts prescribed by the Board does not permit their segre
gation and no effort was made by the Board to find the amount of these.
The use of comparative weights of traffic carried leads also to variations
in costs with variations in traffic and does not take into consideration
the effect of unused capacity available for the several services.
In the cases in which it was found necessary to make a cost alloca

tion, the Board fixed a mail rate for the future of .3 mills per pound-mile
of mail transported. This figure in most instances was considerably in
excess of the unit mail costs indicated by the allocation. While the cost

of service played some part in these decisions, the Board, in fixing a rate
as high as .3 mills, was influenced by a number of other factors. It
made some allowance for the fact that errors are inherent in any cost

allocation, particularly in these cases where some problems of the allo
cation have not been fully explored. It considered the relationship be
tween mail rates and passenger fares, and the fact that the fixing of a

mail rate at some point above the possible minimum would permit a

wider opportunity for the Industry to promote commercial traffic by
reductions in passenger fares. This would not only promote the develop
ment of air transportation generally, but also by increasing commercial
traffic carried would result in a further decrease in mail costs on a weight
basis of allocation. The Board also pointed out that the .3 mills rate

would still be below the net yield to the Post Office Department in reve

nues from postage on air mail, and that the rate would also be compara
ble to the yields per pound-mile received by the carrier from passenger
and express traffic.
The short-term conditions arising out of the war which I have pre

viously outlined resulting, as they have, in increased profitableness of

operations may require the continued fixing of mail rates in the imme
diate future on the basis of a cost allocation method. In any event,
these conditions have made it necessary for the Board for the first time
to turn its attention to the level of passenger fares. Since the beginning
of air transport passenger fares have been fixed by the carriers without
direct government control, and, while the Civil Aeronautics Act author-
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izes the Board to exercise control, until recently it has made no formal
determination with respect to the level of fares.
However, on February 27 of this year the Civil Aeronautics Board

instituted an investigation into the rates, fares, and charges of certain
of the airlines for the transportation of passengers by issuing an order
to show cause why their fares should not be reduced approximately 10%.
In its order the Board set out several reasons supporting its belief that
present fares were excessive, among them that the carriers have been

compelled to conduct their scheduled air transport operations with a

substantially reduced number of aircraft, and, as a result thereof, to
reduce the extent of such operations; that despite this reduction in

operations the average amount of traffic has remained substantially the

same, and in some instances increased; that the carriers had suspended
all discounts on passenger fares previously allowed by them; that the
carriers are performing services under contract with the War Depart
ment which provide for the allocation to such services of amounts of
indirect expenses which would otherwise be chargeable to their scheduled
air transport operations; that the net incomes reported by the carriers

during the five months ending November 30, 1942, were excessive and

may continue to be excessive; and that the public interest in economic
stabilization and price control necessitates the restoration, in so far as

consistent with the maintenance of the sound financial condition of the

carriers, of the average fares to the approximate level existing before
the elimination of all discounts on fares. The Board also pointed out

that, in view of certain elements of uncertainty affecting the future
revenues and expenses of the carrier, "a further, comprehensive review
of the rates, fares, and charges demanded, collected, or received by each
of the respondents for the transportation of passengers, property, or

mail, or one or more of said classes of traffic, should be undertaken, if
that action should be required, at such time as information and data
have become available which will permit of a more accurate appraisal
of the effect upon respondents of these elements of uncertainty."
No final decision has yet been issued in this proceeding. All carriers

involved, however, have filed answers objecting to the tentative findings,
although some have indicated that they will voluntarily file tariffs put
ting into effect a schedule of reduced fares.
A phase of the rate problem which is of long-range significance is the

part rates will play in determining the place of air transportation in the
national transportation picture. Air transportation is still in such an early
stage of development that it is impossible to forecast how the cost of

rendering air service and air transport rates will eventually compare with
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costs of service and rates of other means of transportation. Air trans

portation's present average passenger fare of around 5 cents per mile
is above the first-class rail plus pullman charges of around 3 3/2 cents

and rail coach fares of 2 cents. Costs per passenger seat-mile in air

transportation have already reached a 3 cent level. While this is around
a half cent per mile below present first-class rail plus pullman rates, it
is still considerably above railroad costs. In the cargo field, present air
express rates are between 80 and 90 cents a ton-mile, considerably in
excess of rail express rates which vary between 11 and 18 cents a ton-

mile and railroad freight rates varying from less than a cent per ton-mile
to about 8 or 9 cents for less-than-carload shipments. Freight is carried

by trucks at a rate of 3 or 4 cents a ton-mile, and the rates of ocean

shipping are considerably less than that of carload freight. The figures
for air transport cargo costs show, for example, a cost of 32 cents per
express ton-mile carried for American and 26 cents per ton-mile for
Eastern on the basis of the Board's allocation in their rate cases. Present

average gross operating costs of air transport are around 35 cents per
total pay-load capacity ton-mile. The indications are that planes avail
able soon after the war for cargo carriage may operate at a total ton-mile
cost of between 10 and 20 cents. This is still many times above the costs

of surface transportation. There are also a good many factors not re

lated to the efficiency of aircraft which will have some unknown but
substantial effect upon air transport costs in the future. For example,
substantial increases in the volume of passenger and cargo traffic will

present new problems to the Industry with respect to airport facilities for
the handling of planes and terminal facilities and services for passengers
and cargo. Heretofore, these have represented a small part of the costs
of air transport by reason of the existence of airports and facilities con

structed with public funds and the furnishing of terminal services for
air cargo by Railway Express Agency.
Any comparison of air transport and surface transportation must also

recognize that substantial economies of cost may still be effected by the
surface carriers.
While cost to the carrier is a primary factor in the level of commercial

charges, the mail rate-fixing function, as the Board implied in its deci
sion in the Eastern rate case,5" can be used as an effective tool for the

shaping of policies with respect to the level of passenger and property
rates in air transport. This, of course, has been generally true in the

past, for the carriers have charged passenger fares below the level neces

sary to yield a profit on the commercial services, and the mail rates have

6,3 C. A. B. � (1942).
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served to make up all or part of this difference. Mail rates still will
retain these potentialities in the future when at present levels of commer
cial fares or somewhat lower levels the carriers will be able to make a

profit without aid from mail payments. Under the latter circumstances,
the fixing of mail payments at a. point above the level of the minimum
mail compensation required would make it possible for the carriers
further to reduce commercial charges below the point necessary to yield
a reasonable profit on those services, to the extent that mail payments
exceed the minimum level. This might well be desirable from the

standpoint of developing air transportation by encouraging more exten
sive public use of it. On the other hand, such a process has its com

plications in its effect on other forms of transportation.
A great deal of thought is being given lately to the coordination of

the various forms of transportation. The recent report of the National
Resources Planning Board on "Transportation and National Policy"6
is an illustration of this. It seems quite apparent that once the war is
over there will be strong pressure to require each of the various methods
of transportation to confine itself primarily to those services which it
is best fitted to perform by reason of advantages in service or lower costs.
This principle of coordination and the detailed problems related to it,
such as the method of treating public aids, will undoubtedly have a sub
stantial effect upon the fixing of air transport rates in the future.

Consolidations and Mergers

Section 408 of the Act7 makes consolidations, mergers, and acquisi
tions of control involving certain types of aeronautical companies unlaw
ful unless approved by the Board. The section covers mergers or con

solidations of air carriers with other air carriers, with companies engaged
in any other phase of aeronautics, or with common carriers. It also pro
hibits without Board approval the acquisition of control of an air carrier

by the following types of companies: (1) another air carrier, (2) a per
son controlling an air carrier, (3) a common carrier, or (4) a person
engaged in any phase of aeronautics; and it similarly prohibits a pur
chase, lease, or contract to operate a substantial part of the properties of

any air carrier by one of these types of companies. Finally, the section

provides for Board approval of any acquisition by an air carrier, or

person controlling an air carrier, of control of a company engaged in

any phase of aeronautics otherwise than as an air carrier.
The standard prescribed for considering these transactions is that un

published in September 1942.

7S2 Stat. 1001 (1938), 49 U. S. C. � 488 (1940).
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less the Board finds after hearing that the transaction "would not be con

sistent with the public interest" it shall be approved. This "public
interest'' standard is modified by two limitations. First, the section di
rects that the Board shall not approve a transaction covered by the
section "which would result in creating a monopoly or monopolies and

thereby restrain competition or jeopardize another air carrier not a

party" to the transaction. A further limitation is imposed to the effect
that if one of the parties is a carrier in another form of transportation
(or a person affiliated with such a carrier) the transaction shall not be

approved unless it is found that it "will promote the public interest by
enabling the surface carrier to use aircraft to public advantage in its

operation and will not restrain competition." The Board is given express
power to attach reasonable terms and conditions to its approval of a

given transaction and to require modifications as a condition to its ap
proval. The section does not require approval of transactions which
were consummated prior to the effective date of the section, namely,
June 23, 1938. One effect of the Board's disapproval of a transaction
of this kind is to make the consummation of it unlawful and subject to
the penalties prescribed for violations of the Civil Aeronautics Act;
and an approval, on the other hand, permits the carrying out of the
transaction without conflict with the provisions of the Act. In addition,
it is expressly provided that parties to transactions approved by the
Board under this section are relieved from the operations of the "anti
trust" laws and all other restraints and prohibitions of law "in so far as

may be necessary to enable . . . [the parties] to do anything authorized,
approved, or required" by the Board's order of approval.
Ten cases have been presented for Board approval under this section.

Of those cases in which decisions have been reached, the four cases which
I will now discuss in detail are the only ones that involve any special
significance.
The first decision8 issued by the Board involved an application by

United Air Lines to acquire control of, and to merge with, Western Air

Express (now Western Air Lines). United Air Lines operates a trans
continental route between New York and San Francisco by way of

Chicago, Denver, and Salt Lake City; a route between Salt Lake City
and Seattle, and a route between Los Angeles, San Francisco, and Seattle.
Western operates a route between San Diego, Los Angles and Salt Lake
City, and one from Salt Lake City north to Great Falls, Montana and
Lethbridge, Canada. Shortly before they filed an application for ap
proval of the acquisition of control and the merger, United and Western

"United A. L. Acquisition of Western A. E., 1 C. A. A. 739 (1940).
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also filed an agreement between themselves calling for the interchange
of planes at Salt Lake City. The Board approved the interchange agree
ment but disapproved the acquisition of control and the merger.
The principal purpose of both the merger and the interchange agree

ment appears to have been to provide United with direct access to Los
Angeles on a transcontinental route. Two other direct transcontinental
routes into Los Angeles already existed. TWA operates into Los Angeles
by way of Albuquerque and Kansas City; and east of Kansas City it
operates alternate routes to New York and Philadelphia by way of
Chicago and Pittsburgh and by way of St. Louis, Columbus and Pitts
burgh. American operates from Los Angeles to New York by way of
Dallas, Memphis, Washington, and Philadelphia. For some time prior
to this case, United and Western had conducted their operations so as to

provide, through Salt Lake City, as good a connecting transcontinental
service as possible between Los Angeles and points on United's route,
and had advertised the service extensively. It will be noted that
United serves each of the four major traffic-producing centers on the
west coast (Los Angeles, San Francisco, Portland, and Seattle). With
respect to each of these points, other than Los Angeles, it furnished not

only a north-south service along the coast, but also a transcontinental
service to the east. The acquisition of Western Air would have permitted
United to complete the last gap in its west coast service pattern, namely,
a transcontinental service to Los Angeles. No other carrier approached
this coverage of traffic flowing in and out of the major west coast points.
In addition to the transcontinental services of TWA and American, pre
viously described, the only other important services touching west coast

points were that of Northwest Airlines between Portland and Seattle and

Chicago, and a service of TWA into San Francisco which connected with
its transcontinental route at Boulder City, Nevada.
The Board concluded that "the predominance which approval of the

. . . [acquisition of control and the merger] would give to United in the
west coast region" and "the elimination of Western as the only inde

pendent north-south air carrier in the territory west of the Rocky
Mountains would not be in accordance with the best interests of local
business in that territory and would not serve to maintain and encourage
competition to the extent necessary to assure the development of a prop
erly balanced system of air transportation in that section of the coun

try."9 The Board recognized that some economies in operating costs

and improvements in service would flow from the merger, but concluded
that this was outweighed by the undesirability of concentrating air

�United A. L. Acquisition of Western A. E., 1 C. A. A. 739 (1940).
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transportation in the region in the hands of United to the extent that
would have resulted from the merger. It is interesting to note that,
other than the parallel services operated between Los Angeles and San

Diego, United and Western did not carry any substantial volume of

competing traffic; and this fact, together with the maintenance of joint
ticket offices by United and Western and the power of the Board to

establish competing routes at any time by the issuance of certificates
of public convenience and necessity, influenced the examiner who heard
the case to recommend that the merger should be approved, apparently
on the ground that the competitive situation would not be substantially
altered. The Board pointed out, however, that while the present volume
of competitive traffic might not be great, the routes of the two compa
nies might eventually compete for a substantial volume of traffic between
certain points as air transportation developed. The Board refused to

consider as a significant factor its power to authorize new routes by
the issuance of certificates�stating that it could not be assumed, at this
stage of the development of the Industry, that it would be sound to re

establish the competition destroyed as a result of the merger by the
issuance of new certificates in the future.
The Board, however, did approve the interchange agreement. This

agreement provided for the operation of sleeper planes without regard to

ownership over the route of United between New York, Chicago, and
Salt Lake City, and over that of Western between Salt Lake City and
Los Angeles. The arrangement, of course, permitted the operation of

through schedules over these routes without requiring passengers to

change planes at Salt Lake City. While the agreement was filed pursuant
to section 412 of the Act, the Board concluded that it amounted to a

contract to operate a substantial part of the properties of Western and
therefore was subject to consideration under section 408. The Board
decided that it was not inconsistent with the public interest to permit
United and Western to improve the transcontinental service rendered
over their joint routes by the interchange method. The contrast between
the disapproval of the merger and the approval of the interchange agree
ment indicates that in the merger case the Board was primarily con

cerned with maintaining the identity of Western as an independent
carrier and not with protecting competing transcontinental carriers from
diversions of traffic that would arise from the joint United-Western ser

vice into Los Angeles. The Board did not regard any adverse effect
upon competing transcontinental carriers at Los Angeles to be sufficiently
substantial to require disapproval of the interchange agreement.
Considerable controversy arose between the various parties to the
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case with respect to the meaning of the first proviso in section 408(b)
which states that no transaction of this kind shall be approved "which
would result in creating a monopoly or monopolies and thereby restrain
competition or jeopardize another carrier" not a party to the transaction.
Since it was obvious that some restraint of competition and some adverse
effects upon competing carriers would result from the interchange agree
ment, it became important to determine whether the mere existence of
either of these two factors prohibited an approval, or whether the proviso
prohibited approval only where restraint of competition or jeopardy to
another carrier was accompanied by the creation of a monopoly. On
this point the Board concluded that restraint of competition and jeopardy
to another air carrier did not necessarily bar approval of a merger un
less the merger resulted in the creation of a "monopoly". The term

"monopoly" was construed to mean "a particular degree of control of
air transportation ... in any territory or section of the country."
The second acquisition case10 disposed of by the Board involved a

proposed purchase of Marquette Airlines by TWA. The significant
principle involved in this case turned around the purchase price. Mar

quette was a non-mail carrier operating under a "grandfather" certificate
of public convenience and necessity between Detroit, Toledo, Dayton,
Cincinnati, and St. Louis. TWA operates a transcontinental route be
tween New York and Los Angeles by way of Pittsburgh, Dayton, St.
Louis, Kansas City, and other points; and also routes between New

York, Pittsburgh, and Chicago, and between Dayton and Chicago.
During the entire period of Marquette's operations, service had been

rendered by it on a low frequency with a considerable number of sched
ule cancellations; and, at a time when other carriers were using modern

Douglas equipment and similar types, Marquette's operations were con

ducted with old fabric covered planes. Most of its necessary mainte
nance communication services were furnished by American Airlines,
and Marquette's entire organization consisted of only 21 officers and

employees. Traffic over the route was very light, despite the size and

importance of the cities served, an average of approximately two passen
gers per plane mile having been carried between May 1938 and Decem
ber 1939. Consequently, operations were conducted at a substantial

operating loss.
In considering TWA's1 acquisition of this carrier, the Board concluded

that the acquisition would not create a monopoly and would result in
an improved service to the cities involved, and that from this stand-

'Marquette Air.�Grandfather Certif.�Acquisition by TWA, 3 C. A. B. Ill (1941).
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point it would not be inconsistent with the public interest. However,
in the first of two opinions it issued on this matter the Board disapproved
the acquisition on the ground that the price to be paid was so excessive
as to make the transaction contrary to the public interest. The price
called for by the contract was approximately $470,000. On the other

hand, Marquette's balance sheet showed tangible assets carrying a book
value of approximately $30,000. In considering the fairness of the price,
the Board refused to consider the fact that the stockholders of Marquette
had invested approximately $290,000 in the enterprise, pointing out that
there was no snowing that any part of the operating losses through which
this investment was dissipated could properly be described as develop
mental costs contributing to the future improvement of operations over

the route; and that in view of the nature of Marquette's operations
there could be no good will or going-concern value inherent in the

property.
It was apparent that at least $440,000 of the $470,000 purchase price

represented a valuation of the right to operate the route, and the Board
refused to permit the inclusion of such an element in the price. The
Board indicated that it would not approve any purchase price which
included amounts attributable to intangible values arising from the
certificate of convenience and necessity to be transferred other than
"values developed by the conduct of operations under the certificate"
and the legitimate expenses of obtaining the certificate.

Subsequently the parties submitted a modified agreement. The modi
fied agreement reduced the price to be paid by TWA by approximately
$160,000, or one-third of the price called for by the original agreement,
and the Board approved the new agreement. It seems clear that this
second decision represents a reversal of the Board's approach to the

question of the excessiveness of the purchase price as set out in the

original opinion. In its second decision the Board took the position that,
in passing upon the reasonableness of the price, it "should take into
consideration all types of value which are in fact elements in the fixing
of the exchange value of the property." The basis for this position was

"that in the sale of the property of an airline the value of the right to
operate the route is an element which the parties necessarily take into
consideration in determining the price which they are willing ... to re

ceive and pay"; and that "it would be unrealistic for the Board to con

sider a purchase transaction as though such a value (the value of the

route) did not exist and was not taken into account." The Board looked
at the record of the operations of the Marquette route since TWA had
been operating over it under an exemption order issued by the Board
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after its first decision, and found that these results established that the
route had an extremely high traffic potential and produced substantial
revenues to other parts of the TWA system as a result of long-haul
business originating and terminating at points on the Marquette route.
In view of these evidences of the value of the route to the TWA system,
the Board concluded that the modified price did not exceed the value
of the tangible properties of Marquette to an extent which made the
transaction inconsistent with the public interest. The Board carefully
pointed out, however, that this was not to be taken as an indication
that the purchase price would be taken into account as a part of the
investment of TWA for rate-making purposes. One member of the
Board in a concurring opinion took the position that the purchase price
was primarily a matter for the carrier's management to decide and that
unless the amount of the price was so high that it would clearly weaken
the financial strength of the acquiring carrier to an extent that its service
might be affected, the Board should not pass upon the reasonableness of
the price. Another member in a dissenting opinion adhered to the views
expressed in the original decision to the effect that the purchase price
should not be permitted to include any payment for the intangible
values represented by the certificate. He stated that if this principle were

to be abandoned it was difficult to discover any basis upon which the
Board should concern itself at all with the price to be paid in the trans

action.
Inasmuch as only four of the then five Board members participated

in this second decision, and the personnel of the Board has changed
somewhat since then, considerable doubt surrounds the principles which
the Board might apply in the future in considering the purchase price
phase in acquisition cases.

The two remaining cases decided under the control and merger sec

tion have involved one of the most important principles yet established
with respect to air transport, namely, the extent to which carriers en

gaged in other forms of transportation will be permitted to engage in
air transportation. Each of the two cases referred to involve the Ameri
can Export Steamship Lines. The Steamship Company operates (in peace
time) a steamship service between United States Atlantic ports and
various ports in the Mediterranean and Black Sea areas. Its services
were operated primarily with cargo-carrying vessels, although limited

passenger facilities were also available. The Steamship Company organ
ized American Export Airlines in 1937 (prior to the effective date of
the Civil Aeronautics Act), and furnished all of the funds necessary
to finance the airline either directly or through guaranteeing loans made
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to the airline by others. The airline did not inaugurate service prior to
the enactment of the Act, and filed application with the Board seeking
certificates of public convenience and necessity. In the proceedings on

the certificate application the Board issued to the airline temporary cer

tificates authorizing it to operate between New York and Lisbon, Portu
gal, and in a subsequent proceeding granted it a certificate for service
between New York and Foynes, Irish Free State. At the time the cer

tificate case was under consideration by the Board, the Steamship Com

pany held 70% of the outstanding stock of the airline, and in that case
the issue was raised as to whether the approval of the Board was re

quired under section 408 of the Act with respect to the control relation

ship which existed between the two companies. The Board concluded,
however, that its approval of such a relationship was required only where
the acquisition of control occurred at a time when the acquired company
was already an air carrier. Since the airline had been acquired by the

Steamship Company in 1937 and did not operate or receive authority
to operate until 1940, the Board found that its approval of the Steam

ship Company's control was unnecessary. The Board did point out,
however, that it had considered the relationship between the airline and
the Steamship Company and did not "find anything to indicate that
such relationship will be in any way inconsistent with the public interest".
An appeal to the U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit

from the Board's decision in the certificate case was filed by Pan Ameri
can Airways, an intervener. While the court upheld the issuance of the

certificates, it held that the Board should have taken jurisdiction of the
control relationship under section 408.11 The court established the prin
ciple that to acquire control of any air carrier in any manner whatsoever
within the meaning of the section embraces the steps involved in creating
a subsidiary corporation, organized for air carriage and possessing ade
quate financial resources, and supplying it with a certificate authorizing
operation.
After the court's decision, the Board issued a decision on the merits

of the control question, in which it disapproved the control of the airline
by the Steamship Company. Its decision was based upon the second
proviso in section 408 which provides that where an applicant is a car

rier other than an air carrier the Board shall not approve unless it finds
that the acquisition of control will promote the public interest by en

abling the applicant to use aircraft to public advantage in its operation.
This second proviso is similar to a clause in the section of the Motor

"American Export Air Control, 3 C. A. B. � (1942).
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Carrier Act dealing with acquisitions of motor carriers.12 In its early
decisions upon the meaning of the motor carrier clause, the I.C.C. held13

that the clause permitted approval of an acquisition of a motor carrier

by a railroad only where the motor carrier service would be "auxiliary
and supplementary" to the railroad service. Apparently the Commission

intended to approve such acquisitions only where it would permit the
carriage of traffic between its points of origin and destination partly by
highway and partly by rail. Recent decisions of the Commission on

this question, however, are somewhat difficult to reconcile with its ini

tial position, and it was strenuously argued before the Board in the

American Export case14, that the Commission no longer adheres to the

requirement that motor carrier operations be auxiliary and supplement
ary to the railroad service of a railroad seeking to acquire it.
The Board stated, however, that the requirement that the acquisition

promote the public interest by enabling the Steamship Company to use

aircraft to public advantage in its operations "is extremely restrictive",
and took a position similar to the early I.C.C. decisions by holding that

"only those limited air transport services which are auxiliary and supple
mentary to other transport operations, and which are therefore incidental

thereto, can meet the conditions laid down by that proviso". The Board

concluded that the services of the American Export Airlines did not

bear such a relationship to the steamship operations of American Ex

port Lines. Shortly after this decision was issued, American Export filed
a petition for reconsideration on which the Board heard further argu
ment. The Board's final order,15 however, affirmed its earlier order and

opinion.
It seems clear from this case that the entry of companies engaged in

other forms of transportation into the air transport field through the

acquisition of existing airlines, or the creation of subsidiaries to inaugu
rate new air transport services, will be severely restricted. The Board's

construction of the Act would appear to limit their entry to those in

stances where the air service and the ground service supplement each
other by providing a joint service by which passengers or cargo make

part of a journey by ground and part by air. Where the air service and

the ground service offer alternative means of transportation to passen

gers or cargo from origin to destination, the Board apparently would

hold that approval would not be authorized by the Act.

^49 Stat. S43 (1935), 49 U. S. C. � 301 (1940).
"Pennsylvania Truck Lines, Inc.�Control�Barker, 1 M. C. C. 101, 113 (1936), 5 M.

C. C. 9, 11-12 (1937).
"American Export Air Control, 3 C. A. B. � (1942).
16American Export Air Control, 3 C. A. B. � (1942).
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The restriction which has been discussed relating to other forms of

transportation is one which is expressly imposed solely by the terms of
section 408. That section deals only with the acquisition of control of
an air carrier, either an existing one or a new subsidiary formed for the

purpose of inaugurating new services. Section 408 and its limitations
would not, therefore, strictly apply to an effort by a surface carrier to

engage in air transportation directly. Literally construed, the Act would
still permit a railroad, for example, to apply for and obtain authority
to operate air services in its own name without encountering the require
ment that the air service be auxiliary and supplementary. However, in
the American Export decision, the Board noted this situation and con

cluded that there was no sound basis for distinguishing between an

undertaking of a carrier engaged in another form of transportation to

engage in air transportation through a subsidiary and its undertaking
to engage in the air transportation field directly. Accordingly, the Board
said that "in considering an application under section 401 [for a cer

tificate] filed by a carrier other than an air carrier, . . . [it] would not

construe the public convenience and necessity as requiring the issuance
of a certificate to such carrier unless the evidence indicates that the pro
visions of section 408(b) are met."
The four merger and control cases which have been discussed do not

dispose of all of the problems that eventually will arise in this field.

They do establish some significant principles. The United-Western case

would indicate that the Board will carefully scrutinize any proposed
merger of existing carriers with respect to the extent it may permit one
carrier to dominate a given region. The Marquette case would indicate
that the Board is likely to be fairly liberal in its review of the reasonable
ness of the purchase price of an air transport enterprise; while the
American Export case may lead to the exclusion, with a few exceptions,
of surface carriers from the air transport field.

Agreements

Airline agreements are a subject for separate consideration in a study
of air transport because of the provisions of section 412 of the Civil
Aeronautics Act.16 The section provides that there shall be filed with
the Board all agreements affecting air transportation between an air
carrier and any other carrier if the agreement provides "for pooling or

apportioning earnings, losses, traffic, service, or equipment, . . . [for]
the establishment of transportation rates, fares, charges, or classifica
tions, or for preserving and improving safety, economy, and efficiency

'52 Stat. 1004 (1938), 49 U. S. C. � 492 (1940).
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of operation, or for controlling, regulating, preventing, or otherwise

eliminating destructive, oppressive, or wasteful competition, or for regu
lating stops, schedules, and character of service, or for other cooperative
working arrangements." The Board is directed to disapprove any such
agreement which it finds to be adverse to the public interest or in vio
lation of the Act, and to approve all others. Around 250 agreements
have been filed to date, and there is some reason to believe that this
figure does not represent all of the existing agreements which fall within
the terms of the section. Only two of the agreements filed have been

disapproved by the Board, although a number are still pending, await
ing final disposition. Because the language describing the agreements
to be filed is so broad, the section represents a catch-all under which the
Board is required to pass upon a great variety of management actions.
Most of the agreements which have been filed are comparatively simple,
and their approval has not involved any matters of principle.
The two agreements which have been disapproved by the Board are

of some importance, however. Both agreements involved arrangements
between steamship companies and Pan American Airways. One agree
ment was between American Export Airlines and Pan American, under
which each party agreed, for a period of fifteen years, to confine its
transatlantic air services to certain designated countries in Europe.
This agreement was entered into and disapproved by the Board prior
to its disposition of the application of American Export for a certificate

covering the transatlantic service. The Board disapproved the agree
ment as being adverse to the public interest on several grounds, among
them the fact that the agreement would tend to restrain competition
and would discourage the development of an adequate air transportation
system.
The other agreement was a rather complicated one between the Mat-

son Navigation Company, the Inter-Island Steam Navigation Company,
and Pan American Airways. Matson operated a steamship service be
tween the west coast of the United States and Hawaii, and also on to

Australia, and Inter-Island operated steamship services between ports
in the islands. In 1934 both Pan American and the Matson interests

apparently were contemplating the inauguration of an air service be
tween the continental United States and Hawaii, and it appeared that
the advertising for bids by the Post Office Department for a mail con
tract for such a service was imminent. Around this time, Pan American
and Matson entered into negotiations which resulted in the execution
of the agreement involved in June of 1935. In general, the agreement
provided that a new company, jointly owned in equal proportions by
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Pan American and the Matson interests, would be created for the pur
pose of conducting local air service between the west coast and Hawaii.
It was stipulated that when the joint company was created it should

operate all local flights operated between the United States and Hawaii,
but should operate no other services. Pan American operated a route

between San Francisco, Hawaii, Manila, and points in Asia, but it

agreed that it would not operate any local schedules between the United
States and Hawaii, and that it would not operate more flights between
the west coast and Hawaii than it did west of Hawaii except where

necessary for adequate through service on its route to Asia. This agree
ment also was disapproved for reasons similar to those leading to the

disapproval of the Pan American-American Export agreement. The
Board pointed out that the pooling of resources and interests by the

companies concerned would result in stifling competition in air trans

portation between the west coast and Hawaii for some time in the future,
and that one of the principal reasons for entering into the agreement
so far as Pan American was concerned, was that it eliminated Pan
Americans' most likely potential competition in that area. It was felt
that agreements of this kind, where a carrier obtained from a prospective
competitor an undertaking not to attempt competitive operations "are
likely ... to impede the development of competition to the extent re

quired" for the sound development of air transportation.
One significant feature of the operation of the agreements provision

of the law has been the development of industry-wide agreements through
the medium of the Air Transport Association. All domestic air carriers
are members of this Association. The Articles of the Association were

themselves filed with the Board under section 412. The Articles specify
certain general objectives of the Association, such as the promotion of
air transportation, the improvement of service, and the furthering of co
operation among the members; they provide for the payment of annual
dues; set up a board of directors and other officers with authority to
conduct the affairs of the Association; and provide generally for the
establishment of committees to deal with particular subjects. The Board
found that the Articles of Association, in so far as they involved the
binding together of a group of carriers in an association for cooperative
action to carry out the broad objectives set out in the Articles, consti
tuted an agreement affecting air transportation subject to approval un
der section 412, and it approved them as such an agreement. The Board
expressly limited its approval by saying that it was not to be construed
as an approval or disapproval of any subsequent agreement entered into
or action taken pursuant to the Articles of Association.
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Within the framework of the Air Transport Association the carriers
have also formed an organization known as the Air Traffic Conference
of America. The by-laws of the Air Traffic Conference form the mechan
ical basis for the making of inter-carrier agreements which has been
used on a number of occasions. The function of the Conference is stated

by its by-laws to be "exclusive jurisdiction over all matters involving,
directly or indirectly, traffic and sales problems upon which the mem

bers of the Conference desire joint and coordinated action." Action by
the Conference is in the form of resolutions, and the unanimous vote of
the members present at a meeting is required in order to make a given
resolution effective. Once a resolution is effective, it is binding upon all
members of the Conference. A number of Conference resolutions have
been adopted and filed with the Board for approval as agreements. These
have related generally to tariff matters, advertising practices, traffic

representation, and similar subjects.
With two exceptions, no resolution has been filed involving the fixing

of the level of rates through mutual arrangement. The exceptions re

ferred to are resolutions fixing uniform charges to be made by all air
lines for charter and other special flights. However, a number of reso

lutions relate to other phases of tariff publication. For example, by
resolution of the Conference, the carriers have agreed to include all of
their tariff matters in a consolidated airlines passenger tariff filed with
the Board through the Executive Secretary of the Air Traffic Conference
who is designated as Tariff Agent for each airline. The individual car

riers, of course, retain their power over what is included in the tariff
with respect to their own services, but the mechanics of filing are all
handled through the Executive Secretary. It seems likely that the use

of the Air Traffic Conference as a means of self-regulation by the Indus

try with respect to practices of common concern to all carriers will con
tinue on an expanded scale in the future.
The purpose of the provision of the Act requiring Board approval of

agreements is obscure. The language describing the agreements to be
filed for approval is very broad, and, if literally construed, requires that
most agreements made by an airline with another carrier be filed. It is

provided that parties to an agreement shall be relieved from the anti
trust laws and the restraints of other laws to the extent necessary to

enable them to do anything approved by an order approving the agree
ment. Yet the Act does not expressly state what is the effect of a dis

approval by the Board. It is arguable, therefore, that the only effect of

disapproval would be that the parties would be denied the benefits of the

exemption from the antitrust laws, and on that construction it would
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follow that the sole purpose of the provision is to provide a means where

by the desirability of such exemptions from the Government's view

point can be passed upon. On the other hand, it has been suggested that
the power given the Board to disapprove necessarily implies that in the

event of a disapproval the carrying out of the provisions of the agree
ment involved would be unlawful and subject to the penalties prescribed
by the Act for violations generally, or perhaps at least unenforceable.



INDUSTRIAL COMBINATIONS AND THE LAW
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By Heinrich Kronstein*

In Radio Corporation of America (RCA) v. Philadelphia Storage
Battery Company (PSB)1 the court found the following basic fact
element :
RCA (Radio Corporation of America) licensed PSB (Philadelphia

Storage Battery Company) to manufacture radio sets under RCA pat
ents. The license agreement of October 31, 1930 provided that RCA
should receive a certain percentage of PSB's sales price. The sales price
of PSB's purchaser, however, was agreed to be the basis of the royalty
payments if PSB should sell its products to a corporation, firm or asso

ciation in which PSB or its stockholders owned a controlling interest by
stock ownership or otherwise. PSB established a wholly owned subsidiary,
Philco Radio & Television Company (PRT), which was PSB's exclusive
sales organization in the radio set field. In accordance with the agree
ment the sales prices of PRT (Philco Radio & Television) were con

sidered as the basis of the royalty payments of PSB to RCA.
In 1934 the PSB-PRT structure was reorganized. "The object sought

by PSB to be accomplished by the reorganization was to secure a new

and reduced base on which its royalties to RCA would be calculated,
viz., the selling price to PRT (cost plus 5%) instead of the old base of
PRT's selling price to the trade. There can be no doubt of that."2
The issue in this case was whether or not this object was accomplished

and if under the new set-up the connection between PSB and PRT "was

sufficiently severed to bring PRT out of the controlling interest of PSB
in the conception of the license agreement."3
Under the reorganization scheme :

1. PRT (Philco Radio & Television) remained the exclusive seller of
PSB's (Philadelphia Storage Battery's) products and PRT did not sell

anything else.
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2. PRT was "to market products under PSB's trademark 'Philco'
which at a not distant day was to return to PSB's exclusive control."

3. The price practically remained under the control of PSB.
4. PSB decided what designs were brought on the market.
5. The office of PRT remained in the building of PSB.
On the other hand the shares of PRT were given, for "fair considera

tion", to the leading officials of PRT who remained at the same time
officials of PSB, and "rent" was paid to PSB for the use of the office.4
The District Court and the Court of Appeals decided that PSB was

successful in its attempt to save royalties which should have been paid
otherwise. The two principal reasons of these decisions were:

1. The language (of the original RCA-PSB contract) was "shall own
a controlling interest by stock ownership or otherwise". "These words",
said the Delaware court, "clearly express the idea of a power of control
derived from a property right. It is a control that arises from an interest
that is owned. This excludes the conception of the control that is exerted

through friendship, good will, apprehension of loss or duress."5
2. The court said, further: "The business fate of each of the corpo

ration hangs by the same thread. This does not make them one but it
has been held in many cases that courts will disregard corporate forms
and the fictional personality which the law ascribed hereto in order to

prevent the accomplishment of wrong, "the perpetuation of frauds and
the evasion of statutory inhibitions. It has never been held that a corpo
ration loses its distinct and separate personality by the mere fact of its

joining hands with another in a common enterprise."6
The court discussed all "legal" reasons why PRT (Philco Radio &

Television) did not remain an instrumentality or agency or PSB (Phila
delphia Storage Battery) under the reorganization scheme but it did
not consider the economic effects of the following facts:

1. Since PSB controlled the trademark "Philco", it remained in con

trol of the marketing of the product which PRT could sell.
2. PSB was clearly of the opinion that they earned more under the

established "5% plus cost" than under the old regulation. Therefore
the only possible "profit" of PRT was a certain percent of the saved
royalties, which profit came back to PSB as rent and otherwise.
I cannot deny that I was shocked at the basic philosophy of this deci

sion. PSB by a mere change of appearance successfully deprived another
concern of its contractual rights. Is that an extraordinary decision? I

4For a complete statement of facts compare the opinion of the lower court.
"Id. at 422.
'Ibid.
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am afraid it is not. It is the logical consequence of the prevailing legal
rule. It is the logical consequence of the general approach of our courts
to the problem of the connections between corporations.
The development of the law of corporations during the last twenty

years shows an increasing sterility. The positivists are satisfied to ex

plain the literal contents of all statutes, charts, by-laws and decisions,
while the realists are satisfied to look behind the motivations of the court
in deciding each particular case. The interest of both has been limited
to the facts with which statutes and cases deal. They did not learn from
other tests.7 Both have followed a method of analysis of insufficient fac
tual material. The appearance of Berle-Means classical book8 gave
the lawyers, positivists and realists alike, a real headache because it
confronted them with a development of the trend and the forces within
the present-day private corporation not expressed in statutes or cases.

However, the shock was not strong enough. Berle-Means suggest not
only a new point of view about the development of a corporation from
within, but an entirely new approach to the corporation from without.
The only meager result of this suggestion has been the enactment of a

number of provisions in the field of security legislation.9
Lawyers have emasculated their definition of the corporation more

and more so as to bring within its terms all forms of corporations whose
existence they admitted�a process which may be defensible as a matter
of logic. The best "legal" definition may run as follows: "A corporation
is a being to which property and choses in action, and against which
debt can be related."10 That is a distressingly meager definition, which
can be reconciled with the principles of legal logic. Gierke's theory of
the corporation11 as a social organism was ridiculed by the logicians and
by the historians who believed that this theory is not in line with their
documents, but we should wish to re-acquire Gierke's general approach
to any social institution. For him no difference existed, whether he
looked upon it as a lawyer, as a sociologist, or as a historian.
In the period of the legal specialist, the economic conception of the

corporation became more and more dynamic. The same dynamic develop
ment which compelled the static lawyer, anxious to keep his conceptions
in line with all facts, to withdraw step by step, encouraged the business-

'This article intends to discuss legal methodology impliedly: the only practical way to

discuss them.

8Berle-Means, The Modern Corporation and Private Property (1932).
"Tracy and MacChesney, The Securities Exchange Act of 1934 (1934) 32 Mich. L.

Rev. 102S.
10Martin Wolf, On the Nature of Legal Persons (1938) 54 Law Quarterly Review 494.

^Giercke, Das Deutsche Genossenschaftsrecht (1868).
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man to build up many different types of corporations, some as mere

instrumentalities of other corporations or persons, and others as corpo
rations which influence the entire market by their very existence. A

sociological or economic definition of the legal entity Inc. cannot be
found. The sociologist or economist may describe a "corporation" about
as follows: "A corporation is an enterprise organized in its central or

ganization on the basis of shares, obeying one unified command in the
establishment of its aims and in the principal policies to accomplish
them." It does not make any difference how many branches or legal
entities this being may have.12
The same difference between the legal and economic approach can be

found in the definition of "control" of a corporation. From the point of
view of a lawyer "control" is "ownership", or at least sufficient owner
ship of the shares to control the votes. From the economic point of view
control is a decisive influence on the activities of the corporation.
This discrepancy between the legal and economic definitions is obvi

ous and exciting. Law and fact are inseparable. If the lawyer permits
the facts to develop in a direction not recognized by him, he suffers the
worse possible defeat. He cannot even begin to fight to make life con

sistent with the principles entrusted to his custody and finally becomes
subject to those facts which become so strong that they change the law
and the lawyer rather than being changed by them.
The first decisive step in the development of the outside relations of

the "legal corporation" which should have been given the most careful
consideration was the vertical dependency of one corporation upon an

other, which, even at an early stage of the development, made every act
of the controlled corporation an act of the controlling corporation. The
recognition which the lawyers gave to this fact is absolutely insufficient.
The straight impact of the economic and factual entity of the concern

or enterprise on the law has not been fully realized up to this date.13
Only when fraud can be found do the courts look behind what they

distinguish the legal conception of a corporation from the economic I shall use the
word "concern" to describe the economic fact. Unfortunately this word is used in some

other connections. However, that is the case with all pertinent words of our language,
wherefore we have only the choice of establishing new words or of ascribing certain meaning
to words already known.
"Latty, Subsidiaries and Affiliated Corporations (1936). Kronstein, The Legal Rela

tionships Between American Parent Corporations and Their Foreign Subsidiaries (Doctor
Dissertation, Georgetown Law School, 1940). The language of the recent decision of Judge
Parker in Stone v. Eache, 127 F. (2d) 284 (C. C. A. 4th, 1942), seems encouraging. The
facts of the case, however, are almost identical with other cases in which fraud was found.
For more cases consult Judge Parker's decision.
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call the legal entity of a corporation. "... A corporation will be looked
upon as a legal entity as a general rule, and until sufficient reason to

the contrary appears; but, when the notion of legal entity is used to
defeat public convenience, justify wrong, protect fraud, or defend crime,
the law will regard the corporation as an association of persons."14 This

quoted statement must be considered as the present law. The decision
in the case of Radio Corporation of America v. Philadelphia Storage
Battery Company makes clear, and shows its striking consequences.
In this article I do not intend to deal principally with the problem as

to what legal conclusions are necessarily to be drawn from the modern
economic vertical business structure, which I designate as a concern.

I have done this elsewhere.15 My principal aim is to give an introduc
tion to the legal problems arising out of horizontal combinations of

enterprises or, better, concerns as defined above, especially to cases in
which a concern becomes a part of those horizontal combinations by
virtue of activities of its subsidiaries.
The horizontal combination, which I designate as a cartel, is an under

standing between concerns from which a division of market, or a regu
lation of production or of marketing results. The vertical set-up and
the horizontal combinations of concerns meet each other almost with
mathematical punctuality at certain intersecting lines. Take as an illus
tration the case in which the combinations between the concerns are not

based on a cooperation between the central organization of the two con

cerns but on a cooperation between a subsidiary on the one side and a

central organization on the other side or between two subsidiaries of
two concerns on both sides. The legal study of the horizontal combina
tions remained, if possible, farther behind the facts than the study of
the corporation law. While the principles of the Sherman Act, as applied
by the courts, seemed to condemn any horizontal combination, a net of
international combinations developed in which American industry par
ticipated, mostly through the device of subsidiaries. By these forms of

organization the American domestic market was strongly affected. We
have no choice but to make them one of the objects of our legal study.
That means we have to establish the facts and the effects on individuals,
on our social institutions and the state, and the rules and principles
relating to the internal and external relations of business organizations
and the reactions of the states and other organizations to their actions.
A hypothetical case may be helpful: An American concern X may

establish plants all over the world which are owned by legal entities,
"United States v. Milwaukee Refrigerator Transit Co., 142 Fed. 247, 255 (190S).
"Kronstein, op. cit. supra note 13.
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in turn owned by a holding company in this country.16 It may be as

sumed that in accordance with the general practice in the country Y
the legal entities of the X concern situated in Y entered into agreements
with its principal competitors in Y not to export any products to cer

tain countries. Would a part of the X concern situated in a third coun

try, be entitled to supply the country from which the Y parts of the X
concern are excluded, or could the American X concern properly supply
them, or at least direct some one else, especially other parts of its organi
zation, to do that?

Certainly a court, in applying the test of the RCA-PSB case, would
not even consider the possibility of a legal rule that X may be bound

by the actions of its Y parts in the above assumed case. It would even

be hesitant to hold X liable for violation of a contract signed by the
American X concern itself if such violation is committed by one of the

foreign parts of the concern, unless it can be established that X actually
directed such violation. There is no legalistic basis whatsoever for any
liability if X or any of its parts outside of the country violates an actual

obligation of its part situated in the country Y and organized in the
form of a legal entity, unless the case can be brought within the narrow

rule of cases in which the supporter of a breach of contract is made
liable.17
That does not mean that every parent corporation shall be liable for

every debt of its subsidiary. Such a conclusion would be inconsistent
with economic facts, since all parties making regular business contracts
with the parts of a concern, organized as a legal entity, know that only
the assets of such entity can be reached in case of a failure to perform.
The legalists, however, like very much to argue that it would logically
follow that all corporations belonging to the same concern are one legal
entity.18 Our problem is to find a clear test to distinguish obligations of
the concern from obligations of one of its members, itself organized in
the form of a legal entity.
I suggest the use of the following test: All obligations of a subsidiary

which are supposed to appear as debts in the balance sheet of the sub
sidiary are exclusively obligations of the subsidiary, unless the partici
pation of the parent corporation establishes its own liability. However,
obligations which are usually not included in the balance sheet as debts

10For the best collection of those cases, see Robert Liefmann, Betetlinguns und Finan-
zterungsgesellschaften (6th Ed. 1932).
"Haussmann, Die Tochtergeseixschaft (Berlin, 1923) 26.

18Hambtjrger, Die Schachtelsgesellschaft (Mannheim 1932) arguing against Kron-
stein's Die Abhaengige Juristische Person (Muenchen 1932).
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because their transformation into a money debt is too remote, may bind
the entire concern. They do always so bind the entire concern if the
future management in its positive business policy is involved, since this

policy is necessarily a part of the concern policy. A concern may limit
its liability for definite transactions, but it cannot limit its liability for
its own business policy of which the subsidiary is the instrumentalty.
The business world well knows how to utilize the theory of the corpo

ration as a legal entity. From an early date in the development of the
concern, corporations have been established in foreign countries for the
sole purpose of limiting the liability of persons behind them or in the

hope of obtaining certain political or commercial advantages by having
the appearance of a domestic entity, without actually being one. These

advantages may be in the international field or they may have to do with
evasion of the law which governs the central organization of the corpo
ration.19 "Limited liability" is inseparable from the purpose of the

"capital" of a corporation as a certain guaranty for the claims of the
creditors. Those claims are either straight claims for money itself, or
they may become claims for money, as for instance, claims for the de

livery of products, etc. The person acquiring such claims knows very
well that he can only rely on the "capital" of the corporation within the

scope of statutory provisions governing liability, but on nothing else.
The capital does not determine or even influence the activities or

potentialities of a subsidiary of a concern. They are determined by the
unified command of a concern management. A lawyer, believing in the

independence of cases rather than in the interconnections of human rela
tions and economic facts, may be inclined to overlook the entire problem
by stating that every contract may become the basis of claims for dam

ages. His legalistic position does not let him see the distinction between
those transactions designed to describe or to affect the scope of the
activities of the concern in whole or in part, and those transactions

designed to be fulfilled exclusively out of the capital of the subsidiary.
In many cases dealing with the problem of the specific performance of

marketing contracts of a cooperative,20 the courts recognized the basic
difference between a usual purchase or sales contract with a regular
dealer and a similar agreement with a cooperative. The life and useful-

^Daimler Co. Ltd. v. Continental Tyre & Rubber Co., (1916) 2 A. C. 307, holding that
the enemy character of a corporation is not decided by the test of what law governs the

corporation but by the position of the people behind it, was quite a shock to this view. In

the first World War the Daimler case did not represent the law of the United States.

Behn, Meyer & Co. v. Miller, 266 U. S. 4S7 (1924). In this war the situation is different

but far from being clear.

"Evans-Stockdyk, The Law op Agricultural Cooperative Marketing (1937) 128, 129.
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ness of the cooperative depends entirely upon the fidelity of the mem

bers in observing the agreement. The failure to comply with it would

necessarily lead to the dissolution of the cooperative.21 The courts dis
cussed only the effect of the interest of one party to the contract, the
member, in the existence of the other party to the contract, the coopera
tive, and the effect of a failure of performance by one party on the exist
ence of the other as a basis of a bill of specific performance.
From this conclusion it is only a short step to the distinction between,

(1) those contracts of the concern by which it only assumes eventual
payment of damages out of the capital of a subsidiary to which it
limited its liability; and (2) those contracts which are parts of a system
of a contractual market regulation and which are dependent for their
existence upon the performance of the agreement by each party. The

question may be raised why we, in view of our antitrust legislation,
should even discuss the question of a possible liability of an American

concern, arising out of such marketing regulations. Wherever a poten
tial liability exists, a responsibility for the establishment of such a situ
ation should not be denied.
In the case of X's business structure in Y, we assumed that its parts,

organized in Y as legal entities, promised other Y concerns not to export
certain products into certain countries, while those other concerns prom
ised to restrict their exports to other countries. The Y parts of X have
only the power to operate in or to dispose of any market as a part of X.
They have no market independent of the market of X. Their patents,
licenses, trademarks, and their secret processes and other expressions
of good will are in their possession as parts of X. Again the legalist
will stress the point that the patent-and-trademark relationship between
X and its Y parts, which is often the technical basis of the agreements
between the concern and third persons, is regulated by cross-licensing
agreements, a well-known device of an "agreement between two equal
parties". These agreements, however, cannot be considered as inde
pendent of the fact that X controls the business and the very existence
of the Y parts by shareholding, membership in boards, loans, etc. The

relationship in its entirety is, if legal "conceptions" are helpful, in the
nature of a general agency of X in the countries involved in the fields
of regulation of the market. X's "liability" or "responsibility" cannot
be limited where the scope of the activities of the concern is involved.
Other legal constructions may lead us to the same practical result,

which is based on the clear understanding of existing facts. X has the

lOwen County Burley Tobacco Society v. Brumback, 128 Ky. 137, 105 S. W. 710 (1908).
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benefit of market regulations made outside the U.S.A. by taking the

profit from the markets granted to it or its parts.
What about the liability of other parts of X, for instance, the parts

situated in V, for the performance of an agreement relating to the dis
tribution of markets? If a person is an agent, he is an agent of each

part of the principal. For the same reason, while we consider the Y

corporations as a part of X, and, as a matter of legalistic form only,
as general agents of X, we consider the V corporations as other parts
of the same total. The border lines between the parts, their power to

act and to bind the total, are finally established by the central organi
zation and its command. The acts of the parts can only be imagined
as possible if authorized by the entity, the concern. Therefore each part
is bound by each act of each other part affecting the activities of the
whole concern and not only with those legal transactions which are usu

ally protected by the capital.
These situations in which parts are organized as legal entities, and

the problems arising out of them, are to be found in the most varied
directions. Just as we find X's parts in Y, we find I. G. Farben parts
here in the United States. Just as X regulates its markets by agreements
of its subsidiaries, which, at least by their own interpretation, are not

hindered by our antitrust legislation, so also I. G. Farben, before Pearl

Harbor, used its parts to evade the provisions of the German currency
legislation. The unified command unites the legal entities, wherever

they may be situated. Certainly their production must be considered as

one and the same, since its restriction or retention at any place in the
whole world affects the market everywhere. In the discussion of the

copper case in the T.N.E.C. report,22 typical facts are reported:
"The Chairman: I notice in the first paragraph which is entitled 'Recital' it

is stated as follows 'and it is specifically provided that none of the terms hereof
shall apply to the United States.' Why was that phrase put in?
"Mr. Stannard: Because this covered production outside of the United States;

it had no reference whatsoever to production within the United States. As far
as Kennecott was concerned, it was our Braden property in Chile that partici
pated in this understanding and it referred only to Chilean production. The
same applied to the Chile Copper Co., Andes, and Greene Cananea, whose

properties are in Chile and in Mexico�all are subsidiaries of Anaconda.
"The Chairman: Would it be proper to say that you were making it clear

that you were not doing anything with respect to production control in the
United States that might be condemned by the Sherman antitrust law?
"Mr. Stannard: That is correct. And I would like to point out away from

any price control; each of the participants kept its own selling agency in Europe,
and there was the same competition as before in keeping outlets.

'"'T.N.E.C., Investigation of Concentration of Economic Power, pt. 25 p. 13235.
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"The Chairman: In other words, you were careful to confine this agreement
to the regulation of production and not to the control of price?
"Mr. Stannard: That is true.
"The Chairman: Of course, the regulation of production would necessarily

affect the price, would it not?
"Mr. Stannard: Perhaps slightly. . . ."

While our courts have not discussed the effect upon our own produc
tion and markets, of an organization of the foreign markets by American
concerns, or of their participation in such organization, the courts have
discussed the case of an organization of foreign products to be shipped
to the United States. In United States v. Sisal Corporation2* the Supreme
Court treated as an unlawful monopolistic combination, one which was

built up by American firms in Mexico, and which made one of the
American participants its sole and exclusive agent.24
A clear and correct understanding of the relationship of the parent

concern to outside persons, to foreign governments and finally to its
own government, is important for many reasons. An American economic

organization cannot avoid the application of American legislation by
establishing itself in the form of a legal entity organized under the law
of another country.25 On the other hand, the part of an enemy concern

cannot avoid being treated as such, by virtue of its organization in the
form of a legal entity, whoever the shareholders may be. The mere

fact that American concerns in the regulation of markets use the name

of a legal entity outside the United States, does not change the fact
that the regulation of market was made by an American concern. The
only reasonable test in connection with the application of our antitrust
legislation is whether or not the market of the United States, domestic
or foreign, is affected,26 which necessarily is the case whenever there
is any export from or import to the U.S.A. Whoever studies the agree
ments between subsidiaries of one concern and the central organization
of another concern, or between the subsidiaries of two different concerns,
finds the most complicated formulations to accomplish the result sug
gested here, although the drafter of the contracts may try to accomplish
such result only to the extent that it serves the private interest of the

United States v. Sisal Sales Corp., 274 U. S. 268 (1927).
^Hodges, Antitrust Act and the Supreme Court (Doctor Dissertation, Georgetown Law

School, 1941).
^The problem came up, without being answered, in 39 Ops. Att'y Gen. (1938) 398.

^Compare with the test applied in the following cases: Apex Hosiery Co. v. Leader, 310

U. S. 469 (1940) ; United States v. Gold, 115 F. (2d) 236 (C. C. A. 2d, 1940) ; United States
v. Hamburg, 200 Fed. 806, 807 (C. C. S. D. N. Y. 1911). The Alcoa decision, United States
v. Aluminum Co. of America, 44 F. Supp. 97 (S. D. N. Y. 1941) is not final now, where
fore I do not feel free to discuss the conclusions reached and the test used there.
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contractee and not third parties or the public. In one case I found the
statement that all rights growing out of a contract shall be given not

only to the subsidiary but to all "associated companies", defined as

follows : "All companies which manufacture the product or own patents
or exclusive rights relating to or applicable to such product and are now

or in the future controlled by X (the subsidiary) or controlling X or

controlled by the same interests which control X. . . ."
The vertical order of the set-up is organized and exists by one will,

while the horizontal order is the product of a union, an act of as many
wills as there are concerns participating. The British subsidiary of an

American concern, a vertical order set-up, becomes a member of the
horizontal order by virtue of the will of the American concern. As soon

as it becomes a member of the horizontal order, subsidiary and concern

alike become subject to the decision of the agency of the horizontal
order. The horizontal union is an act of "integration"27 and is based
on the continuous effect of the integration. Smend, the German consti
tutional lawyer, found the principal significance of the integration of
the wills, aims and powers of the citizens and their organizations in a

state organization or state government. He does not deny the significance
of a government, a territory, the inhabitants, or of the individual voting
rights as the elements of a democracy, as formal elements of a state
from a mechanical aspect, but he realizes that the actually living state,
as well as the powers of each individual or each organization within the

state, depends on the strength of the integration of the living elements in

every moment of the life of the state organization.
Today, after our experiences with governments in exile, with the

relativity of border lines and territories, we see the tremendous sig
nificance of the means of integration and its effect. Smend's theory of

integration is even more helpful in the understanding of the status and
effect of the horizontal order discussed here, since this order has no

territory and many less mechanical elements than the state order. While
the agreements or contracts establishing the horizontal combination are

the expression of the intention to establish such order, they do not actu

ally limit the scope of its activities or describe the power of the order
as it shall exist at any time. As a matter of form it may satisfy us to

learn that all agencies of this order have in one way or another their

legal basis in the original agreements. Materially, however, it is quite
impossible to argue that the regulation of the entire world market under
the most diverse conditions, is obeyed by the participants in the per
formance of the contract. They abandoned a certain part of their free-

"Smend, Vereassung and Vereassungsrecht (Muenchen 1928).
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dom of action. They became something different from what they were

before. The effect on the internal organization of participants in the
horizontal order, especially on corporations, is to be studied and will

certainly be realized as of great importance. How contrary to the fact
that managements lost much of their independence to the command of
the horizontal order after the corporation was integrated into it, is the
common law rule that a corporation cannot join a partnership because
it shall not come under any other management than that established
under the laws of the state of incorporation. All the rules relating to

the protection of the shareholders and creditors against transactions
between the dominant shareholder and the corporation take on a new

aspect as soon as we have to admit the already existing effect of the
horizontal order on our economy. The historian tells us how a state

changed its own internal organization as soon as it joined even the weak
est confederation. The same is true in the case of the corporation.
The power of the integrative forces of a horizontal order to change its

purpose within a certain limit is remarkable. Combinations established
to restrict production in times of alleged overproduction suddenly de

velop into combinations to distribute an underproduction to a limited
number of favored customers.
In a state the most conspicuous "integrators" are the persons acting

as leaders and representatives of the state and political parties, and

symbols such as flags, hymns, etc.
In the horizontal order, the flag symbol has its corresponding device

in the peculiar use of the trademark. A recent English case, Crofter
Handwoven Harris Tweed Co. v. Veitch,28 reports a combination which
established a trademark "Harris Tweed", which could only be used by
enterprises integrated in a combination. The formal difficulties arising
out of the necessary connections between the business and the trade
mark have been overcome easily by the establishment of a corporation
as sales agency of the firms belonging to the combination.
The constitution of the state as a symbol is one of the strongest

factors and means of integration. The individuals and the organizations
within the state are integrated not in the words of the provisions of
the constitution, but in the aims or purposes of the constitution as they
are seen every day. The agreements between the members of the hori
zontal order or the provisions of by-laws of the associations constituting
such horizontal order are even more subject to change by the factors
of integration than the constitution of the state. The change of the
business cycle, every political or economic change in the world, the

""[1942] 1 All. Eng. 142.
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trend in each of the leading concerns participating in the combination,
all have their influence on the direction and the scope of the combination.
The smaller the group of the concerns participating in the combination
the smaller the significance of the agreement. That goes so far that in
a great number of very important cases no agreement at all is necessary
to accomplish the result of a combination or horizontal order, since the
integrating force of an existing unified will alone is great enough to

accomplish the same. In United States v. U. S. Steel Corporation29 the
Supreme Court was confronted with such a situation.30 The government
stressed the point that "the combination embodied in the corporation
unduly restrains competition by its necessary effect and therefore is un

lawful regardless of purpose." Just as in the cases dealing with the
legal conclusions from the dependency of corporations on each other,
the court held that some criminal, or at least "bad" intent, in entering
into agreements was a prerequisite of violation of antitrust legislation,
thereby overlooking the fact of an integration without agreement�a

factual union with all the effects discussed here.
The larger the number of concerns participating in the combination,

the more complicated is the organization and the more important are

the agreements. The combination is subject to the acts and decisions
of their own judicial, administrative or legislative agencies.31 Almost
all "agreements" discussed here contain an arbitration clause. This
device looks very innocent. Suppose one of the concerns should break
its promise, why should not its contractee appeal to an arbitration pre
viously agreed on?32 In a usual case of arbitration the arbitration
tribunal decides actual litigation between two parties. As soon as this

litigation is settled by compromise or decision, its task and the sig
nificance of its work come to an end. The decision of a private arbitra
tion tribunal is of no significance under the stare decisis rule, either for
any ordinary court or for any arbitration tribunal, not even for the arbi
tration court issuing the decision. In the situation under discussion,
however, the rule of private arbitration tribunal is law binding on all con-

"251 U. S. 417, 448 (1920).
""Compare cases on price leadership, for instance, United States v. International Har

vester Co., 274 U. S. 693 (1927) ; United States v. Underwood Typewriter Co., Civil No.
8-317, S. D. N. Y. filed Apl. 20, 1940, Consent Decree entered Apl. 23, 1940.

mThe problem of the ''constitutionality" of these acts, which means their consistency
with the original agreement, is just raised as the question of the constitutionality of state

acts.

""H. E. Friedlander, Arbitration in International Cartel Agreements (1939) 3 Arbitration

Journal 271. The usual language of the arbitration clause is "differences arising directly
or indirectly out of the contract are to be submitted to arbitration. . . ."
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cerns belonging to the pertinent combinations, or even beyond that.
The overruling of a decision of such an arbitration tribunal is actually
more difficult to obtain than the overruling of a corresponding rule of
an ordinary court.33
It is obvious that this arbitration tribunal is much more than an agency

of judicial character which decides casual litigation. It establishes the
law to which all members are subject in matters of their daily life and
their very existence. The institutionalism of our time, which makes us

inclined to be satisfied to deal with each institution as a sole, inde

pendent being, closed our eyes long enough to this development. The
common law principles made each and every clause providing the sub
mission of future litigation revocable, since any other rule "would oust"
the courts of jurisdiction.34 Even as late as in 1904 the Supreme Court
of Georgia35 expressed its anxieties by the following statement: "By first

making the contract and declaring who should construe it, the strong
could oppress the weak and in effect so nullify the law as to secure the
enforcement of contracts usurious, illegal, immoral or contrary to public
policy." The discussion of the arbitration device in itself did not dis
close reasons why persons shall be entitled to make contracts but not
be entitled to give some one else the power to construe the contracts.
The state statutes changed the common law. Marchant v. Mead-Mor
rison Mfg. Co.s6 states the prevailing law of today: "No one is under
a duty to resort to these conventional tribunals, however helpful their
process, except to the extent that he has signified his willingness. Our
own favor or disfavor of the cause of arbitration is not to count as a

factor in the appraisal of the thoughts of others." The same general
attitude is the basis of the decision of our courts in regard to foreign
arbitration tribunals which have been given jurisdiction by one American
and one foreign party and before which the American party appeared.37
After some time of judicial activity of the arbitration tribunal of an

international cartel, we realize that there exists something new�the law
of the horizontal order. The states may interfere in this development in
a double way: the state in which such an arbitration tribunal is acting
may bind it by certain compulsory statutory provisions, and the state

in which the defendant is domiciled may declare the judgment of such

33Meinhardt, Das Schiedsgericht der Internationalen Gluehlampen Vereinung 2 Nussbaum's
Jahrbuch (1930) 166.
"Kill v. Hollister, 1 Wils. 129, 95 Eng. Rep. 532 (K. B. 1746).
^Parsons v. Ambos, 121 Ga. 98, 48 S. E. 696, 697 (1904).
*252 N. Y. 284, 169 N. E. 386, 388 (1929).
"Wesley A. Sturges, A Treatise on Commercial Arbitration and Awards (1930)

c. 17.
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tribunal unenforceable. The flexibility of an international combination
does not make it difficult to overcome both interferences. Combinations
can always find a place in which no legislation exists compelling an

arbitration tribunal to respect burdensome statutes protecting the public
or consumer interests against the power of a combination. A substantial
number of combinations considered Switzerland, and within her bounda
ries the canton of Geneva, as best suited to their purposes.38 William
Meinhardt39 reported in a speech how the lamp cartel overcame the

difficulty of the enforcement of the judgment of the decree of the arbi
tration court:

"Under these conditions of law, the endeavors to ease the enforcement of
decisions of the court of arbitration are of great importance. Our basic agree
ment provides for a deposit to be furnished by all members. Two kinds of
securities exist. One is deposited for cases of serious violations of the agree
ment which may entitle the other members of the cartel to cancel the agreement.
I may note that these securities shall only be used in very special cases. Prac

tically in all cases the involved partner may call for a final decision of the
court of arbitration before this deposit of securities can be used. Ten per cent of
the required securities have to be deposited in cash. The other part of these
securities have to be deposited in such a way that they can be used in the

country in which they are situated in accordance with the laws of those countries.
"In this connection, we are interested in the possibility of obtaining payment

out of deposits made in cash or in bearer securities. No difficulty arises here,
but 90% can be deposited in bills of exchange, guaranty-promises, etc. It is
obvious that all members used the right to deposit 90% by other means but

money and bearer securities since large amounts are involved. Is it possible
to enforce the judgment of the court of arbitration by the sale of such 90%
securities independent from the domestic law of the involved member? Guar

anty-promises do not give any real security. Since an immediate enforcement

against the promisor is not possible, the promisor must be sued again and his

promise is not valid if the principal claim is not recognized as valid. These

promises bring us into a circidosus vitiosus which I have to consider more in
full. What about the most current device of security, the deposit by bill of

exchange? You all know that the bill of exchange is the best device of security

The president of the principal German partner of the "agreement" W. Meinhardt, told
the German Manufacturers Association the following: "We found a solution by bringing
our management in a country which is favorable in regard to its cartel legislation, or it

is better to say that it did not now deal with cartels by any legislation. Therefore in

such a country there is room for reasonable contracts and reasonable provisions." The

record of the association published as a special publication in Berlin, 1931, mentioned that

the reaction of the assembly was "laughter, bravos and clapping", which may especially
be mentioned since his statement came directly after a reference to the antitrust legislation
of the United States.
""William Meinhardt, The Legal Structure of International Cartels, Especially of the

Electric Light Bulb Cartel. Lecture at the International Association for Comparative Juris
prudence and Economics, Berlin, Feb. 10, 1928.
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to make a claim independent. You know that the debtor can only raise a

limited number of objections against the bill of exchange. Up to now, we had
no chance to bring any suits based on deposited bills of exchange because every
member has complied with his duties. It may be doubtful if bills of exchange
deposited in a Swiss corporation would be a good device to compel an unfaith
ful member to perform the contract in his home country which may be hostile
to any form of cartel. In any case, it is a very serious matter for every
business man (and our members are all businessmen) and may even be a

detriment to his credit not to pay a bill of exchange signed by him even if he
would be successful in proving in court that the obligation for which the bill
of exchange has been issued was void. However, it is clear that there is no cer

tainty that we will be able to enforce a deposited bill of exchange against a

member if he would, violate his obligations in his home country."

Certainly the state interferences did not hinder the development of
the law of a horizontal order.40 This situation should bring Kelsen41
in some trouble, since in his system law and state are described as iden
tical. It would be interesting to learn if he describes the new "law"
as the state or if he would be satisfied, as he certainly indicates,42 with
the general statement that the state is supreme and if necessary may
abolish the law of these combinations by legislation whenever it so

decides. In the international aspect he may be satisfied to state that an
international treaty could abolish the law of the horizontal order or

that one of the states may prohibit by law the adherence of any of its
citizens to the order.

Although I am opposed to Kelsen's state theory that the law is iden
tical with the state, I refer to this theory because it seems to me helpful
in clarifying the arising problems. The existence of any law governing
any group of people is conditioned by the fact that these people belong
to one and the same social entity. The adherence of such entity affects
each member in its very structure. The corporation which is only sub
ject to the corporation law of the state under whose law it is organized
is an entirely different being than a corporation subject to both laws.
That is of importance not only in the description of the scope of the
concern but also in the external and internal life of each entity. I shall
discuss elsewhere instances of the necessary repercussions of this de
velopment on state corporation law.
The arbitration tribunal itself is not called as an "arbiter" only in

"It is of a symptomatic interest that the National Socialist government in one of its
first decrees privileged the cartel arbitration courts compared with the ordinary arbitration
courts. Statute of Dec. 18, 1933 relating to the arbitration clauses in cartel agreements,
R.G.B.L. I, p. 1081.

'"�Kelsen, Allgemeine Staatslehre (Berlin, 192S) 47.
*7d. at 108.
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actual differences of opinion. We find cases in which it may fix prices,
especially where the number of members in the combination is small.43
Some contracts provide that the arbitration tribunals may be called

upon to change the provisions of the contract or to amend them or to

establish a binding rule relating to the performance of the contract.44
Even the most important single element of the combination, the quota,
which determines the scope of the participation of each partner, may
be changed by the decision of this court. Shortly, we find the arbitra
tion court acting as a judicial, administrative or legislative agency.
In many combinations one or more committees or one or more trustees

act as the principal administrative agency. They may appoint a man

agement acting under them and employ as many officers as they consider
fit. The most interesting form of managing agency is a managing corpo
ration whose shareholders are the persons to be regulated in pursuance
of the aim of the combination. In the international cartels as well as

in the European cartels, especially under the rules of civil law, we very
often find this form. It is on the way to the Western Hemisphere. A
recent Canadian case, Rex v. Container Materials Ltd.i5 helps us very
much to understand the status of this genuine form of a corporation as

well as its structure under common law. The manufacturers of fiber
board and corrugated box materials in Canada established a corpora
tion for the "betterment of trade relations and for the development of
business" in 1928. In the beginning of 1931 the members of the asso

ciation signed the following statement:

"The undersigned manufacturers hereby approve the form of agreement
hereto annexed and agree and undertake one with the other to properly execute
the same when engrossed and to authorize Messrs. Hardy and Baden (a partner
ship of which Baden was a member, in fact the most active member in the

industry) to add the appropriate figures and percentages, and they further

agree that until the Container Materials Ltd. is ready to and does function
that they will maintain the price adopted by the undersigned by resolution at

meeting of this date which shall be deemed to be a meeting of the present
association and binding as such, and that Messrs. Hardy & Naden have full

power to deal with the deposits of the present association and transfer them
to the Container Materials Ltd."46

�Triedlaender, Arbitration in International Cartel Agreements (1931) 3 Arbitration Jour
nal. 273.
'""An international combination in a certain part of the electrical industry provides that

the arbitration court has jurisdiction to decide 'disputes on the validity of the contracts

and legal and substantial considerations in general, the scope and the consideration of any
contractual obligation and after all, any matter of whatever kind which is directly or indi

rectly connected with the contract." Frtedlander, loc. cit. supra note 43.

*[1942] D. L. R. 293.

�"Watch the power of Messrs. Hardy & Baden. To this extent the case gives us a fair

idea of the management by trustee.
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For almost a year the Messrs. Hardy & Baden acted as managers of
the combination until in 1932 the Container Materials Ltd. began to

operate. The shares of this corporation were given to the firms belonging
to the combination with the exception of one share per member com

pany, which share was issued as a qualifying share to the nominee of
the member company who acted as a director of Container Materials Ltd.
There was one director for each member company. The volume and
distribution of shares issued to each member company including the
one share held by its member director was in exact ratio to the quota
of business allowed to each company
The corporation which covers almost 100% of the pertinent business

made a number of agreements with the member firms:
a. It purchased from these firms their entire output at prevailing

market price, less a discount of 11%.
b. It made the member firm its selling agent, and gave 10% com

mission, the result being that 1% remained with the Container Materials
Ltd. The public dealing with the member firms did not realize that

they were any one's agent.
c. It divided the entire business among the member firms and estab

lished for each firm a quota of the total production.
The performance of these agreements was secured�

a. By a strict inspection and supervision of the books of the member
firms by the Container Materials Ltd.

b. By giving Mr. Baden (one man) the power to impose fines and
levy upon deposits of the member firms.
The case does not lose its interest by the fact that the Canadian courts

decided against the Canadian fiber board and corrugated box pool. The
courts did not decide against the pool because of any criticism of the
device of the managing corporation. This form is known to our indus
trialists from their cooperation with European cartels. Reference may
be made to Alliance Aluminum Co., a Swiss company which was to pro
vide "the mechanics for carrying out the agreement"47 of the aluminum

combination, and to Phoebus A.G., a Swiss company exercising the same

function in the international bulb cartel.
The Canadian case found a way to translate an institution grown up

under the civil law system, into a common law system. The form devel
oped in Germany in the beginning of this century, especially in the
Rheinische Westfaelische Kohlensyndikat G.m.b.H.48 Since under the
civil law every contract can be specifically enforced, it is possible to

"United States v. Aluminum Co. of America, 44 F. Supp. 97, 280 (S. D. N. Y. 1941).
^Flechtheim, Kartellrecht (2d ed. 1923) 1340.
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make the managing corporation a party to the basic agreement estab
lishing the combination. Thus the managing corporation can bring ac

tions against any member firm not performing the contract. No member
firm must be a plaintiff in a case against any other member. Thereby
very important legal advantages are accomplished and hostile feelings
between the member firms can be avoided.
The Geneva protocol on arbitration required that an arbitration tribu

nal consider certain compulsory statutory provisions of the states to

which the parties to the litigation belong. The management corporation
device made it possible for the plaintiff to be domiciled in the same

place as the arbitration court. For instance, Phoebus A.G., mentioned
above, is domiciled in Geneva where the arbitration tribunal of the bulb
cartel is also situated.
The common law principle of damages as the only remedy in law and

the reluctance of equity courts to grant specific performance, did not

permit the utilization of the same device in the same form. The case

Rex v. Container Materials Ltd}9 shows the interested people how to

do it. The Container corporation purchased the entire output while the
member firms acted as agents of this corporation. Thereby the corpora
tion obtained a direct interest in the products and in the proceeds ob
tained by its agents.
The combinations, through their judicial and administrative agencies,

developed the most modern forms of ruling power as distinguished from

legislative power. The ruling power of the arbitration tribunals of the
cartel committee and of the administering corporation suggests itself.
The manager of a member-concern certainly reads the daily rules of the

group with at least the same care as he reads the administering rules of
a governmental agency acting in a field with which he is connected.
The legislative power in its formal sense is entrusted to the meeting

of all members of the combination. We find the most modern provisions
relating to the judicial consideration of these legislative acts. In a num

ber of cases the minority call on the arbitration tribunals and ask for
a decision that the resolution of the legislature of the whole central order
violates general principles governing the combinations. In other cases

difference of opinion relating to the interpretation of such "statutes"
can be submitted to a special court which may give its conclusive inter

pretation without any actual practical litigation.
The first impression which the reader may have is certainly that this

order is a very democratic one and a very legally-minded one, at least
as far as the internal relationship between the parties is concerned. Cer-

49[1942] D. L. R. 293.
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tainly the forms are both democratic and legalistic but the undemo
cratic aim of the entire order has its effect on the weaker forces within
itself. The order wants to impost its regulation on the market and to

dictate to individuals and to other organizations of society how they
can buy and what they can buy. The impact of the power of the hori
zontal order begins to be felt inside of the organization. The relatively
weak member who has only a small production or sales quota, and there
fore a relatively small voting power, is already in a position similar to

any person subject to the command of the organization. So slowly the

integrative power goes over in mere impact.
Thurman Arnold, asked how many of these international combina

tions may exist, answered the Truman Committee that he estimates the
number at about 200. When this war began almost every finished prod
uct or raw material in the international market was in some way affected

by such a horizontal order. Does that really mean that we have 200 or

more "orders" as discussed in this article? If there were really 200

horizontal orders, one beside the other, differences of opinion and dif
ferences of interest between these 200 orders would be a substitute,
however slight, for free competition. The national governments would
obtain a quite far-reaching influence by acting as the arbiter between
these 200 different orders. But as a matter of fact, the number of actual

independent orders is much smaller, for the following reasons :

I have referred already to the inter-relationship between the vertical
and the horizontal order in respect to the intersection of corporate struc
tures. This concentration of control in the concerns has another deci
sive effect on the horizontal order. The forms under control fulfill the
most various commercial tasks. They produce very different goods; they
transport and sell; and they do any other economic act. Corporations
not made a part of the concern are strongly influenced by shareholding
and otherwise. In any case in which a large number of products manu

factured or influenced by one concern are made the subject of combina
tions, the same concern is a party to horizontal orders. If we do not

number the combinations by their products, but by the number of con
cerns participating, or by the number of persons finally deciding the

trend, we come to a substantially smaller number than Thurman Arnold
estimated. That does not make the significance of the order less impor
tant, but makes it much more serious. A thorough research of all orders
which existed at the outbreak of the present war is under way.50
^Reports of the Bone Committee, Senate Committee on Patents on S. 2303 and 2491,

77th Cong., 2d Sess. (1942), gives us an idea of the research done by interested lawyers
and economists.
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The gap between the combinations is furthermore diminished by the
interconnection of the products and the commercial activities relating to
these products. One group deals with the production of electric bulbs,
another group deals with the production of glass to be used for those
bulbs, or with the production of mica necessary for the same produc
tion. A third group deals with the sale and retail distribution of the
same products. A fourth group deals with the financing of the sale.
It is obvious that all these groups are continuously in a process of
integration while the influence of the forces within them may be varying
from time to time. Today, in time of war, production is most important,
and therefore the leading group of producers and industrialists is able
to dictate its will to the other producers, while in a time of crisis the

financing group may become more influential. In all these cases produc
tion (scope, standardization, etc.) and conditions of sale are not deter
mined by competition but by the power of the integrative forces to make
a "decision" rather than their willingness to observe the "result" of the

competitive fight.
The number of combinations which are in actual competition with

each other is very small. The process of integration is going on. The
trend of the development to a closed horizontal order cannot be denied.
The less the need of the order to extend membership to a person

the stronger will be the impact of the order on him. Outside of the
combination every one is potentially subject to such impact. He
feels those dictates of the combination which relate to the scope of
the production and the conditions of sale. He may be informed
that in his country a certain article cannot be obtained at all be
cause his country is excluded from supply by the combination. He

may be informed that he can get only a certain percent of his real
needs because the production is restricted, or at least that his country
is not supplied with more than a certain limited amount. He may be
informed that he has to pay a price much higher than any price he can

pay. He has no remedy, legal or of any other character. That is at

least a symbolic distinction between his position as a person subject to
the rules of the state administration and as a person subject to the rules
of the combination. Since in the integration of the state organization he
is at least in a slight respect, an "integror", he can participate in estab

lishing the will and the direction of the state by appealing to the courts
for review of the administrative rule. His position in relation to the
combination is different. He is only a victim. He is only subject to
command. He is neither an integrator nor an integrative force. He is
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accepting the commands. His contracts with the member firms are more

symbolic of his obedience than the result of the "meeting of minds".
That is behind the many "forms" of contract which we see in daily life.
In feudal times many different sources of law existed�the law of the

guilds, the law of the municipality, the law of the manor, and others.

Every person subject to any of these groups could ask his group for

protection against other groups. Our state and law philosophy is based
on state and individual as the only two building factors of society. The
individual could look only to the state for help. States answered the
call of the individual in most different ways. The smaller the territory
of the state, the smaller its political influence on world politics, but the
greater its interest in excluding others from its own market and partici
pating in the market of others. Mere exclusion would be possible by
prohibitive tariffs and similar devices, but actual participation in the
world market at the same time is to a smaller country obtainable only
by getting the support of stronger ones. These conditions made the
smaller states not only dependent on the functioning of the horizontal
order but even made them the most enthusiastic supporters of this

development, either as a result of their own political philosophies or

their political dependency on the support of the cartels. The student
of the records of the League of Nations learns just that.51 The United

nOn Sept. 17, 1931 the French government submitted to the 2nd Committee of the 12th

Ordinary Session of the League of Nations, the following resolutions: "Considering that it

is more urgent than ever to put into cooperation means for improving the world economic

situation, and considering that among these means the experts consulted during the last

few years, and more recently the committee of economic experts, have emphasized the

development of all economic agreements on account of the beneficial effects they may
exercise on the organization of production and the regulation of trade; considering that
these agreements would in particular tend to create favorable conditions for the progressive
lowering of custom barriers; considering moreover, that assistance and guidance must be

given to the parties taking steps in this direction:
"Recommends that governments should without delay support all efforts of this kind

made by the producers of their countries; It requests the economic organizations immedi

ately to promote such meetings as may lead to the conclusion of these agreements and
to take all steps to insure their publicity, to follow their activities and to safeguard all

legitimate interests, particularly those of consumers, either countries or persons; and
"While leaving the economic organization to select the products in respect to which

these rapprochements appear to it most easily obtainable, it calls the attention of that

organization to the following commodities which seem to it likely to fulfil most satisfactorily
the conditions for this purpose; cereals, coal, wood, paper, artificial silk, leather, hides and

skins, electrical material and chemical ( !) products."
On September 20, 1930 the representative of Poland, Mr. Gliwil, made the following

statement: (4th Meeting of the 11th Ordinary Session of the League of Nations)�"Those
of us who have to deal with industry are well aware that the only means of coping with
industrial depression is the conclusion of an understanding between the producers which
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States tried to make a distinction between the domestic and the inter
national market. In the domestic market the very existence of a hori
zontal order was considered irreconcilable with the language of the anti
trust legislation, although the courts so revised the principles of this
statute that the existence of the horizontal order was not objected to
unless a necessary criminal intent was found in the establishment of the
order.52 In the international market the antitrust policy was not actually
pursued, either by the interpretation of the Sherman Act by our courts
or by the policy of the State Department. In our discussion of the use

of the device of the legal entity in foreign countries, and the regulation
of the foreign market without allegedly affecting the domestic market,
we have noted in what direction our legal and corporative policy has

developed. The policy of the State Department followed the same pat
tern. In November, 1933, the Secretary of State submitted his sugges
tions "for a protracted truce against measures restrictive to international
trade" to the League of Nations.63 In section 1 of the suggestions the

following is stated:

"The participating governments agree not to introduce any new obstacles,
direct or indirect, to the movement of international commerce, whether such
obstacles are embodied in new legislation or brought into existence by the exer

cise of administrative or executive power over existing legislation.�The pre
ceding agreement shall be subject to the following reservations and exceptions:
"C. Arrangements, either of duties, quotas or other forms, applied in con

nection with multilateral agreements for the regulation of production and/or
marketing of natural products, provided such agreements conform to princi
ples which have received general approval."

Actually the distinction between "domestic" and "international" mar
kets in dealing with the problem of a combination and the power of a

unites the latter in a common front in face of a disaster from which they all suffer.

Cartels, to quote the well-known saying of a German economist, are only the children of
misfortune.�the Agriculturists have no course but to follow the example of the industrial
ists and to come to an understanding.
"The Prime Minister of Denmark, Mr. Munch, made the following statement on Sept. 19,

1930 at the 11th Ordinary Session of the League of Nations�'In all the discussions organ
ized by the League of Nations from the Brussels conference of ten years ago down to

the present day, the ruling conception has been that the best way to foster the natural

development of production and commerce is the gradual lowering of customs barriers which

at present constitute such serious obstacles to the rational organization of production and

commerce in the various countries of Europe.'�The traders and the big economic organi
zations, the national and international combines and the cooperative associations, are

called upon in the first instance to organize on the best possible lines the production of

each country and the exchange of commodities between the various countries."

�^United States v. Sisal Sales Corp., 274 U. S. 268 (1927).
^League of Nations, Official Journal 1933, p. 1505.
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combination is untenable. Either there is an international market of
the United States in any product or material in which we are interested
or in which we are potential exporter, importer, or otherwise, or the
United States has no interest whatsoever. If there is an international
market of the United States in any product, the national and the foreign
market in regard to the combinations covering such product cannot be
distinguished. If we can produce more aluminum than we need and
the world market is so organized�with the participation of American
concerns�that we do not export, our production and the prices therefor
are affected. The same statement can be made in regard to any import
policy, price, etc. The horizontal order, if successful in the international

market, affects the articles produced in our own country, provided that

any export or import takes place or may take place.
A preview cannot be more than a description of the scope of the prob

lems under consideration. Thurman Arnold, in his writings and in his
adminstration as chief of the Antitrust Division of the Department of
Justice, elevated the problems from an investigation of the number of
violations of the Federal statutes to a fight against a system which he

analyzed as adversely affecting not only our economic technique but
the human value of any individual. No matter if one agrees with Mr.
Arnold's conclusions, one has to be clear that the impression of his
personality influences all studies in this field.
The scope of the study of the law of combinations includes an under

standing of the acts of the firms, of the mechanics and of the effects of
cooperation between the partners to the order, and of the significance
of the legal instrumentalities involved, such as corporations, partner
ships, contracts, arbitration tribunals, etc., arising out of the power of
the combination. This study includes also the effects upon, and the re

action of the state and other social organizations and, finally, the legal
position of the individual in a society in which the horizontal order is
in the stage of final integration.
It is one of the principal tasks of our time to subordinate the self-

seeking integrating forces in society to the needs of all society.



TIME LIMITS FOR POST-PROBATE CAVEATS
IN THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

Victor S. Mersch*

TN THE District of Columbia next of kin who have appeared, or who
have been served personally with citation prior to probate, have,

after probate, three months within which to caveat a will of personalty.
Heirs who have appeared, or who have been served personally have one

year after probate, and heirs who have been notified only by publication
have two years after probate, within which to caveat a will of real estate.
But what of next of kin who were notified only by publication, "if it
be a will of personal property and as far as it is a will of personal prop
erty"?1 Have they just three months, or have they two years after pro
bate within which to file a caveat? This narrow question has bedeviled
the local bar for forty years. Notice that it involves two factors, publi
cation and personal property. Those are not uncommon factors in un

contested probate. Yet the problem whether post-probate caveats are

limited, in such cases, to three months, or to two years after probate
has never been decided by the Court of Appeals, and it seems to have
been up for decision but three times in the District Court. Twice it was
there held that next of kin published against were too late, when they
caveated a will of personalty more than three months after the probate.
But in the Estate of Lillian G. Plummer such caveat was allowed to

stand. And the Court of Appeals denied a petition for leave to file a

special appeal.2
Hence these questions: First, was the trial court right in deciding in

the Plummer case that a caveat to a will of personalty is in due time,
if filed within two years after probate, by any next of kin who had
notice of the petition for probate by publication only? Second, if so,

?Register of Wills for the District of Columbia; LL.B., Georgetown University; A.B.,
LL.M., The George Washington University; author of Probate Court Practice est the

District as Columbia (1939) ; Voluntary Payment to Foreign Administrator (1930) 18

The Georgetown Law Journal 130 ; Is Tift v. Porter Modified or Are Bequests of Closely
Held Stock an Exception to It? (1938) 7 Fordham Law Review 364. Member of the Bar

of the District of Columbia and of the Supreme Court of the United States; Professor
of Wills and Administration, Georgetown University Law School.
1D. C. Code (1940) tit. 19, � 309; quoted below pages 409, 410.
^uncaster v. Foreman, Appeal No. 8075, November 12, 1941. Trial of the issues framed

upon the caveat resulted in a verdict sustaining the will, May 5, 1942. An appeal was

noted by caveator July 7, 1942. Extension of time to file transcript and appeal bond on

October 5, 1942 was obtained, but on that date no further action was (or had been)
taken, and the contest ended. Administration No. 55,403, District Court of the United

States for the District of Columbia.
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must the executor withhold distribution until two years after probate,
in any case involving such publication, to avoid personal liability?3
Third, if that be necessary, has not the time for creditors to present
their claims been extended, in such cases only, to two years after pro
bate, since we have no true "non-claims statute"?4 Fourth: in such cases

may the executor, if he distributes within thirteen months, demand in

demnity from the legatees against results of a later caveat, and if so,
at whose expense?5 Fifth, if the executor in such case makes distribu
tion, and a later caveat prevails, is the surety on the executor's bond
liable? Sixth, may an infant next of kin caveat a will of personal prop
erty after becoming of age?
All except the last of these questions flow from the first one. An

answer to that narrow but locally important question requires considera
tion of the historical background of the statute, distillation of some

confusing dicta in the United States Court of Appeals for the District
of Columbia, examination of the resourcefully ingenious argument
which led to the decision in the Plummer case, and an analysis of the
statute itself, utilizing proper norms of statutory construction. These
are the objects of this paper. The conclusion reached is that the Plummer
case was wrongly decided.

""And if any will be hereafter adjudged invalid in any action begun after distribution
of the estate, or any part thereof, lawfully made by the executor or executrix, in good
faith and without knowledge on his or her part of the invalidity of such will, (sic) and
without notice that such action was intended, the distributee or distributees of the property,
and their personal representatives, and not such executor or executrix, shall be answerable
for the property, or its value, to the person or persons thereto entitled." D. C. Code (1940)
tit. 20, � 106.
Note the words, "without knowledge ... of the invalidity of such will." What if the

jury trying a future caveat shall return a verdict finding that the will probated was the

product of executor's fraud or undue influence? See Parker v. Leighton, 131 Md. 407, 416,
417, 102 Atl. 552, 556 (1917) ; Wilson v. Veazey, 58 App. D. C. 301, 302, 30 F. (2d)
310 (1928).
'Notwithstanding the verbiage of the published notice, that all persons having claims

are warned to exhibit the same within a specified day "otherwise they may by law be
excluded from all benefits of said estate" there is no code provision saying that the creditor
shall be barred by any time limit. The acts say only that the executor shall not, after
having published and paid away assets, be answerable for later claims, D. C. Code (1940)
tit. 18, � 526, for which, however, he is liable out of future assets, if any, id. tit. 18,
� 525. Final notice of distribution only stops the running of interest on known claims,
and, here again the belated creditors, when they come in, are to be "placed on an equal
footing." D. C. Code tit. 18, � 522. Even failure of a creditor to exhibit a claim upon
demand, only excuses the executor from retaining assets. D. C. Code tit. 18, � 523 ;
it does not bar the claim. Clawans v. Sheetz, 67 App. D. C. 366, 92 F. (2d) 517 (1937).
'See the order appealed from in the second Hengesbach Case, decided August 31, 1942,

70 Wash. Law Repr. 1002 (1942).
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Necessary Historical Background

During the nineteenth century probate in this District was effective
only as to personalty.6 Probate of the testament, as to personalty, was
obtained, in the absence of contest, only in common form, without any
prescribed preliminary statutory notice, to all heirs.7 And, as in the
English Ecclesiastical Courts, and in Maryland under the Act of 1798,
there was no limitation (other than laches, perhaps) upon the time
within which to file a petition for a plenary proceeding to review this
ex parte probate.8 The title of the devisee was attacked and defended
in the law courts.9 Hence the validity of the instrument, notwithstanding

"Probate here was founded on the Maryland act of 1798, c. 101, sub-c. 2. At least in

essentials, it followed the prior English pattern, 2 Page on Wills (3d ed. 1941) � 575.
Reppy & Tompkins, Historical and Statutory Background of the Law of Wills (1928)
112.

'"If any will or codicil (of personalty) ... be exhibited for proof . . . and any of
the near relations of the deceased shall attend ... or if it shall appear that reasonable
notice hath been given to such of the next relations as might conveniently be therewith
served . . . the register shall thereupon proceed to take the probate, and to grant letters
testamentary accordingly." Comp. Stat. D. C. (1887-1889) c. 70 � 21. Notice was re

quired, by virtue of a "standing order" of one Justice, made when he was assigned to

hold Orphans Court, January, 1874, but this went beyond the statute. William Henry

Dennis, Probate Law of the District of Columbia (1887) 31.

aIn re Mclntire's Estate, S Mackey 293 (1886): delay of fourteen months is not such
laches as constitutes a bar to the filing of a caveat to test the validity of the will. Com

pare O'Neill v. Smith, 33 Md. 569, 574 (1871): "Without intending to admit that mere

lapse of time would operate as a bar in any case, we are of opinion that appellants are

not precluded by any supposed delay from contesting the validity of this will." See
Garrison v. Hill, 81 Md. 551, 555 (1895).
Williams says: ". . . the executor of the will proved in common form may, at any time

within thirty years, be compelled, by a person having an interest, to prove it per testes

in solemn form." Contrariwise, the solemn probate was conclusive as to personalty, even

if obtained, as it might be, originally by the executor himself. 1 Williams on Executors

(7th Am. ed. 1895) *276, *277, *280. Noyes v. Barber, 4 N. H. 406 (1823); Worthington
v. Gittings, 56 Md. 542, 545 (1881); Hoffman v. Norris, 2 Ph. Ecc. 230 (1805).
"In the District of Columbia, by Act of July 9, 1888, c. 597, 25 Stat. 246 (1888), record

of the probate of the testament was made prima facie evidence of the due execution and
contents of the will, but this was held a rule of evidence only. The Orphans Court still
had no jurisdiction to probate a will of realty. Campbell v. Porter, 162 U. S. 478 (1896)
commenting adversely upon Barbour v. Moore, 4 App. D. C. 535, 543, 544 (1894). See

also Barbour v. Moore, 10 App. D. C. 30 (1897).
Maryland held under said act of 1798 that denial of probate was final as to personalty;

but the heir was not concluded by such denial any more than he would have been by
probate. Massey v. Massey, 4 Harris & J. 141 (Md. 1816). The act of 1831, Md. Code,
art. 93 � 323 made probate in the Orphans' Court prima facie evidence of validity of the

will, as to realty. Price v. Moore, 21 Md. 366, 374 (1863). But by �� 310, 311, if probate
was denied, after contest in the Orphans' Court, the devisee was held finally bound by
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a prior probate in the Orphans Court, would be tested, in so far as it
was a will of real estate, in an action of ejectment; and such action
could be instituted at any time, so long as the right of action was not

barred by the general statute of limitations.10
At the close of the century, the act of June 8, 1898, introduced three

important features, which drastically changed the previous situation,
and which are pertinent to the subject-matter of this paper : first, probate
was made effective as to realty as well as to personalty; second, a speci
fied notice to heirs and next of kin was prescribed to precede uncon

tested probate; and third, a new right was granted to contest the will,
even after this new, more solemn, more effective probate, within specified
limitations as to the time of such contest.

Thereafter, the initial code of laws for the District of Columbia was

enacted March 3, 1901. The first innovation, above, was retained in
identical language.11 The second innovation of the act of 1898 had pro
vided that probate should not be granted until after notice graduated
according to respondent's circumstances, viz: (a) until a ten day cita
tion was served on each heir at least five days before the return day;
or (b) until a thirty day publication was had against any heir returned
"not to be found"; and (c) for any heir under age or of unsound mind
"the said justice shall appoint" a guardian ad litem. These provisions
of the Act of 1898 were substantially reenacted in 1901: (a) with Sun
days excluded in computing the ten days; (b) with the added provision
that the court "shall cause a copy of such publication to be mailed" to

the heirs published against, and with authority added to publish against
Unknown Heirs; and (c) the guardian ad litem required for heirs who
are minors or of unsound mind was now expressly authorized "to file
a caveat as he may be advised in behalf of said party."12
While these closely related sections were thus retained, the third inno-

this decree. Johns v. Hodges, 62 Md. S2S, 536 (1884). See 2 Dorsey, Laws of Maryland
(1840) 10S8.
10See the second case of Barbour v. Moore, 10 App. D. C. 30, 44, 48 (1897) where the

opinion of the court refers to the proceeding as one in which the "entire controversy
turns upon the validity of the will of David Moore . . that has been attacked for the
want of capacity of the testator, and also as the product of undue influence exerted upon
him. . . . Nor is this a suit in equity to set aside an established and effective instrument
in which laches in its institution is sometimes a bar to all relief; but an action at law
in which lapse of time, short of the period of limitations, is of no avail as a defense.
Wehrman v. Conklin, 155 U. S. 314, 326 (1894)."

UC. 394, � 2, Act of June 8, 1898, 30 Stat. 434, 435 (1898) became c. 854, � 117,
Act of Mar. 3, 1901, 31 Stat. 1189, 1208 (1901) unchanged up to now.

^1 4, Act of June 8, 1898, 30 Stat. 434 (1898) became �� 130, 138, Act of Mar. 3, 1901,
31 Stat. 1189 (1901) with the changes indicated.
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vation of the act of 1898, the provision which limited the time to file a

caveat after probate, was rewritten when the code was adopted. The
extent and the import of that rewriting forms the crux of the particular
problem of this paper. Originally the act in 1898 read:

"That the preceding sections of this bill shall be subject to the following pro
viso: Any person interested in said probate who at the time of the final decree
admitting any will or testament to probate and record is within the age of
twenty-one years may file a caveat to said will within one year after he becomes
of age; and any person so interested who at the said time was returned 'Not
to be found' and was proceeded against by order of publication, may file such
caveat within two years after the date of said final decree; and any person
actually served with process or personally appearing in said proceeding may
file such caveat within one year after said date."13

Thus the new probate, affecting real as well as personal property, and
obtainable only after notice graduated according to respondent's cir

cumstances, was to be subject to a post-probate caveat only within the
time limits stated, regardless what property the will conveyed. Why
alter that statute and provide any distinction respecting wills of personal
property? Why shorten the period for post-probate caveat in any in

stance, as to wills of personal property? If a lesser time limit was to

be fixed for wills of personalty, should it be made applicable to all next
of kin? Or perhaps only to those next of kin who either appeared at

the probate or prior to probate were served personally by citation? If
the last purpose was the one desired to be accomplished, would the
codifiers not simply have added to this act the words: "insofar as the
will is a will of real property, and within three months insofar as the
same is a will of personal property"?14
It is submitted that the purpose of the amendment in 1901 was to

retain for post-probate caveats the graduated time limits of the 1898

act, as to wills of realty, and to introduce a single limitation of three

months, applicable to all persons, as to wills of personalty. This idea
is stressed by now presenting the act, as amended in 1901, in quotation
marks, but with paragraphing, italics and marginal notations supplied:

Common preamble: "If, upon the hearing of the application to admit a will to
probate, the court shall decree that the same be admitted
to probate,

As to personalty: "any person in interest may file a caveat to said will and
pray that the probate thereof may be revoked at any time
within three months after such decree, if it be a will of

M� 5, Act of June 8, 1898, 30 Stat. 434, 43S (1898).
"This question appears in the Memorandum of the caveators filed in the trial court in

the Plummer case, supra note 2.
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personal property, and so far as it is a will of personal
property;

_

As to realty: "and if it be a will of real estate and as far as it is suck

will of real estate, any person interested actually served
with process or personally appearing in such proceeding
may file such caveat within one year after such decree;
any person interested who at such time was returned 'Not

to be found' and was proceeded against by publication may
file such caveat within two years after such decree; and

any person interested who at the time of said decree is

within the age of twenty-one years may file such caveat

within one year after he becomes of age."15

Cases in the Court of Appeals

The narrow question here discussed has never reached the Court of

Appeals upon a general appeal, and two efforts to have it heard on special
appeal have failed, as will be shown later. Two cases in that court were

decided upon the statute out of which this question arises, and four or
five others refer to that statute. In the early cases, dicta ineptly phrased,
and a consistent practice of paraphrasing the statute instead of quoting
it, appear, superficially, to intimate an opinion contrary, and one recent

opinion, by omitting to state one fact, appears, superficially, to sustain

the position taken in this paper. But a patient consideration of these

cases shows that not one of them affords any reliable aid on this problem.
The first, Craighead v. Alexander,16 like all the early cases, involved a

will of both real and personal property. The caveat was filed one day
short of a year after tie will was admitted to probate. This caveat was

dismissed, on motion, as having been filed too late, in so far as it attacked

the will as a will of personal property. And this the Court of Appeals
affirmed. But the problem here being considered was not presented, for
the caveators had been personally served with citation prior to probate.
Speaking of this code section, for the court, Chief Justice Shepard said:

"The object of the section is to extend to the persons coming within its

description a certain period within which to contest a will that has been regu

larly admitted -to probate. As to them the probate is not a finality until the

expiration of the described periods. Until then the right to caveat is absolute.
"The section, it will be observed, gives three months to any one in interest

to file a caveat to a will, or to so much of a will as relates to personal property,
while the one year within which to contest a will of real estate is extended to

those interested actually served with process, or appearing in such proceedings;
two years to those who have not been found, and have been cited by publi-

*C. 854, � 137, Act of March 3, 1901, 31 Stat. 1189, 1212 (1901), D. C. Code (1940)
tit. 19, � 309.

M38 App. D. C. 229 (1912).
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cation; and to those under twenty-one years of age, one year after attaining
that age."17

The ambiguity in this latter paragraph arises out of the failure of
the Chief Justice to introduce his reference to wills of real property in
the same significant phraseology employed in the statute itself.
The case of Angell v. Groff18 also involved a will affecting both real

and personal property. Testator's heir, Adam H. Groff, a son, had dis

appeared and was proceeded against by publication. Edna Groff Angell,
a minor daughter of this absent heir, attained her majority two years
subsequent to the probate (when the absence of her father had reached
seven years) and then she filed caveat to testator's will. But it had
been determined on verdict of a jury, on a preliminary issue framed
anent an earlier caveat to this same will, that Adam H. Groff was alive
at the death of testator. Thus the sole question, on the second caveat,
was Edna's right to caveat. And as more than three months (in fact
two years) had passed, before this second caveat was filed, there was

no occasion for counsel or court to distinguish time limits as between
real and personal property. Mr. Justice Van Orsdel in the second of the
four paragraphs of his opinion for the court, says:

"The question presented is whether or not the caveator Edna Groff Angell,
was a 'person in interest' or 'interested person' at the time this caveat was

filed."19

This question he answers in the final paragraph:
"At the time of the probate of the will of Diller B. Groff, May 17, 1910, the

summons as to Adam Groff was returned 'not to be found.' Being alive at that

date, he had two years within which to caveat the will of his father. The two

years elapsed before the expiration of seven years from the date of his dis

appearance, when the statute created a legal presumption of death�the date
of her father's death here relied upon by the caveator. It logically follows that
Adam Groff, being legally alive for more than two years after the probate of
his father's will, was barred from caveating the will, and his heirs, having no

rights which they could assert during his lifetime, are likewise barred."20 (Italics
supplied.)

This language makes no distinction as to the time for post-probate
caveat, between wills of personal and those of real property. Why not?

Was it because there is no such distinction when the heir has been pub
lished against, as in that case? Or was it because any such distinction
was unimportant when the caveat had been filed (not only three months,

"Id. at 235.

w42 App. D. C. 198 (1914).
"Id. at 201.
"Ibid.
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but) two years after probate? Or was it because the Justice was writing
to the question he had set out, respecting the right of the caveator as a

proper party to caveat, and not at all as to the time when her caveat

was filed? Is not the last, the most likely reason? Hence, the dicta is
valueless as a guide on the problem of this paper.
Fardon v. The Washington Loan & Trust Company21 also involved a

will affecting both real and personal property. The executor applied for

probate June 20, 1913, and on June 25, 1913 filed a waiver of citation
and consent to probate by Alfred A. Fardon, one of the heirs. July 8th
Fardon filed a paper addressed to the Court, revoking his consent and

asking leave to withdraw his waiver of citation. No action having been
taken on this paper, publication was started against Fardon. Then,
without awaiting the date fixed in said publication, and relying on said

waiver, probate was obtained September 1, 1913. More than a year
later, December 14, 1914, Fardon filed a caveat. This was dismissed on

motion, as filed too late. The Court of Appeals affirmed. Through Mr.

Justice Robb, they held that the filing of the waiver and consent brought
the heir within the jurisdiction of the court; that he had not obtained
leave to withdraw; and, as one personally appearing, he was restricted
as to real estate to one year after probate within which time to file a

caveat; hence dismissal of his caveat filed more than a year after pro
bate, was affirmed. Closing the opinion, Mr. Justice Robb said:

"Section 137 of the Code, recognizing a rule of law, classes persons inter
ested in an estate who personally appear in probate proceedings with interested
persons who actually are served with process. Such persons, the statute con

templates, will have actual knowledge of the result of the proceedings, and,
therefore, must act as to real estate within one year after the decree of probate
is entered. Nonresidents who may be interested in the estate and who are

returned, 'Not to be found,' and who must be proceeded against by publication,
are given two years within which to act. The reason for this discrimination in
favor of non-residents is obvious. Persons actually served or personally appear
ing, as above suggested, are presumed to know everything that takes place, while
a non-resident may be without actual knowledge of the proceeding until con

siderable time has elapsed. In the present case, appellant must be considered
as one personally appearing, and restricted, therefore, to one year after probate
within which to file a caveat. It follows that the decree must be affirmed, with
costs."22 (Italics supplied.)

Decisions become precedents according to the facts before the court.23
This case is a safe precedent that one who personally appears at probate,
and files a caveat more than .a year later, is too late, without need to

a44 App. D. C. 69 (1915).
aId. at 73.

^Sullivan, What Is A Precedent? (1923) 11 The Georgetown Law Journal 1.
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inquire whether the will is of real or of personal property. But the
words of this, as of any other opinion, must be read in their context,
even though it be more broad, or more narrow in scope, than the facts
before the court. To repeat, the caveat before the court had been filed,
by a person who had appeared at probate, more than a year after pro
bate. Persons who thus are served or who appear must act, Justice
Robb says: "... as to real estate within one year after the decree of

probate is entered."24 That seems to be clear. His next sentence (that
persons published against have two years) is dicta, and if read only in
its context, as having reference solely to wills involving real estate, it is
not inconsistent with the construction of the statute advocated in this

paper. And the following two sentences can be agreed to if likewise

limited, by their context, to wills of realty�but not otherwise. They
read:

"The reason for this discrimination in favor of non-residents is obvious.
Persons actually served or personally appearing . . . are presumed to know every
thing that takes place, while a non-resident may be without actual knowledge
of the proceeding until considerable time has elapsed."25

Did the learned Justice intend these words to have reference, by reason

of their context, only to wills of real estate? We may perhaps presume
that he did, for his next sentence says that the appellant must be con

sidered as one personally appearing "and restricted therefore to one

year after probate" which is true of wills of realty, whereas such person
would admittedly be restricted to three months after probate as to wills
of personalty. Thus, although some of the language of the opinion
standing alone would be broader in scope, in its context all the language
here must be taken as intended to refer only to wills of real estate. Read
in that light the language of the opinion is not inconsistent with the

position taken in this paper, that caveats to wills of personalty are

always late, if filed more than three months after probate.
Bowen v. Howenstein26 also involved a will affecting both real and

personal property. Carrie Bowen, an heir, signed a waiver of notice and
consent to probate, and the will was1 admitted, December 16, 1910.
December 22nd, she received and receipted for certain jewelry, which
she retained "but a short time and then redelivered it" to the executor.

She filed a caveat January 10, 1911. "The trial justice being of the

opinion that appellant was estopped to attack the will, directed a verdict

upon each of the issues, the evidence showing that the will was properly

'"Supra note 22.

xIbid.
x39 App. D. C. 585 (1913).
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executed."27 The Court of Appeals reversed, holding that appellant had
not estopped herself from exercising her right to caveat�neither by her
waiver of citation, nor by the facts concerning the jewelry. In reaching
this conclusion, Mr. Justice Robb, for the Court, said:

"Under sec. 137 if the court shall decree that the will be admitted to probate
'any person in interest may file a caveat to said will, and pray that the probate
thereof may be revoked at any time within three months after such decree, if
it be a will of personal property, and as far as it is a will of personal property;
and if it be a will of real estate, and as far as it is such will of real estate, any
person interested actually served with process or personally appearing in such
proceedings may file such caveat within one year after such decree.' The section
further allows any person proceeded against by publication to file a caveat
within two years after such decree, and any person under twenty-one years
to file such caveat within one year after he becomes of age."28

The caveat in the case before him had been filed within thirty days
of the probate. It was filed by a person who was before the court at

the probate by consent and waiver. The sole question was whether she
was estopped by her conduct. Hence, the sentence last quoted from the

opinion is dicta obviously. Not only is it dicta, however,�it constitutes,
also, a reconstruction of the statute. The Justice had quoted the statute

verbatim, so far as it applied to the facts before him. He had no proper
occasion to reproduce, much less to interpret, the balance of the statute.29
In going beyond the facts of his case, he did not just continue quoting
the statute. Instead, breaking his quotation, he presents the balance
of the statute, in his own rephrasing, and here it appears that he did
intend to construe the final clauses of the act as applicable to wills of

personal property as well as to wills of real estate. Dicta is always un

reliable,�this dicta particularly so because of the difficulty, when writing
on the subject of this statute, to choose language which will say precisely
what the writer intends, and that only. This appears from a sentence
used later in the same opinion; which reads:

"Admittedly, if a party adversely interested fails to sign a waiver and consent
to probate, he may file a caveat as to personal property within three months
after the will has been probated, and within one year as to real estate."30 (Italics
supplied.)

Compare this sentence with the unqualified statement quoted just above
from the preceding page of the same opinion, to the effect that the

^Id. at 586, 587.
�Id. at 589.

^Compare the restraint in Hengesbach v. Hengesbach, 73 App. D. C. 1, 114 F. (2d)
845 (1940). See note 34 infra.
x39 App. D. C. 585, 590 (1913).
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statute "allows any person proceeded against by publication to file a

caveat within two years after such decree.'' Such person "proceeded
against by publication" surely must have failed "to sign a waiver and
consent." The sentence from page 590, even in its context, is inexact,�
probably because written without full attention to all of the implications
in it. Perhaps the dicta found in this same opinion likewise was written
without full consideration. It affords no reliable aid in construing the
statute.
In Hengesbach v. Hengesbach?1 the caveat also involved a will of real

and of personal property. The probate was obtained July 5, 1938; the
caveat to the will was filed June 30, 1939. It was dismissed as a

caveat to a will of personal property. The Court of Appeals affirmed,
placing their affirmance upon the statute, and upon the decision in

Craighead v. Alexander?2 Three facts about the opinion, considered to

gether, afford an interesting speculation. First, in quoting from the

statute, the court emphasizes by italics the parallel phrases which divide
the statute with respect to wills of personal property and wills of real

estate; second, the opinion closes by saying that when a statute is plain
there is no need for construction; and, third, the opinion omits any
reference to the fact that, in the case before the court, the caveator had
been served personally prior to probate.33 Question: does this omission

imply that the fact ignored was not vital, and that in the case before
the court the caveat, having been filed more than three months after

probate, was too late, in so far as the will was a will of personalty, re
gardless whether the service prior to probate was obtained personally,
or by publication?
Two considerations suggest a negative answer to that question. The

opinion quotes only that portion of the statute which has reference to

personal service, and that was the only part of the statute that was

before the court; and, second, concern to confine the determination

being made solely to the facts before the court was otherwise indicated
in the opinion.34 Hence the case is passed as having no helpful bearing
a73 App. D. C. 1, 114 F. (2d) 845 (1940).
wSupra note 16.

Transcript of Record, p. 5, Special Calendar No. 7595, Jan. Term 1940, United States
Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia.
The court declined to decide or to consider whether, in the event that the trial of

the caveat to the will as a will of realty (which remained for trial, below) should termi

nate in favor of caveator, the revocation of probate, then, would relate to the will as a

will of realty only, or to the will as a whole. This was but a commendable refusal to
discuss a hypothetical case. Compare the language of the same Justice who wrote this

opinion, when dissenting in Vogel v. Saunders, 68 App. D. C. 31, 38, 92 F. (2d) 984, 991

(1937), where he said: "This is sheer speculation from a hypothetical case."
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upon the problem of this paper. It merely reaffirms what had previously
been determined in Craighead v. Alexander?5
The mandate in that first Hengesbach case was filed in the District

Court and the executor prepared to make distribution of the personal
property pursuant to the will. The caveators countered with a motion
to postpone distribution, arguing that, if the caveat still pending to the

will, as a will of real estate, should prevail, the will would be invalid
then for all purposes. This motion was denied, but upon condition that
the legatee first furnish an indemnity bond, the premium on which was

to be paid by caveators, in the first instance, pending final determination
of any liability for repayment of the legacies. From this order the execu

tor appealed. His appeal was dismissed, August 31, 194 2,36 because the
order appealed from was not final. In the opinion Mr. Justice Stephens
sets forth the necessary factual background by adopting almost verbatim
the fact recital used in the first Hengesbach case. His opinion has no

bearing upon the position taken in this paper on construction of this
statute.
Thus no case in the Court of Appeals has any direct bearing upon,

and none affords any reliable aid in construing the statute in question,
with respect to the problem considered here, namely, whether a person
who was before the court at probate only by publication may caveat a
will of personal property more than three months after the probate
decree.

The Kent & Briggs Cases in Probate Court

In the Estate of James R. Kent, Admn. No. 33,72 5,37 a motion to
dismiss a caveat filed more than three months after probate in so far
as it was a caveat to a will of personal property, was granted by Mr.
Justice Bailey, although the record shows that the caveators had been
proceeded against only by publication. Later in the same case, issues
framed upon the caveat as a caveat to a will of realty were tried; the
verdict was against the will, and a decree was entered thereon by Mr.
Justice Stafford, February 1, 1929, whereby the probate of the will
was revoked as a will of real property, but was sustained and ratified
as a will of personal property.38

xSupra note 16.

xSupra note 5.
This and all like citations in this article have reference to causes in the District Court

of the United States for the District of Columbia, Holding a Probate Court. D. C. Code
(1940) tit. 11, � SOI.

""Accord, Matter of Kellum, SO N. Y. 298 (1872). Cf. In the Matter of Bartholick, 141
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In the Estate of Jesse W. Briggs, Admn. N6. 47,334, two brothers,
Boyce L. Briggs, who had filed a consent, and Laurence A. Briggs, who
had been published against, joined in filing, January 3, 1936, an instru
ment called by them "Answer to Petition for Probate and Caveat,"
although probate had been granted January 4, 1935. On motion this
paper was stricken, with leave to file an amended caveat as of January 3,
1936. Such amended caveat was later filed by Laurence A. Briggs, and
was met by a motion to dismiss, in so far as it purported to be a caveat
to a will of personal property. The "Reply to Motion to Dismiss" filed
on caveator's behalf, March 9, 1936, stressed the fact that caveator had
not been served personally with citation; and it was there argued:

". . . if he be denied his legal right to caveat the alleged will of the personal
property . . . such action would be equivalent to the entering of a personal
judgment against him under substituted service of publication, and deprive
him of his property without a hearing as to the allegations of fraud on the part
of said executor and others."

The memorandum of the caveatees in this Briggs case referred to the
statute, and to Craighead v. Alexander?9 On this showing their motion
was overruled by Mr. Justice Gordon, without prejudice to renew it at
the trial. Caveatees then moved to vacate this ruling, and cited the
Kent case, whereupon Justice Gordon did vacate his prior ruling, and
on April 28, 1936 dismissed the amended caveat "insofar as^it applies
to said will as a will of personal property."40 After verdict in favor of
the will, as a will of realty, the probate was sustained, November 7, 1936.
N. Y. 166, 36 N. E. 1 (1894). That caveat filed after minor attains majority, when suc

cessful, sets aside the probate only as far as the interest of the contestant is concerned, and
does not benefit heirs already barred by limitations, see: Spencer v. Spencer, 31 Mont.
631, 79 Pac. 320 (1904). Samson v. Samson, 64 Cal. 327, 30 Pac. 979 (1883).
xSupra note 16.

The caveators filed a petition May 13, 1936 in the Court of Appeals for leave to appeal
specially, which was denied June 8, 1936. Briggs v. Brown, Appeal No. Original 2628.
Caveators, as petitioners, asked the Court of Appeals to construe the statute as pro

viding (1) that an interested person who appears at the hearing of the petition for pro

bate, and opposes probate, has three months, but (2) that if he is personally served and
does not appear at the hearing, he has one year to file a caveat; (3) that those published
against have two years; and (4) that an infant has one year after attaining majority, and
that all these limitations apply alike to both real and personal property. Caveators by point
(1) failed to note that one who appears and opposes probate must do so by filing a pre-

probate caveat, which requires issues, a new notice, and trial, D. C. Code (1940), tit. 19,
�� 307, 308, 312, following which there is no further right to caveat, if all interested

parties have been duly notified. Their point (2) deviates from the holding in Craighead
v. Alexander, so far as it concerns wills of personalty.
The executor's brief in opposition justified the statutory differences in time, between

attacks on wills of personalty and attacks on wills of realty. It further emphasized that
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The Plummer Case Contra

The will of Lillian G. Plummer was probated September 26, 1939.

The final account of her executors was passed November 20, 1940. Her

estate, consisting entirely of personalty, was then distributed. Next of
kin who had been notified of the petition for probate only by publication,
and who had not appeared at the probate, filed caveat on September 5,
1941. Her executors, who are local attorneys, filed motion to dismiss
the caveat, as filed too late. Their memorandum included, less elabo

rately, the substance of what appears above, except for the Briggs case.

The memorandum of the caveators in opposition to the motion to dis
miss their caveat, quoted dicta from three cases in the Court of Appeals,
as set out in the footnote.41 They argued, first, that the Hengesbach
casei2 is not pertinent since there the caveators had been served per
sonally; second, that in the Kent case, above, the motion to dismiss was

decided without attention of the Court being drawn to the fact that the
caveators there had been notified of the petition for probate only by
publication; third, that persons published against must be held to be
entitled to caveat within two years, in view of the wording and punctu
ation of the statute, whether the will be one of real or of personal prop
erty. Then, having dealt with the argument from authority contra,, and
having set up their own analysis of the statute, they referred to the final
clause of the statute,

"and any person interested who at the time of such decree is within the age of
twenty-one years may file such caveat within one year after he becomes of age"

and they closed with this tellingly worded reductio ad absurdum:

"Could it be seriously argued that a minor would be barred from contesting
a will as to personalty within a year after he becomes of age in a situation where
the decedent left no realty but one million dollars in personalty? The mere

statement of this proposition reduces the entire argument of the caveatees to an

caveators in that case, although published against, in fact had actual notice of the petition
for probate, by mail, more than two weeks prior to the order for probate.
^From Craighead v. Alexander, supra note 16, they quoted the two paragraphs quoted

above, p. 410, and the caveators italicized the words: "two years to those who have not
been found, and have been cited by publication; and to those under 21 years of age, one

year after attaining that age."
From Fardon v. W. L. T. Co., supra note 21, they quoted the paragraph quoted above,

p. 412, and the caveators italicized on page 3, and repeated on page 4 of their Memorandum
the three sentences therein beginning, "Non-residents who may be interested . . ." etc.
From Angell v. Groff, supra note 18, they quoted the paragraph quoted above, p. 411, in

cluding the words: "Being alive at that date he had two years within which to caveat the
will of his father."

aSupra note 31.
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absurdity, and yet the preceding clause providing for a two year limitation upon
those served by publication extends the privilege of the caveat in precisely the
same language, to wit, to 'Any person interested'. Can it be said that such a per
son is interested only in the realty? The failure of Congress to restrict by
language the right to caveat the entire estate left by the will is convincing that
no such restriction was intended, and the language of Mr. Justice Robb in
Fardon v. Washington Loan & Trust Company leaves nothing to the imagina
tion. . . . The argument of the caveatees overlooks the fact that omission of
language in (from?) the statute may broaden its scope just as the inclusion of
language may narrow the scope of the statute." (Italics supplied.)

Upon these memoranda, and after argument, the trial court in the
Plummer case overruled the motion to dismiss. The executors immedi

ately applied for leave to file a special appeal, supporting their applica
tion with a brief which urged substantially the same considerations
which they had presented to the trial court.43
The caveators reserved their defense on the merits,�and contented

themselves with the argument that the case presented no proper occasion
for a special appeal.44 The petition for allowance of a special appeal was
denied.45 But this action, it is submitted, indicates nothing more than an

adjudication that the executors had shown no emergency justifying a

special appeal.46
Criticism of Plummer Case

The Right Reserved to Minors

The argument of the caveators before the trial court in the Plummer
Case was resourceful and intriguing. They induced the court to construe
the statute, considering it, not from the beginning, but from the final
clause. Upon that final clause they built an alleged absurdity. From

addition to the six reported cases considered above, they cited Vestry v. Bruce,
1 Harr. & McH. 509 (Md. 1773), and Brown v. Tilden, 5 Harr. & J. 371 (Md. 1822).
�"They relied upon U. S. Electric Light Co. v. Ross, 9 App. D. C. 558 (1896). Further

more, they urged that, if a special appeal were allowed, the question involved might be
moot before the appeal could be heard, since the trial court specially hears trials of issues
framed upon caveats, on the date fixed after all parties have had due notice, without

regard to what might otherwise have been the position of those cases on the general
calendar.

^Supra note 2 ; see also note 40. Thus, in a span of five years the Court of Appeals
has declined specially to review either of two conflicting decisions in the trial court on this

precise problem, although no general appeal presenting the problem has reached that court
in the forty years since the enactment of the statute.

^Had they lost the verdict, the executors might have renewed their objection to the

time of the filing of the caveat, on general appeal. In this the situation differed from that

in the Briggs case, supra note 40, where the caveat had been dismissed in the trial court

(to the will as a will of personalty) and denial of their application for a special appeal left
caveators without further redress.
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there they led the court, backwards, to the fore part of the statute and to

the clause actually involved in the case. The reason for this unusual
and cleverly conceived procedure lay in the fact that the crux of their

argument is the reductio ad absurdum quoted above. It is the stone

(or the sand) on which they built their case. Like all arguments de

veloped from alleged absurdities, this one is based upon assumed facts.
Like the proverbial "red herring" such arguments necessarily carry the
mind away, far beyond the facts before the court. But the argument
served its purpose. With deference, it is submitted here that the argu
ment is spurious ; and that a minor who has had benefit of the procedure
specified by local statutes is not reserved a right to file a caveat, on

attaining majority, to a will of personalty, whether or not the case

involves a million dollars.47
Assume that a land speculator doing business through a closely held

corporation, leaves no realty in his name, but leaves stock of this cor

poration, worth a million dollars, by a duly executed will, all to his
widow,�not providing at all for his three children, one by a prior mar
riage, the second born after the will was executed, and the third born
posthumously. Birth of the two children after execution of the will,
birth of one of them after testator can no longer change the will, does
not revoke the will;48 nor do any of these children take any part of their
father's million�regardless of how absurd these results may seem to

"Infants are not always saved a longer right to contest probate because of their dis
ability: "The statute under construction . . . contains no saving clause in favor of in

fants, and the court can make none. A saving from the operation of the statute for the

disability of minority must be expressed or it does not exist. ... 40 Cyc. pp. 12S7, 12S8;
Cleveland v. Lyne, S Bush (Ky.) 383; Folmar's Appeal, 86 Pa. 482; Warfield v. Fox, S3
Pa. 382." Jenkins v. Jenkins, 144 Ark. 417, 420, 222 S. W. 714, 715 (1920).
Garrison v. Hill, 81 Md. 5S1, 555, 32 A. 191, 192 (1895): "The law cannot be said to

be unconstitutional merely because it fails to extend the time in favor of those under

disability, such as coverture, infancy, etc."
And a saving clause in an act for contest of probate of domestic wills is not applied

to a contest of foreign will, filed and recorded to apply to local land, even though no

notice of the recording was required or given. The Evansville etc. Co. v. Winsor by Next

Friend, 148 Ind. 682, 48 N. E. 592 (1897). Likewise denial of probate is binding on un

born devisees in remainder. McCay v. Clayton, 119 Pa. 133, 12 Atl. 860 (1888).
The instinctive feeling that a child who has not forfeited it by his conduct should have

a right to inherit, and a correlative right to attack a will disinheriting him, provides an

interesting commentary upon the pronouncements of American courts that all rights of
inheritance are, not merely subject to regulation, but in themselves creatures solely of
statute. See Connor, The Nature of Succession (1939) 8 Fordham L. Rev. 151.
"Morris v. Foster, 51 App. D. C. 238, 278 Fed. 321 (1922) ; cf. Karr v. Robinson, 167

Md. 375, 173 Atl. 584 (1934), (1935) 35 Col. L. Rev. 787, and Atkinson, Wills (1937)
398, et seq.
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any one concerned. The test lies not in the supposed absurdity, but in
the statute. If the result be absurd the remedy lies with the legislature,
exclusively.49
But assume further, for argument, that the construction in the Plum

mer case is upheld, and these children, notwithstanding full procedure
prior to probate, are held to have a right, nevertheless, themselves each
to file a caveat after attaining majority. Shall the executor, then, be

obliged, in such estate, to hold two-thirds of that million dollars intact
for the minors, fifteen or twenty years, against the chance that these
minors will successfully caveat the will after attaining their majority?
Against that chance of a delayed caveat, can the widow-legatee be

obliged to give indemnity before receiving distribution? And who shall

pay the premium?50 Or is it less absurd to believe that Congress re

served to these children a right of caveat�as a strict legal right�but
with only a flimsy chance that it may lead some day, not only to a revo

cation of the probate, but to an actual recovery of property?
Or suppose that a bachelor testator bequeaths his million dollars to be

distributed one hundred thousand dollars a year for ten years for the

support of orphans living in the District of Columbia, and leaves as his
sole next of kin a minor cousin, just one year old. Must testator's pur
pose be defeated, must this fund be held intact until this child becomes
of age? And if so, by what authority? Or shall we assume that Congress
reserved to minor next of kin a right which can only torment them by
its futility? What assurance would the minors ever have that in such
cases personal property will not have been dissipated, long before the
infants would have a chance (by whatever evidence) to establish a right
to recover it? There is a like risk, to be sure, regarding realty.51 But

by reason of its permanence of substance there is here a measurably

""Courts have sometimes exercised a high degree of ingenuity in the effort to find justi
fication for wrenching from the words of a statute a meaning which literally they do not

bear, in 'order to escape consequences thought to be absurd or to entail great hardship;
but an application of the principle so nearly approaches the boundary between the exer

cise of the judicial power and that of the legislative power as to call rather for great
caution and circumspection in order to avoid usurpation of the latter." Crooks v. Harrel-

son, 282 U. S. 55, 60 (1930). "That language is adopted in Glos v. Glos, 341 HI. 447, 4S3,
173 N. E. 604, 606, 72 A. L. R. 1328, 1334 (1938). In this last case, testator had be

queathed his million dollars to his widow. One of the next of kin appealed from the

order granting probate, and then died pending the appeal. Motion by appellant's son to

be substituted as party appellant was denied below, and that action is affirmed.

MSee order of Laws, J. February 14, 1941, quoted in second Hengesbach case, cited

supra note 5.

�^Steele v. Renn, SO Tex. 467 (1878); Cochran v. Young, 104 Pa. 333, 338 (1883);
Thompson v. Samson, 64 Cal. 330, 30 Pac. 980 (1883).
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greater chance that the res may remain, subject to recovery. And Con

gress saved the right only as to realty.52
But the intimation that, without a construction recognizing in minor

next of kin a right to caveat a will of personalty after coming of age,
such minor next of kin are helpless and without aid in the proper pro
tection of their rights of inheritance is itself a little ridiculous, is it not,
when considered in the light of local statutes and practice?
Upon a petition being filed for probate a minor heir at law or next of

kin (and, if the child be under sixteen, his or her custodian) must be
reached by process.53 Then the court must appoint a guardian ad litem
for the minor, with power to file a caveat if so advised. And in com

pliance with the spirit of this act, the court makes separate appointments
if there are minors with conflicting interests.54 By rule of court, for
merly,55 and still by usual practice, anyone suggested by the proponent
of the will is not appointed guardian ad litem.56 The court will appoint
an attorney having competence and experience commensurate with the

apparent needs of the case. In any case involving the supposed million

dollars, it would be an attorney whose ability, and availability, were

The final clause of this act, saving to minors a right upon majority to caveat a will

of realty, preserves the right he had at common law, saved to him then by the general
statute of limitations, to sue for realty in ejectment after attaining his majority. As wills

of realty were not probated such right was the minor's only protection against spurious
wills of realty.
T). C. Code (1940) tit. 19, � 301. Of course, if not served the minor is not bound,

though the proceeding is in rem. Holt v. Lamb, 17 Oh. St. 374 (1867) ; Austin v. Patrick,
179 Miss. 718, 176 So. 714 (1937). But the existence of an unborn child will not delay the

probate semble. Hamilton's Estate, 120 Calif. 421, 430, 432, 52 Pac. 708, 711 (1898).
Concealment of the name and hence failure to notify an heir as required by statute

constitutes a fraud on the court and such lack of jurisdiction as will make the probate
decree subject to being set aside on motion, even at a later term of court, at least where
no rights of third parties have intervened. Wright v. Simpson, 200 HI. 56, 65 N. E. 628

(1902); followed in Floto v. Floto, 213 HI. 438, 72 N. E. 1092 (1904). See also, Matter
of Estate of Fisher, 15 Wis. 567 (1862). But in Glenn v. Mitchell, 71 Colo. 394, 207 Pac.

84 (1922), the court reaches a wrong conclusion by reading an allegation of fraud in

procuring the will as though it were an allegation of fraud in procuring the order for

probate.
"Estate of Gertrude Haigh, Admin. 59,888, orders entered November 3, 1942.

KRules adopted October 16, 1938, Rule 33, reprinted in Mersch, Probate Court Practice
in the District of Columbia (1939) 397.
MIn Noyes v. Barber, 4 N. H. 406 (1823), the case was held open to re-probate because

of the adverse interest of the guardian who had professed to represent the minor heir on

the original probate. In Mills v. Humes' Exc'rs, 22 Md. 346, 357 (1864), where the de

fending guardian was needed as a witness in their behalf (and could not, because of

interest, be both) held, the court should have appointed a substitute guardian to represent
the minor, even in the midst of the progress of the trial.
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known to the judge personally and not merely by reputation. The guar
dian ad litem so appointed has an unlimited time for investigation, and
action, and he has no reason to treat the matter lightly, for he is paid
from the estate for his reasonable services, and the fees allowed, it is

generally agreed, are fairly compensatory. And these guardians ad litem
do initiate contests when the facts seem to warrant such action.57 Thus
the idea that Congress must be supposed to have intended to reserve

to a minor next of kin a right to caveat a will of personalty after coming
of age (and that any contrary hypothesis is absurd) proves to be without
much force, upon considering the measures provided for the minor's

protection prior to probate, and the unlikelihood of the right having any
sure value, if it existed. However, these excursions into considerations
of policy, pro and con, are really all beside the point. No purpose or

policy can be supplied, or followed, unless it be found within the words
of the statute.58

OTSee District Court of the United States for the District of Columbia, Estate of Gilbert
G. Fletcher, Admn. 51,213; Estate of Joseph Kraus, Admn. 42,805; Estate of Salvadore E.

Smith, Admn. 60,574. And see Morris v. Foster, supra note 48. A guardian ad litem who
lost in the trial court was denied an order expressly authorizing him to appeal, at the

expense of the estate, Estate of Helen S. Baxter, Admn. 48,317. But this ruling might not
be followed if there were a clear indication of a possible miscarriage of justice.
^Observations herein respecting the rights of infants under the statute here considered

will appear to be inconsistent with the language of the Court of Appeals in Mead v. Phillips,
decided April 30, 1943, just as this article goes to press. But every phrase in that opinion
must be read in the light of two facts therein emphasized and reiterated, one of which
is technically important, and the other of decisive practical significance: viz: (1) the court

was there concerned with D. C. Code (1940) tit. 18, � 211, concerning a widow's right
to elect her dower and distributive share in lieu of the provisions for her in her husband's

will, which statute the court construed to be "a recognition and, in part a restatement of
her rights at common law"; and (2) there a vital fact, "peculiar to the present case", was
the circumstance that the trustee for the incompetent widow, who was the only person

having a legal duty to protect the widow's rights, occupied also other positions incon

sistent with said duty.
It is to be noted (a) that the statute construed in the Mead case provided no one to

protect the right of election of widows not sui juris at any stage of the proceeding; (b) it
made no exceptions whatsoever for widows under disability; and (c) that it concerned a

right which existed at common law and which, the court says, it has been "the long estab

lished policy of the law" to protect. Hence, the act was open to the construction that the

legislature intended this statutory right to be deemed subject still to all the incidents of

its antecedent common law right. The correlative right of children at common law to a

reasonable portion of their parent's estate has not been brought forward in our local

statutes. And there was no right at common law to caveat a will after probate in solemn

form.
In the eighth paragraph of the opinion in the Mead case there is at least a qualified

acknowledgment that where rights are considered to arise only by virtue of a statute,
"such an approach may properly result in the conclusion" that a person failing in any
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Norms of Statutory Construction
Punctuation versus Language

The decision in the Plummer case demands a reading of the statute

here being considered as though its words were sensibly divisible into
these several parts:
I. Preamble: "If, upon the hearing of the application to admit 1

a will to probate, the court shall decree that 2
the same be admitted to probate, 3

II. Persons served, "any person in interest may file a caveat to said 4

(a) as to wills will and pray that the probate thereof may be re- 5
of personalty voked at any time within three months after such 6

decree, if it be a will of personal property, and 7
as far as it is a will of personal property; 8

(b) as to wills "and if it be a will of real estate, and as far as 9
of realty it is such will of real estate, any person interested 10

actually served with process or personally appearing 11
in such proceedings may file such caveat within one 12

year after such decree; 13
III. Persons "any person interested who at said time was returned 14

published against: 'Not to be found' and was proceeded against by publica- IS
tion may file such caveat within two years after such 16

decree; and 17
IV. Minors "any person interested who at the time of said decree 18

is within the age of twenty-one years may file such 19
caveat within one year after he becomes of age." 20

(Italics supplied.)

The construction of the statute adopted in the Plummer case is often

supported and said to be demanded by the fact that there are semi

colons, rather than commas, after the word "decree" in line number 13
and again line number 17 above. But punctuation is no part of a stat

ute,69 and reference to punctuation is the very last resort in statutory
construction.60
Language is of far greater import. Three indications in language

point clearly to the proper interpretation of this act: two of them are

positive, one is negative. The first in importance is in the extraordi
narily worded, emphatic parallel phrases which divide the statute. But
there is a concomitant, important second language indication in the fact
that the designation "any person in interest" appears but once, and then
in the first half of the statute, dealing with wills of personal property,
condition prescribed by the statute "automatically loses all the rights" which the statute

gives.
raHammond v. Trust Co., 10S U. S. 77, 84 (1881).
"Snow v. Benton, SS App. D. C. 12, 299 Fed. 695 (1924) ; Erie R. Co. v. United States,

240 Fed. 28, 32 (1917) ; Withers v. Comm., 109 Va. 837, 65 S. E. 16 (1909).
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whereas in the latter half, dealing with wills of real estate, the correla

tive but different designation is consistently, three times, "any person
interested." While the familiar designations "next of kin" and "heirs
at law" were not used,61 that affords no justification for ignoring the
differentiation of language actually employed, in this special statute

authorizing post-probate caveats, in distinguishing persons interested in

contesting wills of personalty, who are given three months, and those
interested to contest wills of realty, who are further sub-divided into
classes determined by the notice and opportunity for caveat which they
had had prior to probate.
The third language indication is negative in character. The statute

lacks ten words which would have to be read into it, to sustain the con

struction adopted in the Plummer case. The caveators there, it will be
remembered, for their own purpose, began with the final clause of the

act, built upon it a supposed absurdity out of assumed facts not in issue,
and then argued from that point, backwards to the preceding section of
the statute. How does the construction thus obtained from the court

appear when tested by a reading of the statute in the usual way,�from

beginning to end? To make the construction adopted in the Plummer
case proper, it is imperative, as a matter of grammar indispensably neces

sary to make the act intelligible, to insert after the word "interest" in line
number 4, above, the words "actually served with process or personally
appearing in such proceeding". With such insertion, Clause II (a) would
present a complete provision, grammatically balanced with Clause II

(b) ; and Clauses III and IV could then each stand alone. It is sub
mitted that then, and then only, would the construction adopted in the
Plummer case be borne out by the statute. And there is, of course, no
authority whatsoever for making such insertion.62 Instead, the statute

^It is an interesting speculation whether these more obvious, because more familiar, terms
were avoided as being too narrow. They do not comprehend devisees and legatees under

earlier wills, who are given a right to caveat, D. C. Code (1940) tit. 19, �� 307, 309;
Werner v. Frederick, 68 App. D. C. 1S8, 94 F. (2d) 627 (1937). Under the theory of this

paper these devisees and legatees would have three months after probate within which to

file caveat to a will of personalty. But within what time limits may they file a post-
probate caveat to a will of realty, since in practice they are given no notice prior to probate?
"^'A construction is always regarded vicious which requires material change in, or de

parture from, the language employed in the statute; and to accord the statute the meaning
contended for by the appellants would require substantial interpolation of language not

found in the statute, nor suggested by any that (it) is there." Johns v. Hodge, 62 Md.

525, 538 (1884). This decision held the devisee concluded by a decree in orphans' court
denying probate, after caveat, notice and verdict, even though, if the verdict and decree

were for probate, the decree would then be only prima facie evidence of validity of the

will, in ejectment, as to realty. Id. at 536.
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read in the usual way stands clear: even after probate, a caveat may
be filed within three months, if the will be a will of personal property
and as far as it is a will of personal property; and if it be a will of real

estate, and that far only, (1) any person who was actually served or

appeared at the probate may file within one year, (2) those who were

proceeded against by publication, within two years, (3) minors, within
one year after majority. This is the analysis presented above on page 409.

Ignoring irrelevant punctuation, taking the words as given in the statute,
and those only, it requires neither interpolation nor interpretation.63

Post-Probate Time Limitations Define the Extent of the
Right Itself

At common law, after probate in common form, the demand for re

probate in solemn form was in its nature litigious.64 The next of kin

challenged the proponent, who had obtained probate simply, to show
that he could do it again, the hard way. Modern statutory probate based
upon full proof, and obtained only after notice to all heirs and next of

kin, bears a similarity to probate in solemn form, to which it is often
compared, but it is not necessarily in the same sense litigious. It may
take place without contest, and even without actual appearance by any
one except the proponent. A right of contest after this probate exists,
if at all, only by virtue of statute.65 It has been held, elsewhere, that
the court designated for a post-probate contest could entertain such
cause only within the time limits specified in the statute granting the

jurisdiction.66 This reasoning is not locally applicable. Plenary jurisdic
tion to determine all questions relating to the execution and to the valid
ity of wills is given to the special term of the local District Court which
is designated as the Probate Court,67 and it is provided that neither the
execution nor the validity of any will so probated shall be impeached or

examined collaterally, but the same shall be in all respects and as to
all persons res adjudicata, subject to the following provisions,68 the first

This construction, moreover, is consistent with our inherited tradition that, for many
purposes of descent, administration and distribution, there is a vital distinction made be
tween real property and personal property.
MWn.LiAMs, Executors (7th Am. ed. 189S) *271-275.
"^Bent v. Thompson, 138 U. S. 114 (1891).
"Luther v. Luther, 122 111. 558 (1887) ; Holt v. Lamb, 17 Oh. St. 374 (1867), followed

in McArthur v. Scott, 113 U. S. 340 (1885).
The probate court is limited to the powers conferred by statute: Jones v. Dunlop, 73

App. D. C. 59, 115 F. (2d) 689 (1940); Fidelity Co. v. McQuade, 123 F. (2d) 337 (App.
D. C. 1941).
"D. C. Code (1940) tit. 11, �� 501, 503.
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of which grants power to admit a will to probate "and for cause to revoke
the probate thereof."69 This grant of power appears to be unimpaired
by the proviso that equity may entertain suits by legatees or next of
kin against executors or adminstrators for an accounting, and that (save
in cases of arbitration) any settlement of accounts in the probate court

shall be only prima facie evidence of their correctness, in such equity
proceedings. The grant of power to revoke probate is thus unlimited.
But the provision (which was originally in the same chapter, but is

now by the codifiers removed to another title of the code) that, after
probate, any person in interest may file a caveat to said will, and pray
that the probate thereof may be revoked, within the time limits therein

stated, is in form a grant of right, subject to these time limitations.70
There was no similar right at common law to file a contest after probate
obtained in solemn form. It is generally considered in the states that
the time limitation in the statute for post-probate caveat is a condition
of the right to contest the probate,71 whenever it is not deemed (as
above) a limitation on the court's jurisdiction to hear such contest.

Test of Conformity with Related Acts.
Compare the Act for Notice of Contest

It must be remembered that there is notice and time for contest before

probate. The act under consideration provides additional time for at

tacking the will, after probate. But whenever a caveat is filed, prior
to probate, the verdict and probate then had is a finality, after time for

appeal.72 Yet as a pre-requisite to such caveat trial�as prior to uncon-

"Id. tit. 11, � 504.

mId. tit. 19 � 309.

"McVeigh v. Fetterman, 95 Ohio St. 292, 116 N. E. 518 (1917) ; Knight v. HoEings, 73
N. H. 495, 63 Atl. 38 (1906) ; Ferrier v. Ferrier, 108 Kan. 130, 193 Pac. 1071

(1920). As the act is not merely a special statute of limitations, the law as of date of

contest applies. Spaulding v. White, 173 111. 127, 50 N. E. 224 (1898). The act in effect
at date of probate confers no vested right, and where that act has been amended, re

ducing from two years to one year after probate the time for contest, the act in effect
at date of contest controls, and the caveat filed was held to have been filed too late.

Sharp v. Sharp, 213 LI. 332, 72 N. E. 1058 (1904). However, in Speer v. Speer, 74 Ga.

179, 186 (1885), the court said that the contest before the court was filed too late, "without
showing of sufficient reason." See Goldsmith v. Valentine, 36 App. D. C. 63, 66 (1910),
where the court said: ". . . the remedy being one afforded by statute, must be pursued
within the limitations of the statute." Distinguish the situation in Mead v. Phillips, supra
note 58.

�D. C. Code (1940) tit. 19, � 312: ". . In all cases in which such issues shall be tried

the verdict of the jury and the judgment of the court thereupon shall, subject to proceedings
in error and to such revision as the common law provides, be res judicata as to all per-
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tested probate�there is a similarly graduated provision for notice: ten

days before trial for residents; publication of four weeks against non
residents; and a guardian ad litem for the heir who is an infant or of
unsound mind.73 Can it be doubted that upon this notice and procedure
(and without any saving clause in the statute) the infant heir is bound

by the result of the trial and is without further rights upon attaining
his majority? Yet here, as upon uncontested probate, the protection of
his rights is entrusted by statute to a duly appointed guardian ad litem.
The guardian ad litem appointed to answer a petition for probate has,
by statute, power to initiate a contest. Is the minor to be held bound

only in the event that the guardian ad litem does contest? It is sub
mitted that the minor is bound by the probate (whether contested, or

uncontested) except only so far as the statute expressly reserves a right
to further proceedings; and that is, a right to file a caveat within one

year after attaining majority, to a will of real property, and so far only
as it is a will of real property.

Distinguish the Statute of Limitations

It is to be noticed, too, that the time reserved for contest after an

uncontested probate is governed�not by the general statute of limita
tions, with its expressed exceptions, but by this special statute exclu

sively.74 And this special statute provides no exception, nor reservation,
nor special limitation (even as to real estate), for the heir who is insane
at the time of probate! No, not even if he should be the twenty-two
year old, incompetent, only child of a millionaire! Protection of his

rights is left, definitively, to his guardian ad litem.15 And the heir who

sons; nor shall the validity of such judgment be impeached or examined collaterally."
� S of the Act of June 8, 1898 which became D. C. Code (1940) tit. 19, � 309, and � 6

which became D. C. Code tit. 19, � 312 (above) are construed in Estate of Obold,
Admn. 9472 (1902), 30 W. L. R. 345, 347. Of the former (then sec. 5) the court said:
"The privileges granted by this section apply to such cases only as are ex parte; that is,
cases where no one having filed a caveat, the will is, on proof made by the attesting wit

nesses, admitted to probate, without contest."
�Act of June 8, 1898 � 6, which became Act of Mar. 3, 1901 c. 854 � 140, now D. C.

Code (1940) tit. 19, � 312.

74The time to initiate a post-probate contest, where the ground of contest alleged is fraud
in procurement of the execution of the will, is not extended by delay in discovering the
fraud. The general statute of limitations has no application. Rishel v. McPherson County,
122 Kan. 741, 253 Pac. 586 (1927). Failure to discover the fact of probate within the
time limited for contest is immaterial. Estate of Bowen, 172 Md. 698, 190 Atl. 674 (1937).
,BIn this statute, where the legislature has specified the limitations and exceptions in

tended, the presumption would apply that those omitted are excluded. Denn v. Reid, 10

Pet. 524, 527 (U. S. 1836), followed in Ohio National Bank v. Berlin, 26 App. D. C. 218,
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receives no actual knowledge of the petition for probate, because his

address, or even his name, is unknown�this heir is not distinguished
for special consideration under this statute; he is not accorded any
longer period for caveat than others published against but who, by
receipt of a copy of the publication, through the mail, promptly receive
actual knowledge of the proposed probate.76 Accidental circumstances

may cause hardship; but the court has no power to relieve against it.77
And equity must follow the law here, and can grant no relief, even when
the cause for contest was concealed by fraud,78 where this did not con

stitute a fraud on the court.
Our courts administer the property of the dead to avoid unseemly con

test between rival claimants for said property. The action or proceeding
is in rem, notwithstanding that it is also, in some respects, inter partes?9
Finality is a dominant desideratum. Creditors' rights are curtailed. And,
with few exceptions expressly reserved by statute, the rights of kindred

223 (1905).
The case of Mead v. Phillips, supra note 58, will give rise to the question whether the

non compos heir is to be held entitled to file a post-probate caveat to a will of real

estate, within the limits prescribed by the general statute of limitations for recovery of

realty. His only redress is in probate court. Gracie v. American Security and Trust Com

pany, 51 App. D. C. 141, 44 F. (2d) 894 (1912).
Note that the provisions for appointment of a guardian ad litem "to represent said

party" at probate do not limit his powers. Contrast the attorney appointed under the

Soldiers' and Sailors' Civil Relief Act, in other causes, who cannot waive any right of the
defendant whom he represents nor bind said defendant by his acts. Act of Oct. 17, 1940,
� 200 (3), 54 Stat. 1180, 50 U. S. C. � 520 (1940). And said guardian ad litem is given
authority to represent the minor or incompetent heir only at the probate. D. C. Code

(1940) tit. 19, �� 303, 312. In connection with the statute which declares the widow's

right of election against her husband's will, considered in Mead v. Phillips, there is no one

charged by statute to protect the rights of widows under disability, hence those ancient

rights were held to retain the benefit of the provisions of the general statute of limitations.

It is submitted that the statement in the text above is not impaired by the opinion in

Mead v. Phillips.
"�Consider the dicta of Justice Robb in Fardon v. The Washington Loan and Trust Co.,

supra note 21 in this connection. That persons published against are not entitled to con

test the probate at a later date, unless so specified in the statute, see McVeigh v. Fetterman,
95 Oh. St. 292, 299, 116 N. E. 518, 520 (1917), where the court said: "Exceptions in such

statutes are strictly construed and cannot be enlarged even from considerations of apparent
hardship or inconvenience. Powell et al. v. Koehler et al., 52 Oh. St. 103."

"Kay v. Roberts, 170 Md. 400, 184 Atl. 897 (1936) ; Fox v. Fee, 167 N. Y. 44, 60 N. E.

281 (1901).
'"Bartlett v. Manor, 146 Ind. 621, 45 N. E. 1060 (1897). Compare Parks v. Calvert,

56 App. D. C. 381, IS F. (2d) 895 (1926).
"Page on Wills (3d ed. 1941) �� 627, 698. See Rice v. Hosking, 105 Mich. 303, 63

N. W. 311 (1895) ; McArthur v. Scott, supra note 66; Riley v. New York Trust Co., 315

U. S- 795, 829 (1942).
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in the inheritance, likewise, are determined "once and for all".80

Purpose of the 1901 Amendment

Resort to consideration of the purpose sought to be achieved by an

amendment of an act, is a proper avenue of statutory construction.
The revision of this act of June 8, 1898, was enacted March 3, 1901 as

but one section of the Code. There has not come down to us any com

mittee report or other minutes of the proceedings, in or out of Congress,
to aid in ascertaining its purpose: That purpose might appear, if the
occasion for the revision could be discovered. Was there, between enact

ment of the act first in 1898 and this revision in 1901, possibly some

case which had attracted the notice of Mr. Justice Walter S. Cox, who
led in procuring the code of 1901? Upon this chance, resort was had to

"thumbing the docket" in the Probate Court for the three years 1898

to 1901 in search of some case which might have incited the amendment.
Whether pertinent or not, the fact is that Wilson W. Griffith died a

resident of the District, May 19, 1899, Administration No. 8994, leaving
an estate of $50,000 in personalty, and leaving a will dated March 22,
1899 whereby he left to his son Ethelbert his gold watch, and then,
after two other nominal bequests he bequeathed the residue, one-half
to his daughter Alice, and the other half in trust, to pay Ethelbert $50.
per month during his life, remainder to Alice and her heirs. Citation
on the petition for probate issued to Ethelbert returnable July 7, 1899,
and he was personally served June 24, 1899. Probate was granted
July 12, 1899. The administration year was about to close and publi
cation was ordered July 2, 1900, of a final notice. Thereafter, on July
6th, Ethelbert filed a post-probate caveat, under the act of June 8, 1898.
Issues were framed December 14, 1900, and the date for trial was first

""'The public interest requires that the estate of deceased persons, being deprived of a

master, and subject to all manner of claims, should at once devolve to a new and com

petent ownership . . . and the result attained should be firm and perpetual." Case of
Broderick's Will, 21 Wallace 503, 509 (U. S. 1874). See In re Estate of Murphy, 57 Mont.

273, 281, 188 Pac. 146, 149 (1919). Although the action was brought within the time

limited for a post-probate contest, the relief sought was nevertheless denied on grounds
of estoppel in In re WUl of Lloyd, 161 N. C. 557, 77 S. E. 955 (1913).
Compare Mead v. Phillips, supra note 58 where the court uses strong language depre

cating this consideration, but obviously does so for the reason that in the situation before

the court in that case this consideration was inapplicable because, as the court suggests,
"An equity court can act on behalf of . . an insane widow, upon request." That the

verdict, following a contest, does not start a new time limitation, within which different

grounds of contest may be filed, see Meyer v. Henderson, 88 Md. 585, 592, 42 Atl. 241

(1898). But whether a new contest might not be started, upon new issues, if begun within
the time limited from the date of the original, uncontested probate, quaere?
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set for January 5, 1901. That day publication was ordered and Febru
ary 11, 1901 was fixed as a new date for trial. Eventually, the trial was
had on January 5, 1903, and the caveator failed to get to the jury.81 It
was not until April 24, 1903 that the mandate was received showing that
Ethelbert's appeal had been dismissed because of his failure to have his
cause filed and docketed. And so the executor's final account was ap
proved in Probate Court May 19, 1903.
That case may not be the reason for the amendment shortening the

time for filing caveats to wills of personalty; but it illustrates well a

good reason for so doing. Because of the greater permanence of realty,
and the fact that it is ordinarily not subject to administration, a longer
time might with some reason continue to be reserved for ultimately
determining the rights of rival claimants to it, following the death of
the former owner. This accords with the policy which appears in the

general statute of limitations.82
But while the codifiers were thus shortening the time for post-probate

caveats of wills of personalty, what consideration could have been ad

vanced, what reason could there be for making such distinction (between
the time for post-probate caveats to wills of personalty, and those to
wills of realty) if the party interested has been served, and yet making
none if he has been reached by publication? That some distinction,
based upon the kind of property involved, was made, is apparent. Could

any such distinction be so defenseless as one that applied only when the

persons interested were personally served?

Construction Conforming with Other Local Probate Procedure

On the other hand, what of a construction recognizing in the statute

a distinction that limits post-probate caveats of wills of personalty always
to three months, but applies other limits, of varying extent, to wills of

realty? How does this construction fit into our statutory probate pro
cedure? Personalty of a decedent is inventoried within three months
after probate, and is to be distributed within thirteen months. Realty
passes under the will, but it is not subject to administration, unless need
ed for debts or charged with legacies. If construed to be limited to three

months after probate, caveats to wills of personalty must all be filed

during, and not after, the period of administration of personalty. During
that time, the executor is available to defend the will. After administra-

^See opinion of Justice Barnard upon granting caveatees motion for a directed verdict

sustaining the probate of the will. In re Will of Griffith, 31 W. L. R. IS (1903).
ffiD. C. Code (1940) tit. 12, � 201.
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tion and distribution, the executor has no interest to defend83 and no

funds of the estate with which to defend.84 Indeed, he probably is no

longer executor, save as to possible future assets.85
In construing this amendment, and seeking its purpose, might not the

court even take notice, and ascribe to Judge Cox's Committee and to

Congress the knowledge, that legatees are much more numerous than

devisees, and that all devises are in their nature more substantial in
value than many legacies? Observe that a caveat to a will of realty,
filed after administration has been completed, need be served only upon
devisees; and they (almost invariably) would each have an interest
substantial enough to come in and defend, even though the caveator had
waited until the attestors and other valuable witnesses had died or

disappeared. Contrast the case of legatees. Is Congress to be presumed
to have intended that every bequest or legacy of personal property, how
ever trifling, should be subject to be set aside, upon a caveat filed twenty-
four months after probate by one disappointed, absent next of kin, who
had to be notified of the proposed probate by publication, and who did
not bother to file a caveat during the year of administration? Or is that

delayed interference with the transmission of personalty what the amend
ment of March 3, 1901 was designed to avoid? Such caveat, if it may
be filed after administration and distribution, and served�not upon
the executor whose duties have been finished, but upon the least alert of
the legatees, by whom shall it be defended? And with what funds? What
an exaggerated nuisance value such caveat would have.86
The statute obliges the court to countenance such delay, and to hear

the trial of issues framed upon such post-probate caveat as to wills of
realty, but only so far as they are wills of realty.

Conclusion

If valid, the foregoing considerations suggest first, that the Kent case

and the Briggs case were both correctly decided upon the narrow point
considered in this paper; and second, that the Plummer case was wrongly

""Unless he is to be deemed personally liable should the belated caveat prevail. What
individual, or what corporation, would act as executor under such terms? See supra note 3.
wln the Plummer case the executors were themselves lawyers, and there was but one

principal legatee of a $30,000 estate. Usually the problem would be less simple.
*D. C. Code (1940) tit. 18, � 530.
The purpose of the law is to protect devisees, legatees, executors and trustees in their

property rights, to foil efforts on the part of designing persons to foment annoying and

embarrassing litigation, and generally to prevent the questioning of wills after time has
removed witnesses and obscured the circumstances of their execution. . . ." Medill v.

Snyder, 71 Kan. 590, 592, 81 Pac. 216, 217 (1905).
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decided on that point because the court was persuaded that there was

no prior considered determination precisely in point, and because of mis

leading language in early opinions in the Court of Appeals, and because
of an astute and able argument based, however, upon certain alleged
absurdities which were irrelevant, confusing and ill-founded.

However, the question considered will, like Banquo's Ghost, continue
to rise, causing apprehension, uncertainty and foreboding in every un

contested probate case involving publication and personal property, until
that future day when someone with a sufficient factual cause for post-
probate caveat, and a sufhcent fractional interest in a large enough
estate of personal property, having had notice of probate only by publi
cation, files his caveat, through neglect or inadvertence, more than three
months after probate, and the party who loses in the trial court asks for
a definitive answer from the Court of Appeals.87 Because that unusual
combination of facts may not arise soon again (it seems to have occurred

previously only two times in forty years) these thoughts are submitted
with deference, for the consideration of those members of the bar who
handle local probate matters.

TJrgent need to obtain a definitive answer is indicated by the decision of that court in

Mead v. Phillips, decided April 30, 1943, considered briefly supra note 58.
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FEDERAL LEGISLATION

CONGRESS: DEATH THROES OR RENASCENCE?

/GEOPOLITICS evolve in long and complex cycles. The vigor of the
78th Congress bids fair to give its activities a prominent place in

the current cycle of social evolution. In a period when most of the world
is dominated by despotism, Congress is demanding that the executive
take cognizance of congressional functions which have fallen into ap
parent disuse.

The Perspective

The trend of geopolitical transition has been ably analyzed by
Toynbee:

". . . and we can already make out the lineaments of the new common standard
type of community towards which our post-war Capitalist and Communist states
are thus all tending. The common goal towards which they are headed is a

'totalitarian' regime in a parochial socialist national state which commands the
religious as well as the political allegiance of its subjects and imposes itself
upon their souls as their supreme and indeed exclusive object of worship."1

The tremendous transformation in our economic structure, the turmoil
in Congress, even the war itself are merely incidents in this period of
social evolution. They are not as important in themselves as they are

in delineating the great rapidity of change which normally ushers in a

new society.
Men build dikes to keep a river in its course. But when the tribu

taries swell, the greatest efforts to control the ensuing flood cannot always
prevent the river from overflowing and settling down in new beds. The
success or failure of Congress in sandbagging the dikes may play a large
role in the cycle of social evolution.
The undercurrents of a century or more have swelled rapidly in the

past decade. The gradual extension of authority by the national govern
ment has been handmaiden to the centralization of authority within the
executive branch of that government.2 When the flow of social meta

morphosis approaches its peak, political power tends towards executive
domination.
American history illustrates these landmarks of social evolution. The

scope of private enterprise has been abridged both by state supervision
and by state competition. An increasing share of state income has its
source in business ventures of the government. Exports and imports

1S Toynbee, Study of History (1939) 186.

2See 89 Cong. Rec, March 16, 1943, at 2096.
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have been subject to intensifying regulation. Many people derive eco

nomic benefit from the government, either directly or indirectly. State
control has diminished the "free" function of capital in the field of
securities and holding companies. The state is now America's greatest
bank, through such agencies as the Reconstruction Finance Corporation,
the Home Owners' Loan Corporation and many others. The correlation
of currency to a free metalic base is now mainly determined by utilitarian
necessity. Even agriculture, one of the most independent units of the
social structure, has placed reliance upon government subsidies. These
and other broad developments have in turn distended the executive side
of the government both in size and in function. Quasi-legislative and

quasi-judicial bodies are now well recognized spheres of the executive
branch. Many important laws passed by Congress in the past ten years
have turned over authority to administrative agencies which are to some

degree without congressional control.
The advent of war brought a vast and rapid extension of this process.

But the quickening of pace in the aforementioned social metamorphosis
came prior to the war. To construe the political changes just set out as
a wartime product is to distort the historical facts. War is merely a

catalyst in the test tube of social development. This war has simply
accelerated a process already well under way. Some of the main reagents,
which had their strongest effect before the war, were the growing debt
of the nation, idle capital funds, widespread unemployment, and agri
cultural depression. The enormous growth in social control which marked
the years following 1932 did not adequately cope with those problems.
The war, it is true, has placed some of them in the background. But the

price, if the war continues to a point of high attrition, is an almost cer
tain destruction of the social organization.
This brief review of social development serves only as a background

for the activities of the 78th Congress. The changes that have taken

place, whether good or bad, whether wanted or not, have touched the
bedrock of the social structure. Upon Congress has devolved the duty of

manning the dikes.

The Seventy-Eighth Congress

More significant than any particular law that may be enacted by this

Congress is the spirit of today's legislation in its influence on future
events. Nevertheless a brief outline of specific activities may be helpful

The McKellar Bill? From the standpoint of the future of representa
tive government this bill is by far the most important one as yet intro-

'S. 575, 78th Con., 1st Sess. (1943).
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duced in the 78th Congress. At one stroke it grants to the legislature
sweeping control over the executive. It terminates, as of June 30, 1943,
the terms of all employees of the executive branch who receive a yearly
salary in excess of $4,500, and provides that all future appointments or

promotions to such positions shall be made by the President with the
advice and consent of, the Senate for the term of not more than four
years.4 Through the medium of Congress the non-elected members of
the administration become responsible to the will of the people.
In answer to President Roosevelt's "unqualified opposition to this pro

posed legislation", Mr. McKellar said:
"In no place does the Constitution say that only policy-determining officials

shall be confirmed by the Senate. The Constitution says 'all officers'.
"But let us see about policy-determining officials. My good friend Jimmie

Byrnes is a policy-determining officer. So is Harry Hopkins. So is Nelson
Rockefeller, Mr. Stettinius, Mr. Jeffers, James M. Landis, Elmer Davis, Donald
Nelson, Paul V. McNutt as Manpower Chairman, and Vice President Wallace
as head of the Board of Economic Warfare.
"These are 10 of the most important policy-determining officials of the Govern

ment, and surely they were not confirmed, as everybody admits is required by
the Constitution."5

The bill, as finally reported out, is even broader than the original,6
and was approved by a 12 to 3 majority. Some comments from the re

port are especially in point:
"There was a very good reason for including in the Constitution a method by

which appointments in the Federal Government could be controlled. That rea

son was well known to those who drafted the Constitution with the taste of
despotic tyranny still on their hps. That reason has not changed. It is still
with us today."
"Many so-called employees in the executive agencies, by virtue of authority

which has been either assumed, or subsequently delegated to them, are in effect

enacting legislation by means of rules and regulations which drastically affect
the entire Nation."

The nature of self-government, as carried on in the United States,
demands that Congress retain some control over those members of the
executive branch who in fact make policy. The test should not be the
salaries they make, but the powers they possess; this is the essence of

^Implications of the bill, comments of various Senators, and reviews of committee actions
are discussed in: Washington Post, Feb. 23, 1943, p. 5, col. S; March 4, 1943, p. 1, col. 3;
Washington Times-Herald, March 4, 1943, p. 2, col. 1; March 8, 1943, p. 2, col. 3;
April 6, 1943, p. 2, col. 4; Washington Daily News, March 10, 1943, p. 16, col. 1.

B89 Cong. Rec, Feb. 22, 1943, at 1213.

'Sen. Rep. No. 180, 78th Cong., 1st Sess. (1943). See: Washington Times-Herald,
April 16, 1943, p. 1, col. S.
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the minority report. The McKellar bill would include many whose
function is mainly ministerial. Hence its innate evil lies in the potential
return of expanding congressional patronage. The bill is aimed partially
at administrative "personal" patronage, but as a remedy it may be worse

than the ills it seeks to prevent. Improving the "career" elements of the

present civil service system is a more satisfactory solution. But in the
meantime the use of a check such as the McKellar bill, if exercised with
careful judiciousness, may provide the impetus for administrative house-

cleaning.
Salary Limitation. Administrative agencies, in classic theory, are

created to effectuate the intent of Congress, not to determine policy by
themselves. In 1942 President Roosevelt twice asked Congress for a

$25,000 income ceiling on the yearly income of American citizens:

". . . no American citizen ought to have a net income, after he has paid his

taxes, of more than $25,000 a year."7
". . . the tax rate should be such as to give the practical equivalent of a top
on an individual's net income after taxes, approximating $25,000."8

But the Revenue Act of 1942 did not so limit income.9 Nor was any
reference made to it in the reports accompanying that act.10 In fact
statements of some members of Congress indicate that the President's

request was discussed, but not acted upon.11
Nevertheless under the Emergency Price Control Act12 President

Roosevelt promulgated an executive order13 which carried out the policy
which Congress had impliedly refused to authorize. This action Congress
has subjected to heavy bombardment.
When two bills were introduced "to increase the debt limit of the

United States, and for other purposes",14 three other bills promptly
made one of such "purposes" a direct denial of the President's authority
to so limit salaries.15 The bill reported out from conference left some

jurisdiction to the President, but expressly rescinded Section 7 of Title
II and "all other provisions of Executive Order Numbered 9250" and
all decrees of the Economic Stabilization Director which were "in con

flict with" Section 4 of Public Law 729 as amended.16 Passing the Senate

788 Cong. Rec, April 27, 1942, at 3806. 888 Cong. Rec, Sept. 7, 1942, at 7285.
"56 Stat. 798 (1942).
10H. R. Rep. No. 2333, 77th Cong., 2d Sess. (1942) ; Sen. Rep. No. 1631, 77th Cong.,

2d Sess. (1942).
u88 Cong. Rec, Sept. 24, 1942, at 7649; 88 Cong. Rec, Dec. 1, 1942 at A4462.
"56 Stat. 765 (1942).
"Executive Order No. 9250, 7 Fed. Reg. 7871 (1942).
14S. 556 and H. R. 1470, 78th Cong., 1st Sess. (1943).
MH. R. 1580, 1721, 1722, 78th Cong., 1st Sess. (1943).
WH. R. 1780, 78th Cong., 1st Sess. (1943).
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by a vote of 74-3,17 and the House by a vote of 297-46,18 it became law
without the presidential signature on April 11, 1943.19

The fact that the repealing provision was attached as a rider to a vital
act made a veto improbable. But the overwhelming vote in both Houses,
and the support it received from those legislators who usually sustain
the administration, indicate that the issue was one of basic constitutional

prerogatives, and that a presidential veto would probably have been
overridden.
The executive order was of questionable constitutionality.20 No time

was lost by Congress in asserting that they considered it to be outside
the authority delegated to the President. Most of the debates in Con

gress were concerned more with the rider than with the raising of the
debt limit.21 The opposition was directed not so much to the policy of

the order (since H. R. 1780 allowed for similar limitation on salaries)
as to the methods by which the limitation was set.22 In a matter so

fundamental to representative government the relative unanimity in this

congressional rebuke to the administration makes it a significant factor
in the course of our constitutional history.23 In the last analysis it is
a solid assertion that Congress intends to be the policy-determining
unit in our government. Its importance to the people of the nation as a

whole, and to the legal profession in particular, cannot be overestimated.

1789 Cong. Rec, March 23, 1943, at 2386.

M89 Cong. Rec, March 24, 1943, at 2379.
19Pub. L. No. 34, 78th Cong., 1st Sess. (April 11, 1943). See Washington Post, April 12,

1943, p. 1, col. 3, and p. 8, col. 1; April 13, 1943, p. 14, col. 2.

MSome concept of the issues involved may be gained from H. R. Rep. No. 181, 78th

Cong., 1st Sess. (1943). See 89 Cong. Rec: Jan. 11, 1943, at A78; Jan. 28, 1943, at A373-
374; Feb. 9, 1943, at ASH; Feb. 11, 1943, at A558-559; Feb. 16, 1943, at A645; Feb. 17,
1943, at A652-654, A6S7; March 1, 1943, at A944-946; March 12, 1943, at A1231, A1234-
1236; March 17, 1943, at A133S-1336; March 19, 1943, at A1402-1408. See also Washing
ton Post: Feb. 18, 1943, p. 1, col. 6; Feb. 26, 1943, p. 3, col. 1; March 3, 1943, p. S,
col. 3; March 4, 1943, p. 4, col. 1; March 13, 1943, p. 1, col. 4; March 17, 1943, p. 15,
col. 1; March 20, 1943, p. 4, col. 1; March 22, 1943, p. 1, col. 3; March 24, 1943, p. 11,
col. 2. Washington Times-Herald: Feb. 17, 1943, p. 2, col. 4; Feb. 19, 1943, p. 2, col. 1;
March 1, 1943, p. 2, col. 4; March 4, 1943, p. 1, col. 2; March 12, 1943, p. 2, col. 1;
March 13, 1943, p. 1, col. 8; March 17, 1943, p. 2, col. 6; March 24, 1943, p. 1, col. 1;
March 26, 1943, p. 2, col. 2. Washington Daily News, March 25, 1943, p. 14, col. 1.

a89 Cong. Rec: March 11, 1943, at 1910-1911; March 12, 1943, at 1942-1957, 1959-

1961; March 23, 1943, at 2369-2383, 2385-2386; March 24, 1943, at 2479-2480.

^See Sullivan, Legislative Government, Washington Post, March 26, 1943, p. 10, col. 4.

^Executive Order No. 9328, 8 Fed. Reg. 4681 (1943), virtually "freezes" all wages and

salaries. The issue, therefore, is different from that of placing a "ceiling" on salaries, and
it may be regarded as within congressional intention. See: Washington Post, April 9, 1943,
p. 1, col. 8; Washington Times-Herald, April 9, 1943, p. 1, col. 8, and p. 6, col. 4;
N. Y. Times, April 10, 1943, p. 16 C, col. 1.
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Postwar Measures. Many members of Congress feel that delays in

postwar planning (on both international and national scales) may bring
about the loss of the peace after the war is "won". As the world
"shrinks" the interrelation between internal and foreign policies becomes
more prominent. Not only is the President's control of foreign policy
dependent upon the internal measures which are under congressional
aegis, but the constitutional requirement of treaty ratification must be
met.24 These factors are calling forth increased participation by Con

gress in postwar plans. Issues of national sovereignty, international
social security, "freedom of the air," postwar commitment by the execu

tive, and many others are being raised and discussed now,25 in the hope
that the end of this war will not see a tragic rift between the legislature
and the executive.26 They are certainly conclusive proof that only
through cooperation between the separate powers can representative
government function properly.27
From the potpourri of proposals and opinions28 Senate Resolution No.

**U. S. Const. Art. II, � 2. For proposed changes in this requirement, see: Sen. Joint
Res. Nos. 36, 37, 38, 78th Cong., 1st Sess. (1943) ; H. Joint Res. No. 64, 78th Cong., 1st
Sess. (1943).
^89 Cong. Rec: Jan. 8, 1943, at 61-69; Jan. 11, 1943, at 117-120; Jan. 14, 1943, at

156-158; Jan. 22, 1943, at 336-342, 344-345; Jan. 25, 1943, at 354-355; Feb. 2, 1943, at

542-544; Feb. 3, 1943, at 581-583; Feb. 9, 1943, at 798-803; Feb. 11, 1943, at 892-894;
Feb. 16, 1943, at 1052-1054; Feb. 17, 1943, at 1081-1082; Feb. 25, 1943, at 1374-1375;
March 1, 1943, at 1496-1498; March 5, 1943, at 1647-1648; March 8, 1943, at 1724-1728;
March 10, 1943, at 1869-1873; March 12, 1943, at 1966-1967; March IS, 1943, at 2023;
March 17, 1943, at 2151-2152; March 19, 1943, at 2250-2251; March 23, 1943, at 2357-2358;
March 24, 1943, at 2482-2483.

MA chronological survey of the main postwar activities of the 78th Congress may be
found- in: Washington Post, March 8, 1943, p. 2, col. 2; March 9, 1943, p. 1, col. 6, and
p. 11, col. 6; March 11, 1943, p. 1, col. 1, and p. 11, col. 4; March 13, 1943, p. 1, col. 2;
March 14, 1943, p. 1, col. 4; March 15, 1943, p. 1, col. 1; March 22, 1943, p. 1, col. 2;
March 23, 1943, p. 9, col. 1; March 24, 1943, p. 13, col. 3; March 26, 1943, p. 1, col. 8;
March 28, 1943, p. 5, cols. 1, 4, 7; March 31, 1943, p. 7, col. 3; April 1, 1943, p. 1, col. S;
April 5, 1943, p. 9, col. 6; April 8, 1943, p. 7 B, col. 5; Washington Times-Herald, Feb. 17,
1943, p. 2, col. 3; March 9, 1943, p. 1, col. 6; March 11, 1943, p. 9, cols. 4 and 6; March
13, 1943, p. 1, col. 7; March 15, 1943, p. 1, col. 4, p. 2, col. 4, and p. 7, col. 1; March 17,
1943, p. 1, col. 5; March 18, 1943, p. 2, col. 3; March 23, 1943, p. 9, col. 1; April 8,
1943, p. 7, col. 1.

"Various measures recommending and providing for postwar peace planning by Congress
and other agencies have been introduced: Sen. Res. Nos. 22, 91, 99, 102, 114, 78th Cong.,
1st Sess. (1943) ; Sen. Joint Res. No. 22, 78th Cong., 1st Sess. (1943) ; Sen. Con. Res.
Nos. 1, 10, 78th Cong., 1st Sess. (1943) ; H. R. 9, 1898, 1952, 78th Cong., 1st Sess. (1943) ;
H. Res. Nos. 114, 128, 138, 143, 151, 156, 171, 176, 183, 78th Cong., 1st Sess. (1943) ;
H. Joint Res. Nos. 28, 36, 70, 90, 91, 78th Cong., 1st Sess. (1943) ; H. Con. Res. Nos.
2, 3, 14, 78th Cong., 1st Sess. (1943).
"89 Cong. Rec: Jan. 6, 1943, at A19-20, A21-23; Jan. 7, 1943, at A25-27; Jan. 8, 1943,
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11429 has emerged as the most prominent measure. It provides for the

forming of "an organization of the United Nations with specific and
limited authority�." Its nonpartisan character is indicated by the ex

pressions of approval and disapproval made by members of Congress
regardless of party affiliation. The postwar measures of the 78th Con

gress foretell that Congress intends to exercise its constitutional check
on foreign policy before we are embarrassed by unpopular presidential
commitments. This spirit is shown by Congress as a whole, not merely
by the so-called "opposition." Perhaps this signifies that the ground
work laid now will be instrumental in insuring that war powers remain
war powers only, and that the controls exercised thereunder are lifted
with the passing of the martial emergency.30
Income Tax Bills.31 Two basic changes in individual income tax law

at A66; Jan. 11, 1943, at A67-68, A97-98; Jan. 14, 1943, at A148-149, A158-160; Jan. 18,
1943, at A203, A209-210, A215-216; Jan. 19, 1943, at A223-224; Jan. 21, 1943, at A251-
253; Jan. 25, 1943, at A299-300, A317-320; Jan. 28, 1943, at A364-366; Feb. 1, 1943, at
A396-398; Feb. 2, 1943, at A415-416; Feb. 3, 1943, at A430, A432-434; Feb. 8, 1943, at
A477-478; Feb. 15, 1943, at A601-602, A614; Feb. . 18, 1943, at A689-692 , A695-696;
Feb. 19, 1943, at A732-733, A733-734; Feb. 20, 1943, at A748-7SO; Feb. 25, 1943, at A855-
856; March 4, 1943, at A1015-1017; March 8, 1943, at A1093-1094; March 9, 1943, at A1144-
1145, A1155-1157; March 12, 1943, at A1216-1218; March 15, 1943, at A1254-1256, A1261,
A1261-1262; March 16, 1943, at A1289-1290, A1296-1298; A1300, A1300-1301 ; March 17,
1943, at A1317-1320, A1320-1321, A1324-1326, A1336-1337, A1338; March 18, 1943, at

A13S0-1351, A1381-1382, A1384-1385, A1385-1386, A1386, A1393-1394, A1394-1395, A1396,
A1409-1410, A1419, A1424; March 22, 1943, at A1430, A1434, A1444; March 23, 1943, at
A1466-1467, A1484-148S, A1488-1489; March 24, 1943, at A1S08, A1523, A1S25, A1530-

1531, A1S43, A1545; March 26, 1943, at A1549-15S0, A1551-1552.
""Sen. Res. No. 114, 78th Cong., 1st Sess. (1943).
"'Sullivan, Peace Planning, Washington Post, April 5, 1943, p. 8, col. 4. Some light on the

intentions of the 78th Congress is shown by the reciprocal trade legislation. In passing H.

Joint Res. No. Ill, 78th Cong., 1st Sess. (1943), the House cut the extension of the pro

gram from three years to two. Debated: 89 Cong. Rec: May 10, 1943, at 4224-4260;
May 11, 1943, at 4267-4301; May 12, 1943, at 4359-4386; May 13, 1943, at 4431-4446.

The Senate Finance Committee, however, has approved an amendment which provides for

termination of trade agreements by joint resolution six months after the President deter

mines the war to have ceased. Washington Post, May 20, 1943, p. 1, col. 1. See Washing
ton Post, April 2, 1943, p. 1, col. 4. See also 89 Cong. Rec: Jan. 11, 1943, at 98-99;
Feb. 3, 1943, at A430; Feb. 4, 1943, at A441-442; March 4, 1943, at A1013; March IS, 1943,
at A1253 ; March 19, 1943, at A1400.
"'General background and comment are set out in 89 Cong. Rec: Jan. 11, 1943, at

A86-87; Jan. 12, 1943, at A120; Jan. 14, 1943, at A132-135, A154; Jan. 18, 1943, at A187;
Jan. 20, 1943, at A235-236; Feb. 1, 1943, at A38S-387 ; Feb. 2, 1943, at A415; Feb. 11,
1943, at A5S6, A557, A566; Feb. 17, 1943, at A656-657; Feb. 18, 1943, at A702-704;
Feb. 25, 1943, at A858; March 3, 1943, at A981-985; March 4, 1943, at A1021-1022;
March 9, 1943, at A1160; March 11, 1943, at A1211-1213, A1223-1224; March 15, 1943,
at A1264, A1271-1272 ; March 16, 1943, at A1295-1296, A1307; March 17, 1943, at A1342 ;

March 18, 1943, at A1347-1348, A1362-1364; March 22, 1943, at A1433, A1447, A1448,
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have been considered by Congress. One involves withholding of the tax

at the source, the other involves payment of taxes during the year of
accrual. Universal approval of both theories in the abstract became

hard-fought party controversy when measures were introduced to apply
the theories.32 The House Committee on Ways and Means finally re

ported its recommendations for action on the floor.33 The controversy
turned, not on the merits of the abstract theories, but on the question
of "skipping" a year's taxes, or some portion thereof. No compromise
was reached and the bill was recommitted.34 The issue, however, would
not die.35 The House and the Senate have since passed measures incor

porating both changes in some form.36
The Farm Bloc. Still another aspect of opposition to the administra

tion arises from the parity price bills. H. R. 140837 is designed "to in-

A1449; March 23, 1943, at A1461-1463, A1486, A1493; March 24, 1943, at A1509; March
25, 1943, at Al533, A1540-1541; March 26, 1943, at A1553-1554, A1557-1558, A1564;
March 27, 1943, at A1579-1581. See also Washington Post: March 11, 1943, p. 1, col. 4;
March 19, 1943, p. 1, col. 2; March 22, 1943, p. 1, col. 4; March 25, 1943, p. 1, col. 4;
March 26, 1943, p. 1, col. 1; March 28, 1943, p. 8, coL 6; March 31, 1943, p. 1, col. 1;
April 4, 1943, p. 1 B, col. 1 ; April 5, 1943, p. 8, col. 2. Washington Times-Herald: March

10, 1943, p. 1, col. 1; March 12, 1943, p. 1, col. 6; March 13, 1943, p. 1, col. 6; March 22,
1943, p. 1, col. 5; Washington Daily News: March 25, 1943, p. 12, col. 1; March. 31, 1943,
p. 6, col. 1.

S3H. R. 1800, 2218, 2245, 2277,' 78th Cong., 1st Sess. (1943). See H. Joint. Res. No. 17,
78th Cong., 1st Sess. (1943); S. 280, 78th Cong., 1st Sess. (1943).

S3H. R. Rep. No. 268 (Parts 1 and 2), 78th Cong., 1st Sess. (1943).
^Discussion and action by Congress in 89 Cong. Rec: Jan. 12, 1943, at 132-138; Jan. 18,

1943, at 231-234; Jan. 19, 1943, at 249-251; Jan. 25, 1943, at 379, 385-386; Feb. 18, 1943,
at 1116; Feb. 25, 1943, at 1328; March 1, 1943, at 1491-1494; March 4, 1943, at 1571-1572;
March 10, 1943, at 1821; March 19, 1943, at 2276, 2281-2282, 2310; March 22, 1943, at
2319, 2321, 2322; March 23, 1943, at 2355, 2415, 2416; March 24, 1943, at 2450-2451.
Final House debates and parliamentary tactics in 89 Cong. Rec: March 25, 1943, at 2527-
2551; March 26, 1943, at 2579-2604; March 27, 1943, at 2619-2652; March 29, 1943, at
2659-2710; March 30, 1943, at 2717-2746.

^Washington Times-Herald: April 2, 1943, p. 1, col. 1, and p. 2, col. 1; April 8, 1943,
p. 1, col. 5; Washington Post: April 3, 1943, p. 7, col. 3; April 6, 1943, p. 6, col. 5; April
8, 1943, p. 1, col. 4; April 9, 1943, p. 1, col. 5; April 11, 1943, p. 14, col. 2; April 17, 1943,
p. 1, col. 1 ; April 19, 1943, p. 1, col. 4.

S6H. R. 2570, 78th Cong., 1st Sess. (1943), incorporates the substance of H. R. 2277

{supra note 32). Debated and passed by the House in 89 Cong. Rec: May 3, 1943, at
3894-3919; May 4, 1943, at 3974-4018. The final vote was 313-96. See H. R. Rep. No.

401, 78th Cong., 1st Sess. (1943) ; Washington Post, May 5, 1943, p. 1, col. 1. The Senate
amended it before passage. 89 Cong. Rec: May 12, 1943, at 4326-4356; May 13, 1943,
at 4405-4425; May 14, 1943, at 4499-4552. See Washington Post, May 15, 1943, p. 1,
col. 1. Veto by the President seems likely unless the conference bill modifies the windfall

provisions of the Senate amendment. Washington Post, May 18, 1943, p. 1, col. 1.

S7H. R. 1408, 78th Cong., 1st Sess. (1943).
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elude the cost of all farm labor in determining the parity price of
agricultural commodities." S. 66038 aimed at preventing "certain deduc
tions in determining parity or comparable prices of agricultural com
modities." Administrative disapproval of these bills was based on the
possible effect they would have on the stabilization program as a whole.
The Bankhead bill, S. 660 as amended,39 was passed by both Houses,
while H. R. 1408 was recommitted after passing the House of Repre
sentatives.40 The Senate passed S. 660 by a vote of 78-2.41 In the House
it was amended before passage.42 The Senate agreed to the House amend
ment.43 Following the presidential veto,44 farm bloc strategists in the
Senate referred the measure back to committee by a vote of 62-23,45
when it appeared that, despite the original powerful vote, the necessary
two-thirds majority for overriding the veto could not be had.
Two important constitutional powers are playing a large part in pres

ent day political maneuvers. They are the veto power of the President46
and the treaty ratification power of the Senate.47 The former proved to
be the deciding factor in overcoming congressional opposition during the
action on the Bankhead bill. The latter is a powerful weapon of Congress
in its demand for a greater part in postwar planning. On party issues the
factions are too evenly divided for much positive action on the part of
those opposed to the administration. They are confined mainly to nega
tive conduct in blocking administrative proposals. Of this the pay-as-
you-go tax controversy is a good example.

*S. 660, 78th Cong., 1st Sess. (1943).
"H. R. 1698, 78th Cong., 1st Sess. (1943).
"89 Cong. Rec, March 26, 1943, at 2S66.
aS9 Cong. Rec, Feb. 25, 1943, at 13S1.

^89 Cong. Rec, March 24, 1943, at 2478.

^89 Cong. Rec, March 26, 1943, at 2567. The debates in Congress on both bills are

printed in 89 Cong. Rec: Feb. 25, 1943, at 1341-1351; March 19, 1943, at 2282-2309;
March 24, 1943, at 2453-2478; March 25, 1943, at 2499-2517; March 26, 1943, at 2559-
2567.

"Washington Post: March 27, 1943, p. 1, col. 4; March 31, 1943, p. 4, col. 1; April 3,
1943, p. 1, col. 1; April 4, 1943, p. 9, col. 1; April 5, 1943, p. 3, col. 7. Washington Times-

Herald: March 29, 1943, p. 7, col. 6; April 3, 1943, p. 1, col. 1. Washington Daily News,
April 6, 1943, p. 5, col. 1, and p. 23, col. 1.

^89 Cong. Rec, April 7, 1943, at 3144. A vote on the measure would have killed it if

it lacked the support of a two-thirds majority. By reference to committee it was kept
alive as a threat to the administration should the conduct of the stabilization program favor

labor at the expense of the farmer. Washington Post: April 7, 1943, p. 1, col. 1; April 8,
1943, p. 1, col. 1; April 9, 1943, p. 10, col. 1. Washington Times-Herald: April 7, 1943, p. 1,
col. 4; April 8, 1943, p. 1, col. 1. Washington Daily News, April 7, 1943, p. 5, col. 1.

*U. S. Const. Art. I, � 7. See TJ. S. News, Feb. 26, 1943, p. 19.

47U. S. Const. Art. I, � 2.
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The McKellar bill constitutes the most drastic check on the executive
that the 78th Congress has yet considered. The debt increase act is a

clear-cut command that the administration confine itself to carrying out

congressional policies as Congress intended them to be executed. The

postwar activities are designed to give Congress a greater role in corre

lating foreign policy to internal policy. The tax issue and the Bankhead
bill illustrate the nature and extent of the opposition which the adminis
tration faces. But the spirit of Congress has found more outlets than
these. It is also reflected in many of the following problems.
Other Indicia. One presidential appointment has been withdrawn in

the face of congressional opposition,48 and another has been blocked by
the Senate Judiciary Committee.49
Several measures have been introduced in Congress dealing with in

vestigation of various administrative agencies. Some provide in par
ticular that the decrees of the agency be analyzed with reference to the

carrying out of congressional intent.50
The House used one of its most effective weapons in dealing with the

National Resources Planning Board. It passed H. R. 176251 without

restoring the $1,400,000 which the administration sought for this agen
cy.52 Since planning is essentially a policy-making procedure, it may
be that the determining factor in this action was the intention, on the

part of Congress, to determine its own policies.53 Economy-minded,
Congress is carefully analyzing appropriation measures, and requiring

^89 Cong. Rec: Jan. 11, 1943, at 80-8S; Jan. 14, 1943, at 165-172; Feb. 3, 1943, at
A425-426.
"89 Cong. Rec, Feb. 22, 1943, at A752-753. See Washington Post: Feb. 23, 1943, p. 1,

col. 2; Feb. 25, 1943, p. 2, col. 2; Feb. 28, 1943, p. 10, col. 1; March 23, 1943, p. 11, col. 8;
March 7, 1943, p. 13, col. 4; March 8, 1943, p. 3, col. 5; March 9, 1943, p. 7, col. 2;
March 15, 1943, p. 1, col. 4; March 16, 1943, p. 8, col. 1; March 22, 1943, p. 13, col. 4;
March 23, 1943, p. 1, col. 4. Washington Times-Herald: March 3, 1943, p. 6, col. 1;
March 23, 1943, p. 1, col. 6.

MH. Res. Nos. 21, 80, 98, 119, 78th Cong., 1st Sess. (1943). See 89 Cong. Rec: March
18, 1943, at 2222-2230, A1366-1368; March 22, 1943, at A1426-1427. Measures more gen
eral in scope have also been introduced. Sen. Res. Nos. 7, 26, 112, 78th Cong., 1st Sess.
(1943) ; H. Joint Res. No. 95, 78th Cong., 1st Sess. (1943) ; H. 'Res. Nos. 30, 69, 78th

Cong., 1st Sess. (1943). See 89 Cong. Rec: Jan. 7, 1943, at 39-40; Feb. 1, 1943, at A396;
Feb. 9, 1943, at A5i2 ; Feb. 11, 1943, at A558-559; Feb. 19, 1943 at A715-723; March 4,
1943, at A1010-1011; March 8, 1943, at 1691-1723; March 9, 1943, at 1783-1815, A1125-

1126; March 10, 1943, at 1852-1863, AH69-H72, A1175, A1190, A1191-1192; March 11,
1943, at 1891-1902; March 15, 1943, at A1266-1267. See Washington Post, April 3, 1943,
p. 9, col. 4; Washington Times-Herald, March 19, 1943, p. 1, col. 2, and April 9, 1943,
p. 11, col. 1.

aH. R. 1762, 78th Cong., 1st Sess. (1943). ffi89 Cong. Rec, Feb. 17, 1943, at 1107.
ra89 Cong. Rec: Feb. 8, 1943, at 754-759; Feb. 16, 1943, at 1055-1060; Feb. 18, 1943, at
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the administration to justify its request more adequately than it has
in the past.54
In the face of a pro-labor administration the House has passed the

Hobb's bill.55 The bill restricts certain activities which labor has used
in effecting its demands, and which the courts have previously upheld.56
The Senate has passed the Connally bill providing for seizure of war

plants.57 To this the House Military Affairs Subcommittee has added
the basic provisions of the Smith anti-strike bill.58
Control of national currency is an intrinsic element of modern sov

ereignty. Congress was given the power to regulate the value of money.59
But Congress has delegated much of this power to the President.60 The
Senate's action in refusing to continue that grant, after its extension had
been requested by the administration, is a definite and significant step
by Congress in regaining its lost powers.61

Conclusions

Emboldened by the November elections62 the 78th Congress has been

1130; Feb. 22, 1943, at A7SS, A7S9; Feb. 23, 1943, at A800-802 ; March 17, 1943, at

A1320-1321; March 18, 1943, at 2234.

"For example, the slash in the Home Owners' Loan Corporation appropriation. H. R.

1762, 78th Cong., 1st Sess. (1943). A degree of veto power was retained over Navy
spending in H. R. 1692, 78th Cong., 1st Sess. (1943). See 89 Cong. Rec, Feb. 19, 1943,
at A726-729. Washington Post, Feb. 18, 1943, p. 1, col. 4, and Feb. 24, 1943, p. 1, col. 6.

Administrative inefficiency is constantly under fire. S. 316, 764, 78th Cong., 1st Sess.

(1943) ; Sen. Con. Res. Nos. 2, 3, 8, 92, 78th Cong., 1st Sess. (1943) ; H. Con. Res. No. 7,
78th Cong., 1st Sess. (1943) ; H. Res. No. 16, 78th Cong., 1st Sess. (1943). See Washington
Post, March 19, 1943, p. 1 B, col. 1; April 5, 1943, p. 1 B, col. 1, and p. 1, col. 4; April 6,
1943, p. 1, col. 2. Washington Times-Herald, Feb. 19, 1943, p. 1, col. 1, and March 11,
1943, p. 1, col. 6. Washington Daily News, March 19, 1943, p. 11, col. 1, and March 20,
1943, p. 9, col. 1.

"H. R. 653, 78th Cong., 1st Sess. (1943). Debated and passed: 89 Cong., Rec, April 9,
1943, at 3258-3286.

""See, Legis. (1943) 31 The Georgetown L. J. 172.

mS. 796, 78th Cong., 1st Sess. (1943). Debated and passed in 89 Cong. Rec: April 29,
1943, at 3823-382S; May 3, 1943, at 3864-3870, 3883-3884; May 4, 1943, at 3940-3950,
3954-3967 ; May 5, 1943, at 4029-4053.
^H. R. 2239, 78th Cong., 1st Sess. (1943). H. R. Rep. No. 440, 78th Cong., 1st Sess.

(1943). See Washington Post: May 7, 1943, p. 6, col. 3, and p. 12, col. 4; May 11, 1943,
p. 7, col. 1; May 12, 1943, p. 1, col. 1.

"C. S. Const. Art. I, � 8.

"48 Stat. 341 (1934) as amended. 31 U. S. C. � 822a (1940). The President's author

ity expires June 30, 1943. 55 Stat. 395 (1941), 31 U. S. C. � 822a (Supplement I).
mS. 991, 78th Cong., 1st Sess. (1943). Passed the Senate: 89 Cong. Rec, April 16, 1943,

at 3565. See Washington Post, March 16, 1943, p. 7, col. 1.

''See 89 Cong. Rec, Feb. 2, 1943, at 558-561.
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firm in its relations with the executive. Members from both sides have

gone on record as to what they consider should be the functions, duties
and program of the legislative body.63 But the so-called "rubber stamp"
days of Congress were not necessarily days of legislative obsequiousness.
If the activities of the executive are in accord with what Congress
considers are the wishes of the people, only constitutional reasons should
disturb the harmony between the legislature and the executive. What
was termed domination of Congress could be readily explained in terms
of coincidence of opinion.64 Acquiescence is not subservience.
But today many members of Congress feel that their constituents are

opposed to certain activities of the administration. Their duty as repre
sentatives is to reflect that opposition. In doing so they may be resur

recting a decayed independence, or they may be merely asserting a

constitutional prerogative which they never lost. Some facet of the lat
ter has been consistently present. The reaction to the court-packing
plan, to the Reorganization measures, and to the "October 1" decree
of President Roosevelt are prime instances. The present situation, how
ever, is characterized by a greater degree of intensity. The attack is
incessant. On some issues the belligerents are composed of both old and
new members. And sometimes the unanimity of opposition penetrates
party line-ups which heretofore have been solidly behind the adminis
tration.
The assault on the policies of the administration is best understood

in terms of the conflict between the social philosophy of the adminis
tration and that of the members of Congress who constitute the spear
head of the opposition. The assault on administrative methods has
wider support and is based on the danger of divorcing responsibility
from authority.
The present legislative opposition, to all outward appearances, goes

The first three months of congressional debate have been filled with warnings of "bu
reaucracy", delegation of power, and the need for an invigorated Congress. Interspersed
in these speeches and statements are several constructive suggestions on the functions of
Congress. 89 Cong. Rec: Jan. 7, 1943, at A31, A41; Jan. 8, 1943, at 55, 61-63; Jan. 11,
1943, at A68; Jan. 12, 1943, at 141-142, A110; Jan. 14, 1943, at 196, A141; Jan.
18, 1943, at 211, 234-235; Jan. 21, 1943, at 285-286, A270-271; Jan. 22, 1943, at A294;
Jan. 25, 1943, at A312-313; Jan. 27, 1943, at A3S0; Jan. 28, 1943, at 466-467, A373-374;
Feb. 1, 1943, at 489-490, 504, A379, A380-382, A387-388, A396; Feb. 2, 1943, at 561-562;
Feb. 9, 1943, at A511; Feb. 10, 1943, at A547; Feb. 11, 1943, at 922, 931-932, A567-569;
Feb. IS, 1943, at 1012, A611-612; Feb. 16, 1943, at 1042; Feb. 17, 1943, at A661, A664-665;
Feb. 23, 1943, at A798-799; Feb. 24, 1943, at A819; March 1, 1943, at A927; March 2,
1943, at 1542-1544; March 9, 1943, at 1742-1744; March 16, 1943, at 2096; March 19,
1943, at A1390-1391; March 22, 1943, at 2320; March 25, 1943, at A1537-1538.
M89 Cong. Rec, Jan. 22, 1943, at A287-290.
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beyond mere revolt against administrative methods. The revocation of
the salary limitation set by the administration is not only an attack on

administrative method (in going beyond congressional intent), but also
on administrative policy (in putting into effect its own policy which had
been impliedly rejected by Congress). But it is the postwar planning
activities of Congress which are most clearly directed to administrative
policies rather than to administrative methods.
The stake of the American people in a representative form of govern

ment increases proportionately with the extension of social control by
the government. There is a basic distinction between two features of
social evolution: (1) the extent of governmental control, and (2) the
form of government. Assuming a major test of the absolute state to

be the extent of its social control, a government which is representative
in form may be absolute in effect. If the flood of social evolution carries
America towards the social state, many disadvantages of these new cur

rents may be mitigated by action restraining the flood between the levees
of representative government.

Congress has the power to check the growing authority of the execu

tive. Whether they will use that power, in view of the trend of social

evolution, is a question. It has made a start.65 From today's maelstrom

may emerge a cohesive program of substantial benefit to America. It is
evident that much of the attention of Congress is addressed, not to the
amount of social control that may or may not be necessary, but to the
fact that those social controls are set up, in many instances, by that
branch of the government which is not as responsible for its acts as are

the representatives of the people�Congress. The present administra
tion has been very responsive to the will of the people. The danger lies
in a future administration which may not be as responsive. The funda
mental end of the 78th Congress should be the control of policy.66

Committees

Lawyers may find it advisable to resort increasingly to congressional
committees. Presumptions favor the administration in testing the valid

ity of a rule or regulation. Final settlement in the courts is slow and

costly. Appeals to Congress have been even slower and less satisfactory.
Now, however, Congress is expanding its machinery to insure that ad
ministrative rulings properly carry out the intent of Congress.67 Possibly

"See Washington Times-Herald, Feb. 22, 1943, p. 2, col. 6, and April 2, 1943, p. 2, col. 4.
M89 Cong. Rec, Feb. IS, 1943, at AS90-591.
OTH. Res. Nos. S3, 60, 70, 96, 102, 186, 78th Cong., 1st Sess. (1943). See 89 Cong. Rec:

Jan. 18, 1943, at 234-235; Feb. 2, 1943, at SS6-SS7; Feb. 11, 1943, at 912-92S. U. S. News,
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the future contesting of such rulings will find quicker and more defini
tive results should a lawyer request committee action rather than resort

to the courts. Congress is the best judge of its own intent. If the pro
posed committees function well, the mere threat of corrective legislation
may prove sufficient to effect a withdrawal, by administrative agencies,
of those rulings which have tenuous legislative basis, if any.
Committees, in effect, conduct quasi-legal trials on various economic

and social issues. It is their fact-finding which furnishes the background
for intelligent and independent action by Congress in determining policy.
In many instances, instead of having to rely solely on prepared state

ments of administrative heads, Congress can now rely on the findings
of fact of its own agencies as well. No firmer foundation can be found
for the assertion of congressional checks on the administration than the

expansion of capable, well staffed committees.68

The Future of Representative Government

Events make men. Men do not make events, but their present activi
ties may influence the future.
The natural richness of America may have delayed here a social evo

lution which progressed rapidly in other nations. It may be that cur
rents which are active abroad will be spent before their full effect carries
this nation into a similar stage of social evolution; that the dikes can

be sandbagged so that the flood will recede before it can overflow into
new beds. The reaction of the people to wartime controls, once this war

is over, will naturally aid this process.
Since the war is only a phase of social evolution, military victory is

worthless if it is accompanied by social defeat. The political and eco

nomic doctrines which America battles abroad may spring up from with
in if corrective measures are not taken now.69 It is in this sense that
the present vigor of Congress assumes its greatest significance. How
much it might modify the pattern of events only future generations will
know.
The trend toward extension of social controls may well roll on through

sheer vis inertiae. Congress may be able to influence its course so that
the fundamental rights of men will not be absolutely dominated by the

Feb. 26, 1943, p. 18, and March 12, 1943, p. 17. Washington Times-Herald, March 6,
1943, p. 6, col. 2.

Time, March 8, 1943, p. 13. Detroit News, April 4, 1943, p. 5, col. 1.

m89 Cong. Rec: Jan. 22, 1943, at A287-290; March 5, 1943, at A1068, 1087; March 9,
1943, at A1157; March 23, 1943, at A1478-1479. Washington Post, Feb. 23, 1943, p. 9,
col. 1.
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state. But regardless of whether future events force greater or less

governmental control, the form of government through which that con
trol is exercised may yet be preserved from executive dominance.
There are thus two significant aspects of present congressional atti

tude: Congress intends to intrench itself as the formal policy-determin
ing unit of government; and Congress intends to make sure that the

policies it has pronounced are executed within the authority granted and
in harmony with congressional intent.
No matter how wide an authority is delegated (provided it is con

stitutional), as long as the control over that authority remains in Con

gress the main function of representative government is carried out.
The issue is larger than mere opposition to the trends of administra

tive agencies. It is an effort to modify the trend of social evolution as

it has unfolded elsewhere. On its outcome depends the future of repre
sentative government in America.70 If Congress succeeds in keeping the
flow of social evolution within the channel of a republican form of gov
ernment, then its present spirit may mark a renascence�the turning
point in a major geopolitical cycle. If Congress fails, then the clamor
from its halls marks only the death throes of representative government
in America.

JOHN S. BTJLMAN

'See 89 Cong. Rec: Feb. 24, 1943, at A822-823 ; March 18, 1943, at A1366-1368.
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EXTRA-JUDICIAL CONTROL OF PROPERTY IN WARTIME

i^OURTS are not self-generating bodies.1 They are creatures of the
State- and under all forms of government their ultimate power is

that which they can exercise through the State,2 that is, the body which
in a direct or representative capacity constitutes the repository of sov

ereignty. Of course, under some forms of government, like ours, courts
wield substantial authority,3 whereas in a country like Germany there
is only a pretense at independent judicial power.4
Instances of the exercise of "judicial supremacy" by our courts

abound; the Supreme Court has wrecked governmental structures of
broad proportions.5 But, as evidence that our highest court does not

1Congress has the power to create and abolish at will federal tribunals inferior to the

Supreme Court. Mayor v. Cooper, 6 Wall. 247 (U. S. 1867) ; Gillis v. State of California,
293 U. S. 62 (1934). The Constitution provides for "one Supreme Court." The Court has
held that with its grant of original jurisdiction, U. S. Const. Art. Ill �� 1, 2, and the

Judiciary Act of 1789, Rev. Stat. � 673 (1875), 28 U. S. C. � 321 (1934), it could proceed
to exercise such jurisdiction independently of any congressional enactment. Chisholm v.

Georgia, 2 Dall. 419 (U. S. 1793) ; Kentucky v. Dennison, 24 How. 66 (TJ. S. 1860). But

the appellate jurisdiction of the Court is subject to such exceptions and regulations as

Congress shall make, so that, for example, a particular grant of appellate jurisdiction is
exclusive in character and automatically constitutes an exception to all other cases. Wiscart
v. D'Auchy, 3 Dall. 321 (U. S. 1796); Ex parte McCardle, 6 Wall. 318 (U. S. 1867).
Ex parte Republic of Peru, U. S. Sup. Ct., April 5, 1943. And its organization and the

terms of its sitting depend upon Congressional enactment. 36 Stat. 1168 (1911), 28

U. S. C. � 321 (1940) ; 39 Stat. 726 (1916), 28 U. S. C. � 338 (1940).
"Judicial power, as contradistinguished from the power of the laws, has no existence.

Courts are the mere instruments of the law, and can will nothing." "Judicial power is never

exercised for the purpose of giving effect to the will of the judge; always for the purpose
of giving effect to the will of the legislature; or, in other words, to the will of the law."
Osborn v. United States Bank, 9 Wheat. 738, 866 (U. S. 1824).
"'John Marshall has made his decision. Now let him enforce it," challenged President

Jackson, according to tradition, when the Supreme Court ruled unconstitutional a Georgia
law requiring the licensing of persons desiring to live among the Cherokee Indians.
Cherokee Nation v. Georgia, 5 Pet. 1 (U. S. 1831). The decision of the Court was not

executed and the Cherokees were left at the mercy of Georgia. Recounted in 2 Bassett,
Life of Andrew Jackson (1911) 691.

3Warren, Congress, The Constitution, and The Supreme Court (1925) 161.

4Fraenckel, The Dual State (London, Oxford Press ed. 1941) ; Roper and Leiser,
Skeleton of Justice (1941).

61 Cr. 137 (U. S. 1803) ; Pollock v. Farmers' Loan and Trust Co., 158 U. S. 601 (1895) ;
Schechter Poultry Corp. v. United States, 295- U. S. 495 (1935) ; Carter v. Carter Coal Co.,
298 U. S. 238 (1936) ; Panama Refining Co. v. Ryan, 293 U. S. 388 (1935) ; United States
v. Butler, 297 U. S. 1 (1936). Of this last case Justice Jackson, then Attorney General,
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officiate in a legal cloister, decisions can be cited to show that on occa

sions it has been so influenced by the symptoms of the body politic that
the dominant rule has been public necessity.6 Legal formalism must
bend to or give way to that which the political tide makes imperative.
The crisis does not arise where only private parties are affected, but
if consequences threaten the State, concessions and modifications of
legal norms are in order.7 It is right that it be so for, after all, the
highest duty of a court is to help maintain a healthy body politic.
This necessity to protect that of which they are a part becomes a

readiness by our courts to give effect to the policies laid down by the
executive branch in cases relating to international affairs.8 The State
has to find and maintain its place among the tugging sovereignties that
gird the earth. Constitutionally and by force of logic this is a political
function which devolves upon the political branch of the government.9
Even were the members of the judiciary equipped by training and ex

perience to assume by themselves the disposition of international prob
lems, the fact remains that a judicial system has an inherent rigidity
which would not permit it to maneuver through the shifting sands of
diplomacy. The work of the judiciary is circumscribed by molds, that
of the political branch by expediency.

said in a carping analysis: "It is doubtful whether any judicial tribunal anywhere at any
time has rendered a decision of such far-reaching and disastrous economic implications."
Jackson, The Struggle eor Judicial Supremacy (1941) 136.

'Perry v. United States, 294 U. S. 330 (1935) ; Norman v. Baltimore & O. R. Co., 294
U. S. 240 (1935). The controlling rule in Nebbia v. New York, 291 U. S. 502, 537 (1934)
was that "a state is free to adopt whatever economic policy may reasonably be deemed
to promote public welfare, and to enforce that policy by legislation adapted to its purpose.
The courts are without authority either to declare such policy, or, when it is declared

by the legislature, to override it." The economic interests of the State may justify the
exercise of its dominant protective power notwithstanding interference with contracts.

Home Building and Loan Association v. Blaisdell, 290 U. S. 398 (1934).
"'The Nations of the world, both neutral and belligerent, which still adhere to law and

are striving to protect their national existence and at the same time maintain respect for
property rights, have been forced to adopt new and to some extent unprecedented measures

to meet the lawlessness which so widely prevails." Anderson v. N. V. Transandine Handle-

maatschappij, 28 N. Y. S. (2d) 547, 553 (Sup. Ct. 1941).
"United States v. Belmont, 301 U. S. 324 (1937) ; Compania Espanola v. The Navemar,

303 U. S. 68 (1938) ; Sullivan v. State of Sao Paulo, 122 F. (2d) 355 (C. C. A. 2d 1941) ;
Anderson v. N. V. Transandine Handlemaatschappij, 28 N. Y. S. (2d) 547 (Sup. Ct.

1941); United States v. Pink, 315 U. S. 203 (1942). Relations with other nations is "the

one aspect of our government that from the first has been most generally conceded impera
tively to demand broad national authority. Any concurrent state power that may exist

is restricted to the narrowest of limits; . . ." Hines v. Davidowitz, 312 U. S. 52, 68 (1941).
"U. S. Const. Art. II, � 2; United States v. Curtiss-Wright Corp. 299 U. S. 304 (1936).
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Nature of the "Conservatory" Decrees

So when we seek to analyze the effect of recent decrees by foreign
governments vesting in themselves title to property10 in the United States
owned by their nationals we are not so much involved in legal as in

political considerations.11 The decrees are instrumentalities of diplo
macy, they are weapons in the world struggle of today; although they
do make inroads into the realm of private rights, their field of operations
is international politics. For the present, conservatory decrees of Allied

governments are primarily defensive weapons�to protect property from
the rapacity of the Fascists 12 And since this objective coincides with
the public policy of our federal government as expressed by the execu

tive, the courts have been disposed to uphold the decrees.13
Intervening in Anderson v. N. V. Transandine Handelmaatschappij,14

which involved the enforcement in New York of a decree of May 24,
1940, as later amended, issued by the Royal Netherlands Government15
assuming title to foreign property owned by Dutch nationals residing in

Europe, the United States Government, through the Attorney General,
informed the court as follows:

"The United States has an interest and concern in the subject matter and
outcome of this action insofar as there is involved the question of the effect

10Since the intent of the writer is to deal generally with the enforcement in the United
States of decrees of Allied nations vesting in themselves property of their nationals, it
was deemed adequate to deal principally with the decrees issued by the Dutch Government.
u"The powers of the President in the conduct of foreign relations included the power,

without consent of the Senate, to determine the public policy of the United States with

respect to the Russian nationalization decrees.'' United States v. Pink, 315 U. S. 203, 229

(1942). See also Santovincenzo v. Egan, 284 U. S. 30 (1931).
"It may well be that the groups now forming the governments in exile also want to

strengthen their own position for the time when peace comes. Exercising control over

vast wealth, they will have strong bargaining power against rival groups that may be
formed within the occupied countries.
^Less than absolute recognition was accorded in In re Kahn's Estate, 38 N. Y. S. (2d)

839 (Surr. Ct. 1942) to the decree of May 24, 1940 issued by the Royal Netherlands

Government, 3 C. C. H. War Law Service, Foreign Supplement, If 67,150. The public
administrator of New York County instituted a discovery proceeding to obtain from a

New York bank securities which had belonged to a Dutch national who died in the
State of the Netherlands on June 30, 1941. The Netherlands Government intervened

claiming right to the property by virtue of the decree, but withdrew its claim upon a

finding by the court that in the administration of estates embracing property within the

jurisdiction of the court, local law is superior to rights created under treaties or edicts of

foreign governments. However, the court also decided that upon final accounting by the

public administrator the rights of the Netherlands Government to any part of the moneys
of the estate would be determined.

"Hereafter call Anderson v. Transandine, 289 N. Y. 9, 43 N. E. (2d) 502 (1942).
M3 C. C. H. War Law Service, Foreign Supplement, ff 67,150.
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on assets within the United States of the decree of May 24, 1940 of the Royal
Netherlands Government, purporting to affect title to certain assets of nationals
of the Netherlands. That interest arises from certain policies of the Government
of the United States in the conduct of its international relations, which policies
have been determined by the executive branch of the Government of the United
States and should be given effect."16 (Italics supplied.)

Earlier, in United States v. Belmont,17 the Supreme Court had met

attacks against Russian confiscatory decrees with the declaration that
the confiscation by its government of property of a foreign national was
not a matter for judicial consideration here. A similar conclusion was

reached in The Denny,18 where it was argued unsuccessfully that since
the Lithuanian Soviet Social Republic and its admission to the Union
of Soviet Socialist Republics had not been recognized by the United

States, decrees of the Soviet Socialist Republic which reorganized and
nationalized property of domiciliaries in Lithuania could not be given
effect. The court said: "We may not ignore the fact that the Soviet
Socialist government did actually exercise governmental authority in
Lithuania at the time the decrees in question were made and the powers
of attorney were given, but must treat its acts within its own territory
as valid and binding upon its nationals domiciled therein."19
The Russian decrees had received unsympathetic treatment from state

courts20 prior to a definable public policy from the federal government.
The decisions revolved around the ruling that the decrees were repug
nant to the public policy of the forum.21 But with the establishment
of a settled international policy the judiciary lost its discretion in the
matter.22 "In respect of all international negotiations and compacts, and
in respect of our foreign relations generally, state lines disappear."23 If,
however, there is no policy compelling a given course of action, courts
are free to determine for themselves what effect shall be given to the

foreign law. Thus in Bollack v. Societe Generate pour Favoriser le

MFrom brief for defendants-respondents, at p. 4.

"301 U. S.. 324 (1937).
M127 F. (2d) 404 (C. C. A. 8th, 1942).
"Id. at 410.
"Sokoloff v. National City Bank, 239 N. Y. 1S8, 164 N. E. 74S (1928) ; First Russian

Insurance Co. v. Beha, 240 N. Y. 601, 148 N. E. 722 (1925) ; Petrogradsky M. K. Bank
v. National City Bank, 253 N. Y. 23, 170 N. E. 470 (1930).
^United States v. Manhattan Co., 276 N. Y. 396, 12 N. E. (2d) 518 (1938).
^United States v. Manhattan Co., 276 N. Y. 396, 12 N. E. 518 (1938) ; United States

v. Belmont, 301 U. S. 324 (1937) ; Anderson v. Transandine, 289 N. Y. 9, 43 N. E. (2d)
502 (1942) ; United States v. Pink, 315 U. S. 203 (1942).
United States v. Belmont, 301 U. S. 324, 331 (1937).
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Development Du Commerce et de I'Industrie en France24 the court ad
verted to the absence of any rule by the federal government and, finding
itself free to apply the public policy of New York, refused to enforce

Vichy decrees dated July 23 and October 29, 1940, which provided for
the deprivation of nationality and the confiscation of property of French
men leaving continental France between May 10 and June 30, 1940,
without authorization. This exercise of authority where the federal gov
ernment has remained silent may be likened to the exercise of authority
by states over fields in which federal sovereignty becomes exclusive once

it is exercised.25
The political nature of matters touching upon the interest of a foreign

government is further illustrated by Compania Espanola v. Navemar.29
The Spanish Ambassador in the United States intervened in an action
by the owner of a ship for its recovery, claiming that it was property
of the Republic of Spain by virtue of a decree of attachment promul
gated by the President of Spain. In rejecting the view of the Court of

Appeals that the claim of the Ambassador was dispositive of the issue,
the Supreme Court said that had the claim been recognized and allowed
by the executive branch of the government there would have been no

question opened for judicial determination. "The Department of State
having declined to act, the want of admiralty jurisdiction because of
the alleged public status of the vessel and the right of the Spanish
Government to demand possession of the vessel as owner if it so elected,
were appropriate subjects for judicial inquiry upon proof of the matters

alleged."27
An act that affects the balance between nations is essentially a prob

lem for the State, notwithstanding any immediate impact it may have

="263 App. Div. 601, 33 N. Y. S. (2d) 986 (1st Dep't 1942), reversing 177 Misc. 136,
30 N. Y. S. (2d) 83 (Sup. Ct. 1941).
^Cooley v. Board of Wardens of . Port of Philadelphia, 12 How. 299 (U. S. 1851).
M303 U. S. 68 (1938).
"Compania Espanola v. Navemar, id. at 75. Ex parte Republic of Peru, U. S. Sup. Ct.

April 5, 1943, represents the converse of the Navemar case. Affirming that there had been
a general appearance, the district court denied Peru's motion for release of its vessel not

withstanding a suggestion from the State Department that it had recognized and allowed
Peru's claim of immunity. But finding that there had been no waiver of immunity the

Supreme Court said that a nation aggrieved by a seizure of its property could "present
its claim to the Department of State, the political arm of the Government charged with
the conduct of our foreign affairs. Upon recognition and allowance of the claim by the
State Department and certification of its action presented to the court by the Attorney
General, it is the court's duty to surrender the vessel and remit the libelant to the relief
obtainable through diplomatic negotiations."
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upon the interest of particular individuals.28 Our courts have been scru

pulous in the observance of this doctrine and have subordinated their

judgment to that of the executive. One may say that the powers in this
field given to the executive by the Constitution have blossomed out
under the deference of the courts. They have not only followed implicitly
the instructions of the executive but have solicited them earnestly. When
called upon to decide in SulUvan v. State of Sao Paulo29 whether funds
in New York belonging to certain states of the United States of Brazil
could be attached, the district court asked the Secretary of State if his

Department had "recognized and allowed" the claim of immunity made

by defendants. His answer did not seem clear to the court and it re

quested clarification. In its second letter the Department expressed the
view that the interest of the Government of Brazil in the funds was

such as to entitle them to immunity from attachment by private litigants.
This declaration determined the result. The Circuit Court of Appeals
declared in its affirmance that an executive pronouncement on whatever

might be a "political" as opposed to a "judicial" question would be

accepted as conclusive. The concurring opinion of Judge Learned Hand
contains a pinpoint summary of the discussion above: "Certainly if the
answer depends upon how far the suit will affect foreign relations, only
our foreign office ought to decide it."30

Extent to Which the Decrees Will Be Enforced

Recognition of the political character of the decrees and the acquies
cence by the judiciary in the instructions thereon of the executive branch
have not cleared up completely the legal problems the decrees have

generated. Of these the major one is whether the property taken over

under the decrees is immunized even from claims of a domestic creditor.
All jurisdictions give favored treatment to claims of local creditors.31

This solicitude probably springs from the theory that it is a primary
function of a court to safeguard the person and property of citizens
within its jurisdiction. Courts have been so actuated even as against
principles of comity 32 Yet there have been departures from this narrow

^For a discussion on the nature of relations between nations see I Oppenheim, Inter
national Law (Sth ed. 1937) c. I.

"36 F. Supp. S03 (E. D. N. Y. 1941), affd, 122 F. (2d) 355 (C. C. A. 2d, 1941).
*>122 F. (2d) 355, 361 (C. C. A. 2d, 1941).
"Union Guardian Trust Co. v. Broadway National Bank, 138 Misc. 16, 245 N. Y. S. 2

(Sup. Ct. 1930) ; Matter of National Surety Co., 283 N. Y. 68, 29 N. E. (2d) 668 (1940) ;

Anderson v. Transandine, 28 N. Y. S. (2d) 547 (Sup. Ct. 1941) ; United States v. Pink,
315 U. S. 203 (1942).
wIn re Chase, 195 N. C. 143, 141 S. E. 471 (1928).
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view.33 Whether exceptions would also be made in favor of foreign
governments is a question of comity.
Comity relates to the decencies observed between sovereignties; it is

a matter of practice rather than law.34 Since as between this country
and other nations comity is that conduct which the executive, and to

some extent Congress, sanctions, the answer to our problem is not to

be found in a rule of law. Nor is the same answer applicable to all

similar factual situations. While the ideal pursued in foreign relations

may be uniformity in dealing with all other nations, it is of general
knowledge that even in times of peace the same condition may call

for different treatment depending on which is the other nation concerned.

Therefore, in a given case, at the instigation of the executive, a court

may pass over the claims of a local creditor and protect the title of the

vesting government. Acting on its own, the court might assert its tradi

tional power in rem and allow the attachment, reasoning perhaps that,
as in the case of the Dutch decrees, the vesting government is acting
only for the beneficial interest of its national, the debtor.
The tenor of the decisions rendered is that claims of domestic credi

tors might be given preference.35 The writer believes this is a logical
and desirable view. By reference to Article 2 (1) of the Decree of

May 24, 1940, as amended by the Decree of May 7, 1942,36 issued by
the refugee Government of the Netherlands, it becomes evident that

the chief purpose of the decrees is to prevent usurpation of the property
of its nationals by the German forces of occupation. The declared aim

is to conserve, rather than confiscate. It might be noted at this juncture
that the orders issued by the President freezing certain property of

Tor example, the court in an ancillary jurisdiction has not entered an action by the

ancillary administrator against a debtor where there was pending at the domicile a similar

suit against such debtor by the domiciliary administrator. Sulz v. Mutual Reserve Fund

Life Ass'n, 14S N. Y. 563, 40 N. E. 262 (1895). Also, courts have permitted foreign repre

sentatives to sue on negotiable paper payable to bearer or endorsed in blank, whereas it

could have been decided that the debt is assets to be administered in the state where the

maker of the note is domiciled. Knapp v. Lee, 42 Mich. 41 (1879). For a general dis
cussion see 3 Beale, Conflict of Laws (1935) � 471.3 et seq.

^Decrees of the German government have been disregarded in Koninklijke Lederfabriek

Oisterwizk, N. V., v. Chase National Bank, 263 App. Div. 815, 32 N. Y. S. (2d) 131

(1st Dep't 1941), and Arnstelbank, N. V., v. Guaranty Trust Co., 177 Misc. 548, 31

N. Y. S. (2d) 194 (Sup. Ct. 1941). But see Werfel v. Zivnostenska Banka, 260 App. Div.

747, 23 N. Y. S. (2d) 1001 (1st Dep't 1940), where the defendant in an action for the

recovery of bank deposits made in Czechoslovakia prior to the German invasion prevailed
on the ground that the applicable regulations of the German Government merely continued

former regulations of the Czechoslovakian Government.

^See cases listed in note 31 supra.
x3 C. C. H. War Law Service, Foreign Supplement, If 67,150.
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named foreign countries and their nationals were also designed to prevent
the enemy from acquiring any interest therein.37 The purpose of the
decrees would not be thwarted nor endangered by permitting a local
creditor to reach, through a judicial proceeding, the property of his
debtor taken over by a foreign government since the creation of the
debt. The objection might be interposed that there is no substantial
remedy since, pursuant to the Freezing Orders, there can be no actual
transfer of the property without a license from the Treasury Depart
ment. But in Commission for Polish Relief v. Banca Nationala a

Rumaniei it was said that there was an attachable interest in the ac

counts frozen by the Executive Orders, although seizure of the property
was subject to a license. This decision had the sanction of the execu

tive38 and the Treasury should not refuse to grant a license to a loyal
domestic creditor successful in such litigation. So far as is consistent
with the national interest in the present eruption of ideologies the normal

ways of justice should be preserved. There is in the United States
about $7,000,000,000 in foreign property subject to control;39 none of
it should be allowed to lie idle.
On particular cases, refusals to grant licenses have been defended as

a measure to protect the interests of persons who, residing abroad, can
not properly defend themselves in lawsuits here. However, authority
to carry out such degree of control is not found in the Orders. Section 1
of Executive Order No. 838940 defines the grant of authority as follows:
"All of the following transactions are prohibited, except as specifically
authorized by the Secretary of the Treasury . . . ," which authority is

augmented by Section 2(B) providing that the "Secretary of Treasury
may investigate, regulate, or prohibit" dealings in securities between

persons in the United States and foreign countries. Under the order
a proper characterization of the Treasury licenses is that they are per
missive and do not have the effect of creating any rights, nor is the

Treasury expressly directed to defend rights of foreign owners. More-

OTEx. Ord. No. 8389, April 10, 1940, S Fed. Reg. 1400, as amended by Ex. Ord. No. 8785,
June 14, 1941, 6 Fed. Reg. 2897; Ex. Ord. No. 8832, July 26, 1941, 6 Fed. Reg. 3715;
1 C. C. H. War Law Service, Statutes, f 14,351.
^288 N. Y. 332, 43 N. E. (2d) 34S (1942). "As amicus curiae, the government of the

United States informs us of its decision that the levies of this attachment do not offend

any national policy implied by the Executive Order. We do not presume to contradict

this executive determination." 288 N. Y. 332, 338, 43 N. E. (2d) 34S, 348 (1942). See
also Note (1942) 30 The Georgetown Law Journal 663.

39Administration of The Wartime Financial and Property Controls of The United States

Government, prepared by Foreign Funds Control Division of the Treasury Department
(June 1942) 40.

"5 Fed. Reg. 1400 (1940).
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over, there is hardly need for such defense. Section 5 of Executive Order
919341 authorizes the Alien Property Custodian to represent any person
within any designated enemy country or any enemy-occupied territory
in any action or proceeding. If this were not enough protection, there
is legal precedence of the highest order for the view that where a de

fendant, even though an enemy alien, by reason of physical impossibility,
as inability to communicate with counsel, cannot adequately defend

himself, a stay of the case should be granted until such time as proper
defense can be made.42
It is not necessary to deal with the argument that, distinguished from

the Polish Relief case, property of a Dutch national is not attachable
because the debtor no longer holds title. American jurisprudence has

long been humanized by departing from the wig-frock tradition and
incidence of title is not an obstacle to justice.
It may also be noted that in case of conflict not resolved by the Presi

dent, the Department of State rather than the Treasury would better

represent the executive branch in a determination of policy with respect
to foreign property.43
Another issue engendered by the decrees relates to the levying of in

come tax on the property confiscated. Income accruing from property
owned by a foreign government is not subject to an income tax.44
Where there has been a transfer of property from an individual to a

government the question as to whether a tax ought to be paid on income

depends on the nature of the transfer. If it is absolute and irrevocable
no tax is collectible. But the Dutch decrees do not purport to convey
irrevocable ownership to the government; the ownership acquired "shall
be exercised only for the purpose of safeguarding the rights of the former
owners. . ."45 And it is provided that there shall be restitution to the
former owners upon termination of the emergency created by the war.

The retention of the property is in the nature of a trusteeship. As such
the income derived from it is amenable to taxation without jeopardizing

a1 Fed. Reg. 5205 (1942). Order issued July 9, 1942, pursuant to the First War Powers

Act, 55 Stat. 838, 50 U. S. C. App. Supp. 1, � 601 et seg. (1901).
''Watts, Watts & Co. v. Unione Austriaca di Navigazione, 248 U. S. 9 (1918).
'""The Secretary of the Treasury or the Alien Property Custodian, as the case may be,

shall, except as otherwise agreed to by the Secretary of State, consult with the Secretary
of State before vesting any property or interest pursuant to this Executive Order, and
the Secretary of the Treasury shall consult with the Secretary of State before issuing any
Order adding any additional foreign countries to section 3 of Executive Order No. 8389,
as amended." � 11 of Ex. Ord. 9193, 1 Fed. Reg. 5205 (1942).
"Int. Rev. Code � 116 (c) (1939).
aSupra note 15.
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the purposes of the decrees or of our federal policy. No court decision
has been found dealing with this problem, but it comports with the rul

ings of the Bureau of Internal Revenue46 and, presumably, with actual

practice. Basing its decision on the grounds that the beneficial owner

ship remains in the former owners and that the decree contemplates
restoration of the technical title to them, the Bureau has instructed cor

porations and paying agents in the United States to continue with

holding taxes from "interest, dividends, and like items" accruing from
such property. A similar ruling was made concerning enemy property
in the United States seized by the British Alien Property Custodian

pursuant to the British Trading with the Enemy Act47 which makes no

disposition of the property so seized nor asserts ownership in the British
Government. The government was held to be a mere custodian.48 To
the same effect was the ruling with respect to income from securities of
American corporations owned by British subjects, nonresidents of the
United States, and obtained from them by the British Government
under a law whereby the government exercised possession and control
but the owners remained entitled to the income and ultimately to the

securities, or their value.49
"The provisions of section 116 (c) of the Internal Revenue Code exempting

'income of foreign governments' from Federal income tax were enacted to insure
that the income derived by such governments from investments in the United
States should not be subject to an income tax imposed by the United States.
Such provisions were, in the opinion of this office, intended to relieve foreign
governments and not citizens of foreign countries, and must be so construed
as to effectuate that purpose. Whenever a foreign government is acting merely
as the representative of individuals or corporations, who are the real owners

of the securities and the ultimate recipients of the income, such income is not

income of a 'foreign government' within the meaning of the exemption, but
is subject to Federal income tax as the income of such individuals or corpora
tions."50

The Conservatory Decrees and the Freezing Orders

Chief motivation for the issuance of the Dutch decrees was to prevent
any transaction involving a resident in occupied Dutch territory whereby
a beneficial interest in his foreign property could be acquired by the
Germans or Japanese, a result inimical to the Netherlands Government.51

"I. T. 3449 (1941�1) Cum. Bull. 258.

"1939, 2 & 3 Geo. 6, c. 89.

aSupra note 46, at 260.

T. 3522 (1941-2) Cum. Bull. 146.

"�Ibid.
The Decree of March 6, 1942, 3 C. C. H., War Law Service, Foreign Supplement,
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However, the legal effect of the decrees goes beyond mere "freezing"
of the property�having acquired title, the Netherlands Government
becomes the potential user of the property. As a matter of fact such
action is anticipated by indirection in a decree of May 7, 1942, pro
viding for eventual restitution to the owner of property that may have
been used. Despite this, the New York Court of Appeals termed the

government "... a trustee for its subjects of their property . . . ,"52
and the lower court regarded it as a custodian. Evident throughout
the opinions is the unwillingness to consider the government absolute
owner of the property. In In re Kahn's Estate,53 a New York court

allowed administration of the estate of a Dutch national despite the
claim of the Netherlands Government that it was the owner of the

property.
Shortly after the outbreak of hostilities in Europe, the President issued

the first of a series of Executive Orders designed to paralyze, except
upon special authorization, the movement or transfer of any property
in the United States in which designated countries and their nationals,
legal and natural, had any interest.54 Speaking of the orders, the Secre

tary of the Treasury said that the United States "did not intend to

permit the Axis to realize any use or benefit" from assets belonging to

foreign countries falling under its domination.55 Declarations of mem

bers of Congress considering ratification were to the same effect.56
Basically the Dutch decrees and the Executive Orders were formulated
to accomplish the same end result.

f[ 67,752, contains a Statement of Emergency which reads in part as follows: "Whereas the
interests of the safety of the State make it expedient to take measures to prevent that
property of/or debts, obligations and other choses in action due to persons residing in the

Kingdom of the Netherlands, especially to persons in the Netherland East Indies, shall be
used in a way which is incompatible with the interests of the State and of the inhabitants,
and in particular of those, who reside in the territory occupied by the enemy and whereas
it is therefore necessary to commit these properties and debts, obligations or other choses
in action to the charge of the State of the Netherlands. . ."

�"Anderson v. Transandine, 289 N. Y. 9, 19, 43 N. E. (2d) 502, 507 (1942).
�Supra note 13.

MSupra note 37. The first Executive Order was issued under Sec. 5(b) of the Trading
with the Enemy Act of 1917, 40 Stat. 415 (1917), 50 U. S. C. � 5 (1940), as amended by
Sec. 2 of the Act of March 9, 1933, 48 Stat. 1 (1933), 12 U. S. C. � 95 (a) (1940). The
first Order became effective for Norway and Denmark as of April 8, 1940; by subsequent
amendments the following countries, among others, were added�The Netherlands, Belgium
and Luxembourg (May 10, 1940) ; France (June 17, 1940) ; Latvia, Estonia and Lithuania

(July 10, 1940) ; Rumania (October 9, 1940) ; Bulgaria (March 4, 1941) ; Hungary (March
13, 1941) ; Yugoslavia (March 24, 1941) ; Greece (April 28, 1941) ; Czechoslovakia, Fin

land, Germany, Italy, Spain, The Soviet Union, China, Japan, etc. (June 14, 1941).
Treasury Department Press Release No. 31-28 (April 21, 1942).
M86 Cong. Rec. 5006, 5007, 5008, 5169, 5176 (1940).
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The orders were applicable to property of nations, including the

Netherlands, and their nationals. Although commonly called "freezing
orders", the property may be activated through dealings authorized by
the Treasury Department when, in its judgment, the uses it will be put
to are not inimical to the interests of the nation. While it is the position
of the United States Government, acting through the Treasury, that
there can be no transfer of any interest in such "blocked" property with
out a license, the Treasury has authorized the bringing of attachment

actions, with the understanding that the attachment could not create

"any interest with respect to the blocked assets which the blocked
national could not have voluntarily conferred without Treasury license"

and, further, that it was up to the Treasury, in the future, to "perfect
the plaintiff's claims with respect to the blocked assets."57 What could
the plaintiff get? � judicial determination of a claim which might come
to fruition through the sanction of the Treasury. Having permitted the
attachment proceeding, the Treasury must be deemed to have assented
to the result, and there has been some transfer of interest no matter how

long the Treasury may want to postpone the day of accounting. With
this in mind, a reasonable construction of the language quoted above
from the government's brief in the Polish Relief case would make possi
ble an assignment of his blocked assets by a national, especially one

outside the United States, which assignment, at the termination of the

war, and upon liquidation of foreign property, might be given validity
by the Treasury. In fact if the assignment is not repudiated by the

assignor as having been made under duress it is difficult to see how
the government can at the end refuse to recognize it, unless it be decided,
under special circumstances, to keep the property as compensation or

set-off for American property destroyed or confiscated. Since the
Fascists may find those who are willing to take such an assignment and
gamble on the probability of payment, a fool-proof barrier to Axis plun
der has not been erected.
At present there is divided control of foreign property. The Secretary

of the Treasury is empowered to approve any intended transfer of pas
sive assets, e.g., cash, moneys, credit, securities, evidences of indebted
ness or evidences of ownership of property.58 He can also vest this

property but has not exercised the power. By Executive Order 919359
the Alien Property Custodian is authorized, inter alia, to vest any prop-

OTBrief of United States of America, p. 40. Commission for Polish Relief v. Banca

Nationala a Rumaniei, 288 N. Y. 332, 43 N. E. (2d) 345 (1942).
"1 C. C. H., War Law Service, fl 14,351.
seSupra note 41.
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erty owned or controlled by an enemy country or national thereof, not
including passive assets unless necessary to maintain or safeguard other

property, and to vest any business enterprise which is a national of a

foreign country when it is in the interest of our country to vest such

property.60
Tighter control of foreign property would be achieved if we follow

on a broader pattern the practice of the refugee Dutch Government

and delegate authority to the Alien Property Custodian to vest title

to all such property, except that of nationals of both allied and neutral

territory not occupied by the enemy. The deterrent against blackmarket
transactions benefiting the Axis would be stronger; we could make use

now of so much of the property as necessary in furtherance of the na

tional interest, and we would have established the legal basis for securing
from such property indemnification for American property destroyed or

confiscated by the enemy. In addition, greater discretion could be exer

cised at the peace table as to whom, and under what conditions, the

money would be returned.
GILBERT RAMIREZ

FAIR LABOR STANDARDS ACT AS APPLIED TO
WHOLESALERS

/~VNE of the major problems which has arisen with respect to enforce-

ment of the wage and hour provisions of the Fair Labor Standards
Act1 is their applicability to employees of wholesalers or warehousemen
who receive their commodities from sources outside the state in which

they operate and sell only to retailers or other customers within such

state. Early in the enforcement period following the enactment of the

""In Stern v. Newton, 39 N. Y. S. (2d) S93 (Sup. Ct. 1943), the court sustained the

power of the Custodian, under � 2 (f) of the Order, to vest foreign property "in the

process of administration by any person acting under judicial supervision or which is in

partition, libel, condemnation or other similar proceedings. . ." The opinion said: "This

court holds that it was for the Alien Property Custodian to determine whether the inter

ests of the United States would be effectively served by the vesting of the Company's
property, and that the validity of that determination, or the validity of any other basis

of the Vesting Order, is not for this court to review." Id. at 598.

x52 Stat. 1060 (1938), 29 U. S. C. � 201 (1940). Section 6(a) requires every employer
to pay to "each of his employees who is engaged in commerce or in the production of

goods for commerce" specified minimum rates. Section 7(a) provides that no employer
shall employ "any of his employees who is engaged in commerce or in the production of

goods for commerce" for more than the specified number of hours per week without pay

ing him time and one-half.
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statute, the Administrator of the Wage and Hour Division of the De

partment of Labor indicated some uncertainty on his part as to the

scope of the Act in this regard.2 That uncertainty has since been re

flected in many decisions of federal and state courts, including two

Supreme Court decisions3 which determined some of the issues raised
but left others unsettled.
The problem is, fundamentally, one of constitutional interpretation.

The wage and hour provisions of the Act apply to all employees who are

"engaged in commerce or in the production of goods for commerce."4
Commerce is defined as "commerce . . . among the several States,"5 thus,
by use of the constitutional phrase, indicating that it is to apply to the
farthest reaches of interstate commerce. While the commerce power of
Congress extends beyond the realm covered by the term "interstate com

merce," extending to intrastate activities which affect6 or burden7 com

merce or which are in the "current of commerce,"8 Congress chose to

limit the application of the Fair Labor Standards Act to those employees
who are actually engaged in commerce.9 Thus, this statute is not of the

type in reference to which the Supreme Court has recognized the consti
tutional power of Congress to regulate activities which are not in inter-

interpretative Bulletin No. 5 of the Wage and Hour Division, issued Dec. 2, 1938, re

issued Nov. 27, 1939, states: "There will be employees whose sole work is connected with

goods sold from stock at the wholesaler's place of business. It is possible that a court

may draw a distinction between employees engaged in connection with the sale of goods
in the original package and employees engaged in connection with the sale of goods after
the package has been broken." 1942 Wage Hour Man. 30.

Walling v. Jacksonville Paper Co., 63 Sup. Ct. 332 (1943) ; Higgins v. Carr Brothers

Co., Inc., 63 Sup. Ct. 337 (1943).
4See note 1 supra. This paper is concerned only with employees who are engaged in

commerce and will not deal with those who are engaged in the production of goods for
commerce or who are necessary to such production.

652 Stat. 1060 (1938), 29 U. S. C. � 203 (a) (1940). Art. 1, � 8 of the Federal Con
stitution empowers Congress to regulate "commerce . . . among the several States."
'National Labor Relations Board v. Jones & Laughlin Steel Corp., 301 U. S. 1 (1937) ;

Associated Press v. National Labor Relations Board, 301 U. S. 103 (1937).
'United States v. Wrightwood Dairies Co., 315 U. S. 110 (1942) ; National Labor Rela

tions Board v. Jones & Laughlin Steel Corp., 301 U. S. 1 (1937) ; Associated Press v.

National Labor Relations Board, 301 U. S. 103 (1937).
"United States v. Wrightwood Dairies Co., 315 U. S. 110 (1942) ; Stafford v. Wallace,

258 U. S. 495 (1922) ; Swift & Co. v. United States, 196 U. S. 375 (1905) ; cf. A. L. A.

Schechter Poultry Corp. v. United States, 295 U. S. 495 (1935).
"The bill originally passed by the House of Representatives applied to employees in any

industry "affecting commerce", but the bill adopted by the conference committee and ulti

mately passed by Congress limited application to those "engaged in commerce or in the

production of goods for commerce." See 83 Cong. Rec. 7749, 9158, 9266 (1938).
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state commerce but which only affect such commerce;10 it is, rather,
comparable to those statutes which relate only to activities actually in
commerce.11 The Fair Labor Standards Act, therefore, while not repre
senting the exercise to the farthest extent of the commerce power of

Congress, does cover the whole area of commerce as defined by the
Constitution.
The courts, apparently without exception, have agreed that the test

to be applied in determining the applicability of the wage and hour pro
visions of the Act is the "employee test"�i.e., the Act applies to each

employee who is engaged in commerce whether or not his employer is
so engaged.12 Thus, if an employer is admittedly in commerce, it does
not necessarily follow that all of his employees are covered by the Act,
but only such employees as are themselves engaged in commerce.13

Conversely, if it is possible to have an employee engaged in commerce

while his employer is not so engaged,14 that employee would also be
covered by the Act.
The over-emphasis on the "employee test," however, has resulted in

some confusion among attorneys and judges.15 While it is apparent that
the benefits of the Act do not accrue to any employee unless he is him
self engaged in commerce, it must be remembered that this is only a

secondary test. There must first be a determination that some phase of
interstate commerce exists in the circumstances before the court, and
such a test must involve a study of the position of the employer, his
method of doing business, his relationship with his suppliers and cus

tomers, the rate of turn-over in his establishment, and other pertinent
factors. The primary test, therefore, is an "employer test," to determine

10National Labor Relations Act, 49 Stat. 4S3 (193S), 29 U. S. C. � 160 (1940) ; Federal

Employers' Liability Act, Amendment of 1939, S3 Stat. 1404 (1939), 45 U. S. C. � 51

(1940); National Bituminous Coal Conservation Act, 50 Stat. 83 (1937), 15 U. S. C.

� 834 (1940) ; Packers and Stockyards Act, 42 Stat. 159 (1921), 7 U. S. C. � 183 (1940) ;

Agricultural Marketing Act, 50 Stat. 246 (1937), 7 U. S. C. � 601 (1940).
"Federal Trade Commission Act, 38 Stat. 719 (1914), IS U. S. C. � 44 (1940) ; Federal

Employers' Liability Act, prior to 1939 amendment, 35 Stat. 65 (1908), 45 U. S. C. � 51

(1934) ; Grain Standards Act, 39 Stat. 482 (1916), 7 U. S. C. � 72 (1940) ; Motor Carrier

Act, 49 Stat. 543 (1935), 49 U. S. C. � 306 (1940).
"A. B. Kirschbaum Co. v. Walling, 316 U. S. 517 (1942) ; Warren-Bradshaw Drilling Co.

v. Hall, 317 U. S. 88 (1942).
MA. B. Kirschbaum Co. v. Walling, 316 U. S. 517 (1942) ; Walling v. Goldblatt Bros.,

Inc., 128 F. (2d) 778 (C. C. A. 3rd, 1942).
"Mr. Justice Frankfurter, in the Kirschbaum case, seems to discount this possibility:

"To the extent that his employees are 'engaged in commerce or in the production of goods
for commerce', the employer is himself so engaged." 316 U. S. 517, 524 (1942).
^Infra, note 63.
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whether or not there is any interstate commerce involved.16 -If some

part of the employer's business, however small, involves such commerce,
then the secondary test�the "employee test"�can be applied to deter
mine which of the employees are engaged in commerce and are therefore
entitled to the benefits conferred by the Act.

Employer Test

In applying the employer test to wholesalers, the courts have en

countered three distinct factual situations:
( 1 ) where a manufacturer in State X sells to a wholesaler in State Y

who, in turn, sells to a retailer in State Y;
(2) where a manufacturer in State X delivers the commodities to

one of its distributors in State Y who, in turn, sells to a retailer in
State Y�i.e., where the manufacturer absorbs the function of the whole
saler;
(3) where a manufacturer in State X sends the commodities to a

warehouse in State Y which is maintained by a large retailing company
that distributes the commodities from its warehouse to its various retail
outlets in State Y�i.e., where the retailer absorbs the function of the
wholesaler.17
The basic doctrine applicable to shipments made from one state to

another for further distribution in the second state is the "come to rest"
doctrine�viz., if goods are shipped from State X to a warehouse in
State Y and are there stored for any appreciable period of time, the
interstate movement ends at the warehouse and local sales or other
distributions thereafter are in intrastate commerce.18 With the gradual
demise of the "original package" doctrine19 as a means of bridging the

gap created by the stop on the warehouse floor in such cases, the chief
modification of the "come to rest" theory developed in the case of prior
orders. Where a retailer in State Y places an order with a wholesaler
in State Y and the wholesaler fills the order with goods purchased for

MIn applying the employer test, the courts need not consider only the actual employer
of the employee who seeks recovery. In some circumstances, the test must be applied to

persons for whose benefit the work is performed, rather than to the person who pays the

employees' wages. See A. B. Kirschbaum Co. v. Walling, 316 U. S. 517 (1942).
"This discussion is, of course, limited to the cases in which the wholesalers or ware

housemen do not sell goods across state lines. In such cases, the sales are admitted to be
in interstate commerce.

^Atlantic Coast Line R.R. v. Standard Oil Co. of Ky., 275 U. S. 257 (1927) ; Chicago,
M. & St. P. Ry. v. Iowa, 233 U. S. 334 (1914) ; American Steel & Wire Co. v. Speed,
192 U. S. 500 (1904).
"See Whitfield v. Ohio, 297 U. S. 431 (1936).
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that specific purpose from a manufacturer in State X, the transaction
has been considered to be in interstate commerce until the commodities
reach the retailer, since the parties to the transaction know at the time
of the purchase in State X that the ultimate destination of the goods is
the retailer's establishment.20 The wholesaler in such a case is con

sidered either as an agent for the retailer or as a necessary intermediary
whose activities facilitate, rather than terminate, the interstate move

ment.21 This is obviously so where the goods never reach the whole
saler's warehouse but instead are shipped direct from the manufacturer
to the retailer.22 Where the goods are shipped to the wholesaler for a

brief stop in his warehouse before being sent to the retailer pursuant
to the terms of the prior order, the pause has consistently been deemed
insufficient to terminate the interstate movement.23

Wholesaler's Warehouse

The Supreme Court has already stated, in general terms, the extent to

which the prior order doctrine is applicable to the first of the three types
of transactions listed above�where three separate and distinct parties
are involved in the sale of goods by manufacturer to wholesaler to re

tailer.24 That decision extended the principles stated as applicable by
the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals, which held that the Act covers em

ployees who are engaged in the procurement or receipt of goods from
other states and those who participate in any phase of a movement of

goods from the manufacturer directly to the retailer where the goods
have been purchased by the wholesaler specifically to fill a prior order
taken from the retailer.25
The Supreme Court affirmed the decision of the Circuit Court,26 but

falling v. Jacksonville Paper Co., 63 Sup. Ct. 332 (1943) ; Walling v. American
Stores Co., 133 F. (2d) 840 (C. C. A. 3rd, 1943) ; Walling v. Goldblatt Bros., Inc., 128

F. (2d) 778 (C. C. A. 7th, 1942).
^United States v. Erie R.R., 280 U. S. 98 (1929) ; Binderup v. Pathe Exchange, 263

U. S. 291 (1923) ; Baltimore & O. S. W. R.R. v. Settle, 260 U. S. 166 (1922) ; Atchison,
T. & S. F. Ry. v. Harold, 241 U. S. 371 (1916).
Fleming v. Jacksonville Paper Co., 128 F. (2d) 39S (C. C. A. 5th, 1942), aff'd sub nom,

Walling v. Jacksonville Paper Co., 63 Sup. Ct. 332 (1943).
falling v. Jacksonville Paper Co., 63 Sup. Ct. 332 (1943) ; Binderup v. Pathe Exchange,

263 U. S. 291 (1923) ; De Loach v. Crowley's, Inc., 128 F. (2d) 378 (C. C. A. 5th, 1942).
The Supreme Court affirmed the order of the Circuit Court of Appeals remanding

the case so that the district court could make new fmdings and frame an appropriate
decree. In the absence of such findings, the Supreme Court could expound only general
principles to be applied by the district court to the particular circumstances in the case.

x128 F. (2d) 395 (C. C. A. 5th, 1942).
M63 Sup. Ct. 332 (1943).
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modified the stated principles by defining the area to which the commerce

clause of the Constitution extends.27 It held, first, that goods purchased
by the wholesaler pursuant to a prior order do not lose their interstate
character by reason of a pause at the warehouse before being shipped
to the retailer.28 The Court, speaking through Mr. Justice Douglas,
stated that "no ritual of placing goods in a warehouse"29 can be allowed
to defeat the Congressional intent to extend federal control in this re

gard throughout the farthest reaches of the channels of interstate com

merce. Any other conclusion, the opinion reads, "would allow formali
ties to conceal the continuous nature of the interstate transit which
constitutes commerce."30
Secondly, the Court extended the prior order doctrine to include a

"pre-existing contract or understanding."31 Specifically mentioned are

a variety of paper items which were printed at the mill with the retailer's
or customer's name and others which were obtained from the extra-state
manufacturer or supplier to meet the needs of specified customers.32 This

type of transaction, in which the wholesaler purchases goods from an

extra-state manufacturer to fulfill a prior contract or understanding with
a retailer, Mr. Justice Douglas states, "cannot be distinguished from the

special orders which respondent receives from its customers."33 The
contract or understanding, like the special orders, indicates where it
was intended that the interstate movement should end. The Court ap
parently accepted the argument of the Government that the essence of
the prior order doctrine was not the existence of a "piece of paper"34
but "the clarity of allocation of particular goods or quantities of goods

"The Administrator claimed, and the Supreme Court agreed, that the decision of the
Circuit Court might be construed so as to exclude transactions which both the Adminis
trator and the Supreme Court felt to be in commerce. The opinion was therefore, in form

at least, merely declaratory of the meaning of the Circuit Court's opinion.
"Before the passage of the Act, some deliveries were made directly by the interstate

carrier to the retailer. After the Act was passed, the goods were generally brought to the
warehouse for a quick check. Robert L. Stern, presenting the contentions of the Govern
ment in the oral argument before the Supreme Court, contended that this "fleeting touch
on the warehouse floor didn't change the destination of the goods." 11 U. S. L. Week
3162 (1942).
"63 Sup. Ct. 332, 335 (1943).
"Ibid.
""Ibid.
^For example, there was one customer who was the only purchaser of a certain size

of newsprint, another who was the only purchaser of a type of book paper, and a third

to whom periodic deliveries were made totalling 3,000,000 ice cream cups.
*63 Sup. Ct. 332, 33*6 (1943).
""Brief for Petitioner, p. 19, Walling v. Jacksonville Paper Co., 63 Sup. Ct. 332 (1943).
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to particular customers."35 Evidently, whenever there is any sort of

agreement between wholesaler and retailer, pursuant to which the whole
saler purchases goods from outside the state, the interstate movement

continues until the goods reach the retailer, whether or not there is any

pause at the wholesaler's warehouse.

Thirdly, the Court rejected the argument of the paper company that
the sale of "stock items" to retailers is, under all circumstances, a local
sale. The contention was made that when an order is placed by a retailer
for a stock item whose stock is temporarily exhausted, the wholesaler's
purchase of the item from the manufacturer is merely to meet its usual
business requirements, i.e., to replenish stock, and that the prior order
doctrine does not apply. Thus, a purchase by the wholesaler to fulfill
a specific order would not be covered by the doctrine so long as the item

was termed a "stock item." The statement of Government counsel that
this claim "illustrates the abuses to which application of that doctrine
are subject"36 was apparently accepted by the Court.37 Such labelling
of goods will not affect the interstate character of the shipment.
Finally, the Court also rejected a contention of the Government that

would have brought under the Act all employees of all wholesalers who
receive goods from outside the state. The Government pictured whole
salers as middlemen who purchased goods solely for the purpose of dis

tributing them to retailers and who based their purchases on scientific
estimates of anticipated demands.38 Since the goods move, and are in
tended to move, in a continuous current from manufacturer to retailer,
the Government maintained, the entire journey should be considered in
interstate commerce and the wholesaler's position should be deemed
to be that of a clearing agent rather than an independent party whose

purchases end the interstate transaction and whose sales are purely local
sales.39 Thus, wherever the wholesaler has a "well-grounded expecta-

mIbid. In the oral argument before the Supreme Court, Government counsel stated, with
respect to the prior order doctrine, that "the important thing is not whether there was

an order or contract, but whether it was prior." See 11 U. S. L. Week 3162 (1942).
'"Brief for Petitioner, p. 26, Walling v. Jacksonville Paper Co., 63 Sup. Ct. 332 (1943).
The fact that the respondent may treat the goods as stock in trade . . . does not

mean that the interstate journey ends at the warehouse." 63 Sup. Ct. 332, 336 (1943).
^"Wholesalers are beginning to think of themselves as those who do a definite job�that

of giving efficient service in getting goods to the retailers. That is the place to put the

emphasis of the business. Possibly, if wholesalers will cease to think of themselves as

owners of merchandise and warehouses and concentrate more on the idea that their
function is to expedite the movements of that merchandise, efficiently and economically,
fewer mortalities might result." U. S. Chamber of Commerce, National Wholesale Con

ference, Report of Committee: Wholesalers' Functions and Services (1929), p. 9.

The whole tempo of merchandising today calls for frequent buying, quick delivery, and
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tion"40 that the goods he buys -will be sold, he would be engaged in
commerce.

The legal difficulties which would follow acceptance of this concept
of wholesalers are legion. For example, a wholesaler who estimates his
needs correctly would be engaged in interstate commerce both in the

purchase and sale of commodities, while a wholesaler who is left with

many items on hand because of poor guessing would not be so engaged;
a new wholesaler entering the business would not be covered because he
could not have well-grounded expectations as to the needs of his cus

tomers, while an established wholesaler in the same area would be

covered; goods sold by a wholesaler to a new retail customer would not

be in interstate commerce for similar reasons, whereas goods sold to an

old customer would be in commerce; and, finally, the argument might
conceivably be extended to retailers, who also buy with a well-grounded
expectation that the goods will continue on their journey to the ultimate

consumer, in which case the doctrine might be extended to a point be
yond all present comprehension.
However, it is significant that the Supreme Court, in rejecting this

contention of the Government, did not state categorically that it was

unsound in principle. On the contrary, it intimated that under some

circumstances wholesalers might be considered as engaging in interstate
commerce when they purchased goods because of anticipated demands
rather than on prior orders, contracts, or understandings.41 In the
Jacksonville case, this argument failed of fruition because the members
of the Court "do not think the Administrator has sustained the burden
which is on a petitioner of establishing error in a judgment which we

are asked to set aside."42 On the record, the Court stated, the evidence
was "of a wholly general character and lacks, that particularity necessary
to show that the goods in question were different from goods acquired
and held by a local merchant for local disposition."43 Although the Court

recognized the intent of Congress to leave local business to the protection
of the states, the implications contained in the foregoing statements are

to the effect that in another case or on a more detailed record it might
fast turn-over.'' Wholesale Dry Goods Institute, Report of Ninth Annual Convention,
Modernizing the Wholesale Operation (1936).
"Brief for Petitioner, p. IS, Walling v. Jacksonville Paper Co., 63 Sup. Ct. 332 (1943).
**"We do not mean to imply that a wholesaler's course of business based on anticipation

of needs of specific customers, rather than on prior orders or contracts, might not at

times be sufficient to establish that practical continuity of transit necessary to keep a

movement of goods 'in commerce' within the meaning of the Act." 63 Sup. Ct. 332, 336

(1943). Cf. Walling v. Silver Bros. Co., 6 Wage Hour Rep. 500 (C. C. A. 1st, May 21, 1943).
&Id. at 336.
"Ibid.
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be held that goods which are purchased by a wholesaler in anticipation
of retailers' demands and in the absence of any prior order or under

standing are in commerce until they reach the retailer.44 A determina
tion as to whether the Court will so extend the definition of commerce
under a statute which expressly does not cover activities which merely
affect commerce must await a decision in a more appropriate case.

Distributing Agency

No case involving the second type of organization�in which the
wholesaler's function is absorbed by the manufacturer�has been passed
upon by the Supreme Court, although one of its decisions under the
anti-trust laws45 seems to establish the applicable rule. In that case, the
Court stated that delivery of commodities from an extra-state supplier
to its own distributing agency for delivery to consumers within the state

does not terminate the interstate transaction.46 While that decision dealt

primarily with deliveries based upon prior orders, the language of the
Court can lead to no conclusion but that delivery to a distributing
agency does not end the interstate movement. Such a conclusion was

reached by the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals in a case arising under
the Fair Labor Standards Act.47 The circuit court, citing the Binderup
decision, ruled that if the employer was "a mere distributing agency" of
the extra-state supplier, "its customers are the customers of its princi
pal"48 and shipments made from the agency to the customers are in
commerce.

There should therefore be little difficulty in applying the employer
test to such distributing agencies, except perhaps in the unusual circum
stance where goods are shipped to the agent's warehouse and are there
stored for a considerable period before being sold to a local retailer.
For example, if a manufacturer ships goods to his agent, who keeps them
in his warehouse for a period of one year and subsequently effects a

sale to a local retailer, some courts might be loath to rule that the inter
state movement continues until the goods reach the retailer. However,
even in such circumstances, if the court accepts the statement in the

"In fact, this argument was used by the Third Circuit Court of Appeals soon after the

Supreme Court's decision to hold the employees of a retailer's warehouse in commerce.

See infra note 55.

"Binderup v. Pathe Exchange, 263 U. S. 291 (1923).
""The intermediate delivery to the agency did not end, and was not intended to end,

the movement of the commodity. It was merely halted as a convenient step in the process
of getting it to its final destination." 263 U. S. 291, 309 (1923).
"De Loach v. Crowley's, Inc., 128 F. (2d) 378 (C. C. A. 5th, 1942).
"Id. at 379.
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De Loach decision that a sale by the agent is a sale by the principal,
there would seem to be ample ground for considering the movement in
commerce.

Retailer's Warehouse

The law relating to the third type of warehouse transaction�where
the wholesaler's function has been taken over by the retailer�has not

yet been determined by the Supreme Court, although its action in deny
ing certiorari in one of the two leading cases on the subject49 has resulted
in some uncertainty as to the status of such employers.
In these two cases the courts are agreed as to at least one phase of

this problem�viz., that the statute's exemption with respect to retailers
does not apply to warehouses which are maintained by large retail com

panies to collect commodities and distribute them among the various
retail outlets in the state.50 But there, so far as interstate commerce (as
distinguished from production for commerce) is concerned, the agree
ment ends. The division of opinion with respect to application of the

employer test is complete�one court treating the retailer's warehouse
under the principles which govern in the case of independent whole

salers,51 the other comparing the retailer's warehouse with the supplier's
distributing agency.52
In the Goldblatt case, which was decided prior to the Supreme Court's

decision in Walling v. Jacksonville Paper Co., the Seventh Circuit Court
of Appeals stated that commerce continues up to the time the goods
reach the warehouse unloading platform, except where the goods were

purchased by the warehouse pursuant to a prior order, in which case

they remain in commerce until they reach the retail outlet. This court

also rejected the argument which the Government failed to sustain in the
Jacksonville case, holding that "the mere fact that an anticipated local
transaction causes movement in interstate commerce is not sufficient to
constitute the wholly local transaction after arrival a part of com

merce."53 Upon delivery of the goods to the warehouse, the court held,
interstate commerce ceases.

In the American Stores case, on the other hand, the Third Circuit

18Walling v. Goldblatt Bros., Inc., 128 F. (2d) 778 (C. C. A. 7th, 1942), cert, denied, 63

Sup. Ct. 528 (1943) ; Walling v. American Stores Co., 133 F. (2d) 840 (C. C. A. 3rd, 1943).
The Act exempts from Sections 6 and 7 "any employee engaged in any retail or service

establishment the greater part of whose selling or servicing is in intrastate comerce." 52

Stat. 1060 (1938), 29 U. S. C. � 213(a) (1940).
^Walling v. Goldblatt Bros., Inc., 128 F. (2d) 778 (C. C. A. 7th, 1942).
^Walling v. American Stores Co., 133 F. (2d) 840 (C. C. A. 3rd, 1943).
^UB F. (2d) 778, 783 (C. C. A. 7th, 1942).
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Court of Appeals treated the retailer's warehousing organization in the
some category as the distributing agencies in the Binderup and De Loach

cases,54 with the added argument that there was in this case the particu
larity of evidence necessary to establish a flow of commerce from the

supplier to the retail outlet, which particularity had been found lacking
in the Jacksonville case.55 The stronger argument, however, seems to be
that which, like the opinions in the distributing agency cases, refers to

the singleness of purpose as well as organization.56 In those cases there
was only one continuous transaction by reason of the principal-agency
relationship between supplier and warehouseman; here, there is only one

continuous transaction because of the analogous relationship between
the retailer and the warehouseman. In each type of case there is, in
effect, only one transaction, with an intermediate step being interposed
merely as a convenient step in the process of getting the goods to their
destinations. In one case the warehouse is for the convenience of the

supplier; in the other, for that of the retailer. The distinction hardly
warrants the reaching of contrary results in defining the extent of the
commerce clause of the Constitution. The Supreme Court has stated
that "commerce among the states is not a technical legal conception,
but a practical one, drawn from the course of business."57 Here, the
practical conception based upon the course of business would seem to

^Supra notes 47, 48.
The court referred to the method of buying in anticipation of the needs of each retail

outlet and the interrelation of the outlets and warehouse, and stated: "We think that these

facts, which are undisputed, provide evidence going far beyond that of the "wholly general
character' which was before the Supreme Court in the Jacksonville Paper Company case.

True, the deposit of the goods in the warehouse shows no evidence of being a ritual to

give a plausible appearance of breaking interstate transit. We have no reason to think
that the warehousing was for anything but the � convenience of the defendant in doing
business in what it regards as an efficient and economical way." 133 F. (2d) 840, 845

(C. C. A. 3rd, 1943).
^'Furthermore, it should be borne in mind in this case that we are not dealing here

with the problem of an independent wholesaler. The entire operation from the purchase,
manufacturing or processing of the goods to the ultimate sale to the retail purchaser is

that of the American Stores Company. The warehouses supply goods to the defendant's
retail stores and no others except where they deliver to one of the wholly owned subsidiaries
of the parent company. The warehouse manager does not buy or sell to retailers at a

profit; the warehouses are maintained by the company for convenience and distribution
of the goods. We have then nothing comparable to 'goods acquired and held by a local
merchant for local disposition' as mentioned in the Jacksonville Paper Company case, but
rather a situation where goods are shipped from one state and briefly warehoused in an

other for the convenience of the owner in making an efficient distribution of those goods
to its local retail outlets." 133 F. (2d) 840, 846 (C. C. A. 3rd, 1943).
"Swift & Co. v. United States, 196 U. S. 375, 398 (1905).
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sustain the Third Circuit Court of Appeals in holding that the entire
transaction from supplier to retail outlet is in commerce.

Aside from the merits of the Goldblatt and American Stores doctrines,
the relative persuasiveness of the two decisions will be the subject of
much argument. The Third Circuit Court of Appeals, in writing the
American Stores opinion, stated: "This conclusion may go somewhat be
yond that of our colleagues in the Seventh Circuit in Walling v. Gold
blatt Bros., Inc., 128 F. (2d) 778. But the court in that case did not
have the advantage of the guidance given by the Supreme Court deci
sions of Walling v. Jacksonville Paper Company and Higgins v. Carr
Brothers Company."58 This decision is therefore entitled to great weight
as a well-reasoned opinion based upon the broader interpretation given
to the Act by the Supreme Court. However, the argument can also be
made that the Supreme Court, in denying certiorari in the Goldblatt
case after its own decision in the Jacksonville case, tacitly recognized
the correctness of the doctrine laid down by the Seventh Circuit Court
of Appeals. The conflict between these two doctrines can be determined

only by a ruling of the Supreme Court, for the two concepts are not

capable of reconciliation.
There is only one hint in the Jacksonville opinion as to the manner in

which the Supreme Court might rule when this conflict is presented to it.
The Court stated in that opinion: "As in the case of an agency, if the
halt in the movement of the goods is a convenient intermediate step in
the process of getting them to their final destination, they remain 'in
commerce' until they reach those points."59 Might not this phrase be as

applicable to the retailer's warehouse as it is to the supplier's? The

practical difference between the two situations seems inconsequential,
so far as it determines the extent of interstate movement.

Employee Test

After application of the employer test to determine whether or not

any interstate commerce is involved, the employee test must be met

before any individual employee can be held to be entitled to the benefits
of the Act. Here, too, there are three sets of circumstances:

(1) where all. of the wholesaler's or warehouseman's sales are in
commerce until the goods reach the retailer;
(2) where none of his sales are in commerce; and

(3) where part of his sales are in commerce.

In circumstances where all of the warehouseman's business is in com-

E8133"F7(2d) 840, 846 (C. C. A. 3rd, 1943).
ra63 Sup. Ct. 332, 335 (1943).
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merce, it has been held that all of his employees are covered by the
Act.60 This would seem to follow from the Supreme Court's decision

holding that employees who work on facilities which are instrumentali
ties of commerce (a toll road and drawbridge) are "so intimately related
to interstate commerce as to be in practical and in legal contemplation
a part of it."61 The Third Circuit Court of Appeals, in the American
Stores case, drew no distinction between employees whose work is actu

ally in commerce and those whose work was only related to commerce.

It is with respect to employees who cannot be said to be in commerce

that the chief problems arise. For example, an employee whose sole

job is that of night watchman at a warehouse does not seem to be "en

gaged in commerce" so as to be within the Act. Certainly, all employees
who handle the goods are covered, and apparently those doing office
work which involves the shipments are also covered where all the sales
of the warehouseman are in commerce. But watchmen, porters and

janitors who maintain the building facilities but never touch the goods,
elevator operators who handle only passengers rather than freight, and
other employees who are necessary for the operation and maintenance
of the building are not in commerce. However, since the operation and
maintenance employees are essential to the proper functioning of the

business, such employees are probably in the same class as the repairmen
working on the toll road and drawbridge in the Overstreet case. It is

probably not necessary to refer to the warehouse as an "instrumentality
of commerce" (although such label might properly be applied), since the
test of the Overstreet case can- be met if the activities of the watchman,
janitor, etc., can be regarded as "so intimately related to interstate com

merce" as to be a part of it.
Apparently, employees of an independent contractor whose job it is

to repair a warehouse are not covered by the Act.62 This conclusion
seems to negative the importance of the employee test, since the em

ployees of the contractor would not be covered although the employees
of the warehouseman doing exactly the same work would be covered.63

"Walling v. American Stores Co., 133 F. (2d) 840 (C. C. A. 3rd, 1943).
^Overstreet v. North Shore Corp., 63 Sup. Ct. 494 (1942).
mCf. Johnson v. Dallas Downtown Development Co., 132 F. (2d) 287 (C. C. A. Sth,

1942) ; Cochran v. Florida National Building Corp., 45 F. Supp. 830 (S. D. Fla. 1942) ;
Johnson v. Filstow, Inc., 43 F. Supp. 930 (S. D. Fla. 1942) ; Lofther v. First National
Bank of Chicago, 45 F. Supp. 986 (N. D. 111. 1941).
^A similar argument was used by the Government in the Jacksonville case. Under the

Binderup and De Loach decisions, Government counsel argued, all the warehouseman's

employees are covered. Therefore, they claimed, since the employees of an independent
wholesaler do exactly the same type of work, they too should be entitled to the benefits
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In such circumstances, the test of reasonableness seems to be applica
ble.64 The line must be drawn somewhere, and this line seems not only
reasonable but generally accepted by the courts.65 Thus, if the ware

houseman leases another's building and the lessor's employees take care

of the repair and maintenance of the building, such employees would
not be covered.66 Where the repair and maintenance employees are em

ployed directly by the warehouseman, however, they evidently are within
the coverage of the Act. Thus, the Act would seem to apply to all

employees of a warehouseman all of whose sales are in interstate
commerce.

In the second type of case calling for application of the employee test
�where none of the warehouseman's sales are in commerce�the line

dividing coverage from non-coverage seems to be the unloading platform.
The Act has generally been held to cover employees who unload the

goods from the carrier to the unloading platform67 and those who engage
in checking the goods before they have come to rest on the platform.68
This demarcation is inherent in the "come to rest" doctrine,69 for once

the goods have come to rest on the platform of the warehouse, their
interstate journey has ceased. Persons who are engaged in storing the

goods, checking them in the warehouse, delivering them to local retailers,
of the Act. This reasoning is a leading example of the errors brought about by over

emphasis on the employee test to the exclusion of the employer test, which, as previously
noted, must first be applied to determine if there is any commerce involved in the cir

cumstances before the court. Otherwise, the Act would extend to fields not only beyond
the constitutional area of interstate commerce but even beyond the greater realm included
within the commerce power of Congress.
^In excluding from the coverage of the Act maintenance employees of the owner of a

building which was rented to tenants engaged in interstate commerce (not production for

commerce), the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals applied what it termed "the common sense

rule." 132 F. (2d) 287, 290 (C. C. A. Sth, 1942).
"Johnson v. Dallas Downtown Development Co., 132 F. (2d) 287 (C. C. A. Sth, 1942) ;

Stoike v. First National Bank of City of New York, 6 Wage Hour Rep. 415 (N. Y. Ct.

App., Apr. 15, 1943).
"This situation is distinguishable from that in the Kirschbaum case, where the tenants

were engaged in production for commerce, for the Act specifically applies to all employees
who are engaged in "any process or occupation necessary to the production" of goods
for commerce. There is no similar provision with respect to employees who are "necessary"
for the maintenance of interstate commerce, the Act covering only those who are actually
"in commerce."

"Walling v. Goldblatt Bros., Inc., 128 F. (2d) 778 (C. C. A. 7th, 1942) ; Jax Beer Co. v.

Redfern, 124 F. (2d) 172 (C. C. A. 5th, 1941) ; Klotz v. Ippolito, 40 F. Supp. 422 (S. D.
Tex. 1941) ; Fleming v. Alterman Bros., 38 F. Supp. 94 (N. D. Ga. 1941) ; Drake v.

Kirsch, 40 F. Supp. 290 (N. D. Ga. 1941).
"Walling v. Goldblatt Bros., Inc., 128 F. (2d) 778 (C. C. A. 7th, 1942).
"See cases cited supra note 18.
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or doing paper work are not covered, and, of course, repair arid main
tenance employees are not covered whether employed by the warehouse
man, the lessor of the building, or a contractor.
In the third category�where part of the sales are in commerce and

part are not�the Act clearly applies to those employees who are engaged
in unloading the goods and checking them before unloading, as in the

previous classification. Where an employee is engaged in storing goods
within the warehouse, some of which goods ultimately move in interstate
and some in intrastate commerce, the burden is on him to prove that he
is engaged in commerce within the meaning of the Act.70 Where a sub
stantial part of the sales are in commerce and there is no segregation
by the employer of the goods to move in intrastate commerce�e.g.,
where 50 per cent of the goods handled or checked by the employee ulti
mately move in commerce�the Act applies to the employee.71 In such
a case, the burden of proof is on the employee, but the burden of going
forward with the evidence would seem to be on the employer who at

tempts to prove that the employee did not work on goods which moved
in commerce. Trucking employees of a warehouseman would thus be
covered where a substantial part of the goods they transported to re

tailers moved in commerce.72 Apparently, repair and maintenance em

ployees of a warehouseman 50 per cent of whose sales were in commerce

would also be covered, since a substantial part of their work would
meet the test laid down in the case of the employer who sells only in
interstate commerce.73
Where there is complete segregation of the employee's interstate and

intrastate activities, there is considerable conflict as to whether the

employee can recover under the Act only for the time actually spent on
the interstate goods or whether he can recover for the whole week.
Although the Administrator of the Wage and Hour Division contends
that an employee is covered for the whole week whether or not there is
any segregation,74 the majority of the courts have held otherwise.75 The

"Warren-Bradshaw Drilling Co. v. Hall, 317 U. S. 88 (1942).
nCf. Walling v. Jacksonville Paper Co., 63 Sup. Ct. 332 (1943) ; Walling v. Goldblatt

Bros., Inc., 128 F. (2d) 778 (C. C. A. 7th, 1942) ; Walling v. Silver Bros. Co., 6 Wage Hour

Rep. 500 (C. C. A. 1st, May 21, 1943).
raDrake v. Hirsch, 40 F. Supp. 290 (N. D. Ga. 1941) ; Rahgo v. Cities Service Oil Co.,

5 Wage Hour Rep. 157 (N. Y. Mun. Ct. 1942) ; cf. Jax Beer Co. v. Redfern, 124 F. (2d)
172 (C. C. A. 5th, 1941).
�Supra note 60.

74See Interpretative Bulletin No. 5, 1942 Wage Hour Man. 24, 28.

^Super-Cold Southwest Co. v. McBride, 124 F. (2d) 90 (C. C. A. 5th, 1941) ; Samuels
v. Houston, 46 F. Supp. 364 (S. D. Ga. 1942) ; Jones v. Springfield Missouri Packing Co.,
45 F. Supp. 997 (S. D. Mo. 1942) ; Snavely v. Shugart, 45 F. Supp. 722 (S. D. Tex. 1942) ;
Kidd v. Royal Crown Bottling Co., 6 Wage Hour Rep. 115 (Tenn. Ct. App. 1943) ; Camp-
field v. West Texas Utilities, 5 Wage Hour Rep. 536 (Tex. Ct. Civ. App. 1942).
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Administrator's contention seems more logical, since the Supreme Court
has stated that the Act is applicable to any employee a substantial part
of whose work is in interstate commerce. Whether or not there is any
segregation, therefore, it seems to follow that any employee who devotes
a substantial part of his time to work on goods that move in commerce

is covered by the Act.
The law on the subject is therefore beginning to follow a definite

course leading to clarity and uniformity of interpretation, but the appli
cation of the law to specific factual situations is, and is likely to remain
for some time, a highly controversial issue.

WILLIAM J. BARNHARD

FROM CLIFFORD TO STUART

TN Helvering v. Clifford,1 Mr. Justice Douglas, speaking for the United
States Supreme Court in taxing the grantor on the income of a short-

term family trust, said:2
"In this case we cannot conclude as a matter of law that respondent ceased

to be the owner of the corpus after the trust was created. Rather, the short
duration of the trust, the fact that the wife was the beneficiary, and the reten

tion of control over the corpus by respondent all lead irresistibly to the con

clusion that respondent continued to be the owner for purposes of � 22 (a)."

The grantor was held taxable after the Court considered and weighed
together three factors: (1) the duration of the trust; (2) the relation

ship between the grantor and the beneficiary; and (3) the amount of
control retained by the grantor over the trust. Finding that the trust

was of but five years' duration, that the beneficiary was the wife of
the grantor, and that the grantor retained a large degree of control, the
Court held the trust income to be part of the grantor's gross income un

der Section 22 (a) of the Internal Revenue Code.3

x309 U. S. 331 (1940).
2Id. at 335.
3Section 22 (a) provides: " 'Gross Income' includes gains, profits, and income derived

from salaries, wages, or compensation for personal service ... of whatever kind and in

whatever form paid, or from professions, vocations, trades, businesses, commerce, or sales,
or dealings in property, whether real or personal, growing out of the ownership or use

of or interest in such property; also from interest, rent, dividends, securities, or the trans

action of any business carried on for gain or profit, or gains or profits and income derived

from any source whatever."

On the same day that the Clifford case was decided, the Supreme Court held in Helvering
v. Wood, 309 U. S. 344 (1940), that a mere reversion is not a power to revest within

the meanmg of Section 166, and therefore a short-term trust is not taxable to the grantor
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Mr. Justice Douglas also said:4
". . . no one fact is normally decisive but ... all considerations and circum
stances of the kind we have mentioned are relevant to the question of owner

ship and are appropriate foundations for findings on that issue."

All three of the relevant factors actually were present in the Clifford
case, and the questions remained whether all three elements must be

present in order to tax the grantor or whether any one or any combina
tion of the elements would be sufficient. These questions have been

largely answered by the cases decided by the various Circuit Courts of

Appeal since the decision in the Clifford case5 but they have now been

finally answered by the Supreme Court in the case of Helvering v.

Stuart?

The Duration of the Trust

Since the Clifford case and prior to the Stuart case, approximately
forty cases involving family trusts had been tried in the Circuit Courts
of Appeal of the United States. In thirty of these cases the grantor of
the trust was taxed and in ten of them the courts refused to tax the

under that Section.
Section 166 of the Internal Revenue Code provides: "Where at any time the power to

revest in the grantor title to any part of the corpus of the trust is vested� (1) in the

grantor, either alone or in conjunction with any person not having a substantial adverse
interest in the disposition of such part of the corpus or the income therefrom, or (2) in

any person not having a substantial adverse interest in the disposition of such part of the

corpus or the income therefrom, then the income of such part of the trust shall be included
in computing the net income of the grantor."
Section 167 provides: "Where any part of the income of a trust� (1) is, or in the dis

cretion of the grantor or of any person not having a substantial adverse interest in the

disposition of such part of the income may be, held or accumulated for future distribution
to the grantor; or (2) may, in the discretion of the grantor or of any person not having
a substantial adverse interest in the disposition of such part of the income, be distributed
to the grantor; or (3) is, or in the discretion of the grantor or of any person not having
a substantial adverse interest in the disposition of such part of the income may be, applied
to the payment of premiums upon policies of insurance on the life of the grantor (except
policies of insurance irrevocably payable for the purposes and in the manner specified in

section 23 (o) , relating to the so-called 'charitable contribution' deduction) ; then such part
of the income of the trust shall be included in computing the net income of the grantor."
4HeIvering v. Clifford, 309 U. S. 331, 336 (1940).
"Board of Tax Appeals and Tax Court cases are not considered herein, but see Helvering

v. Marshall, 1 T. C. No. 56, where the Tax Court has held that it no longer considers
the duration of the trust essential to taxability of the grantor. In other words, the grantor
may be taxed if he retains sufficient control over the trust even though the trust is irre

vocable and the grantor retains no reversion. See also, Annotations (1941) 132 A. L. R.

785, 819 and 844.

"63 Sup. Ct. 140 (1942).
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grantor. Of the thirty cases upholding taxation, nearly twenty of them
involved short-term trusts:

1 YEAR�Kraft v. Helvering, 111 F. (2d) 370 (C. C. A. 3rd, 1940), cert.

denied, 311 U. S. 675 (1940) (decided on the basis of Section 166, but indica
tion that Section 22 (a) would have been applied if it had been argued).

2 YEARS�Helvering v. Wilson, 125 F. (2d) 307 (C. C. A. 7th, 1942).

3 YEARS�First National Bank of Chicago v. Helvering, 110 F. (2d) 448
(C. C. A. 7th, 1940). Helvering v. Hormel, 111 F. (2d) 1 (C. C. A. 8th, 1940),
affd., 312 U. S. 552 (1941). Helvering v. Woolley, 122 F. (2d) 167 (C. C. A.
2nd, 1941), cert, denied, 314 U. S. 693 (1941). McKnight v. Helvering, 123
F. (2d) 240 (C. C. A. 8th, 1941).

5 YEARS�Penn v. Helvering, 109 F. (2d) 954 (C. C. A. 8th, 1940). Helvering
v. Richter, 114 F. (2d) 452 (C. C. A. 3rd, 1940), reversed, 312 U. S. 561
(1941). Helvering v. Dunning, 118 F. (2d) 341 (C. C. A. 4th, 1941), cert.

denied, 314 U. S. 631 (1941) (decided on Sec. 166, Sec. 22 (a) not being con

sidered). Reuter v. Helvering, 118 F. (2d) 698 (C. C. A. 5th, 1941). Hel
vering v. Goulder, 123 F. (2d) 686 (C. C. A. 6th, 1941).

6 YEARS�Helvering v. Barbour, 122 F. (2d) 165 (C. C. A. 2nd, 1941), cert.

denied, 314 U. S. 691 (1941).

6y2 YEARS�Helvering v. Elias, 122 F. (2d) 171 (C. C. A. 2nd, 1941), cert.

denied, 314 U. S. 692 (1941).

10 YEARS�Helvering v. Berolzheimer, 116 F. (2d) 628 (C. C. A. 2nd, 1940).
Helvering v. Ward, 119 F. (2d) 207 (C. C. A. 3rd, 1941). Cory v. Helvering,
126 F. (2d) 689 (C. C. A. 3rd, 1942), cert, denied, 63 Sup. Ct. 34 (1942).

SHORT TERM�(Number of years not specified)�Thomson v. Helvering, 114
F. (2d) 607 (C. C. A. 8th, 1940). Helvering v. Abraham, 115 F. (2d) 368

(C. C. A. 2nd, 1940) (decided per curiam on authority of Clifford v. Helvering,
supra.) Leonard v. Hoey, 124 F. (2d) 399 (C. C. A. 2nd, 1941) (decided per
curiam on authority of the Clifford, Barbour, Woolley, and Elias cases, supra).

Several cases holding that the grantor of a trust is not taxable on its
income base, such holding on the absence of a short term:
In Helvering v. Branch7 the court said:

"In common with Helvering v. Clifford, 309 U. S. 331, 60 S. Ct. 554, 84
L. Ed. 788, the grantor in the present case has made himself trustee with broad

powers of management, and named his wife as beneficiary. There the corres

pondence ends. An important feature of the Clifford case was that the trust

was of short duration; certiorari was granted 'because of the importance to

the revenue of the use of such short term trusts in the reduction of surtaxes.'

7114 F. (2d) 985, 987 (C. C. A. 1st, 1940). See also, Helvering v. Palmer, 115 F. (2d)
368 (C. C. A. 2nd, 1940) (grantor not taxed on authority of Helvering v. Branch, supra;
per curiam decision).
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309- U. S. at page 334, 60 S. Ct. at page 556, 84 L. Ed. 788. Here the trust,
created at the time of marriage, is at least for the lifetime of the wife, and

longer than that if she outlives her husband and exercises her power of appoint
ment. In the Clifford case the corpus would surely revest in the grantor at the
end of five years, and maybe sooner. Here the corpus will revest in the grantor
only in the event that he outlives his wife, and even this possibility of reverter
is subject to be extinguished if the wife exercises her power to appoint the
trust estate to new uses or to terminate the trust and vest the corpus in herself."

In Helvering v. Jonas8 the grantor was held not taxable because of
the fact that the trust was to extend for ten years and was extended
from time to time after the expiration of that period. The court held
that the length of the term differentiated the case from others decided

by the same court in which the grantor was held taxable.9
In Helvering v. Betts,10 the court said :

"We think the facts here are not within the ruling of the Clifford case.

There the trust was for a short term. It could have been terminated immedi

ately after it was created, and upon its termination, the corpus was to revert
to the grantor, who was himself the trustee. Here respondent is not the trustee
and cannot name himself as such. He may not alter, amend or modify the trust

agreement without the consent of adversely interested parties. The trust is of
long, uncertain duration. The income is distributable to persons other than the

grantor and over it he has no dominion. He has reserved no right to hold any of
the trust property, though he has retained the right to designate what should
be bought and sold. Reason for this reservation evidently lay in his experience
in the security business, which furnished justification for belief, upon his part,
at least, of desirability of exercise of his judgment for the benefit of his
beneficiaries."

In Helvering v. Armour,11 the court, in holding the grantor not taxable,
said:

"Here the powers as retained by the settlor were not so extensive. The trust
was not for 'a short term.' It did not effect merely 'a temporary reallocation
of income within an intimate family group,' but was for the lifetime of the
daughter, who had established her own home and family ties elsewhere and
was not a member of the intimate family of her mother. Therefore the imme
diate family intimacy present in the Clifford case was lacking. Then, too, the
trust here effectuated a substantial change in the settlor's economic position.
The income became irrevocably the property of the daughter. The inspiring
motive was in the desire, as the Board found, of the mother to provide for
the support of a daughter who had sacrificed her property to aid her father. As

"122 F. (2d) 169 (C. C. A. 2nd, 1941).
'Such as Helvering v. Woolley, 122 F. (2d) 167 (C. C. A. 2nd, 1941) ; Helvering v.

Barbour, 122 F. (2d) 165 (C. C. A. 2nd, 1941) ; Helvering v. Elias, 122 F. (2d) 171

(C. C. A. 2nd, 1941).
10123 F. (2d) 534, 537 (C. C. A. 7th, 1941).
u125 F. (2d) 467, 469, 470 (C. C. A. 7th, 1942).
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the Board said, the taxpayer, the settlor, intended to deprive herself of the
economic benefits in the property for her daughter's lifetime and within three
years surrendered entirely her reversionary interest. From these circumstances
the Board rightfully concluded that the settlor did not remain in substance the
owner of the property to such an extent as to be taxable with its income.
"That the short term of the trust is of moment and was so considered in the

Clifford case is apparent from the opinion of Mr. Justice Douglas, in his state
ment that the transaction worked only 'a temporary reallocation of income
within an intimate family group.' That this feature was in the minds of other
members of the court is apparent further from Mr. Justice Roberts' dissenting
opinion, in which he remarked that 'if some short term trusts are to be treated
as non-existent for income tax purposes, it is for Congress to specify them.' "

In several cases where the trust was of a long or indefinite duration,
a reversion or possibility of reverter existed.
In White v. Higgins,12 the court held the grantor taxable where the

trust was irrevocable but the trustee, who was the grantor's wife, had
the power to give the grantor the corpus in her discretion. In this case

Section 166 should have governed but the court had, in a previous deci

sion, held that Section 166 did not control and therefore felt itself to
be bound by the law of the case. It then went on to hold the grantor
taxable under Section 22 (a).
In Jacobs v. Helvering,13 the court held the grantor taxable where

the trust was revocable as to any beneficiary and the grantor was to be

paid the income or principal of the trust if he needed it, upon the sole
discretion of the trustee, who was his wife.
In Helvering v. Buck14 the grantor was held taxable where the trust

was irrevocable but the grantor was to receive the share of any bene

ficiary who predeceased him.
In Cox v. Helvering,15 the grantor was held taxable where the trust

was revocable by the grantor and any one beneficiary. The beneficiaries
included the grantor's wife, daughter, son, and other members of his

family. The result was based on Section 22 (a) and Section 166, al
though Section 166 should have been sufficient basis for the decision.
In similar trusts, Sections 166 and 167 were held to control in Fulham v.

Helvering,16 and in Altmaier v. Helvering}1
In Richardson v. Helvering,18 the husband was held taxable where the

"116 F. (2d) 312 (C. C. A. 1st, 1940).
M129 F. (2d) 99 (C. C. A. Sth, 1942). -

"120 F. (2d) 775 (C. C. A. 2nd, 1941).
"110 F. (2d) 934 (C. C. A. 10th, 1940).
M110 F. (2d) 916 (C. C. A. 1st, 1940).
"116 F. (2d) 162 (C. C. A. 6th, 1940), cert, denied, 312 V. S. 706 (1940).
M121 F. (2d) 1 (C. C. A. 2nd, 1941).
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trust was created by the wife and the husband was trustee and the trust

was revocable by him. In this case the husband was the real grantor
of the trust instead of the wife, and Section 166 should have been applied
instead of Section 22 (a).
In Whitely v. Helvering,19 the grantor was held taxable where the

trust was irrevocable but the income could be paid to the grantor for
the support of the minor children who were the beneficiaries at the

grantor's discretion. The result was based upon Section 166, and is

similar to part of the holding in Helvering v. Stuart,20 discussed infra.
In all of the above cases either a short-term trust was involved or

else the grantor retained a reversion or a possibility of reverter. How

ever, in Helvering v. Stuart,21 the trusts created by R. Douglas Stuart

and John Stuart provided for the distribution of income of the trust to

the beneficiaries, which were minor children in the R. Douglas trust

and adult children in the John trust, and at the expiration of a certain

period the trust corpus was to be distributed to the beneficiaries. The

grantors retained no reversion or possibility of reverter in the trusts.

The Supreme Court of the United States, although recognizing that "the
impossibility of reversion to the grantors" pointed to "complete divest
ment of control", remanded the John Stuart trust to the Board of Tax

Appeals for a finding of fact as to whether the grantor retained such
control over the trust so that he must be regarded as the owner of its
income. The Stuart case holds that neither a short term nor a reversion

is necessary to make the grantor taxable in a family trust.

On the other hand, in several of the cases holding that the grantor
of a short-term trust is taxable for its income, the grantor did not retain

any control beyond that which he had because of the short duration of
the trust.
Neither the short-term trust nor a reversion is necessary to make the

grantor of the trust taxable upon its income, but the shortness of the
term may be sufficient in itself to tax the grantor.

The Family Relationship

One of the controlling elements in the Clifford case was the fact that
the beneficiary was the wife of the grantor of the trust. Several cases
since the Clifford case have held that such family relationship is neces

sary before the grantor will be held to be taxable.

M120 F. (2d) 782 (C. C. A. 3rd, 1941), cert, denied, 314 U. S. 657 (1941).
"63 Sup. Ct. 140 (1942).
aIbid.
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In Helvering v. Armour,22 the court, in holding that the grantor was

not taxable where the beneficiary was an adult daughter, said:
"Another important element, under the Clifford case, is the identity of the

beneficiary. Mr. Justice Douglas seems to have laid emphasis on the fact that
the beneficiaries there were members of the grantor's immediate family group
and that the trust accomplished reallocation of income within 'an intimate
family group.' The Board, since this decision, has in at least one case suggested
as a yardstick the question of whether the grantor is under any legal duty to

support the relative, Elizabeth K. Lamont v. Commissioner, 43 B. T. A. 61.
In Kraft v. Commissioner, 3 Cir., Ill F. 2d 370, certiorari denied 311 U. S.
671, 61 S. Ct. 32, 85 L. Ed. 431, and in Commissioner v. Chamberlain, 2 Cir.,
121 F. 2d 765, the court indicated that the fact that the beneficiaries of a trust
are members of the grantor's family is of itself not enough to bring the case

within the Clifford rule. In Altmaier v. Commissioner, 6 Cir., 116 F. 2d 162,
certiorari denied 312 U. S. 706, 61 S. Ct. 827, 85 L. Ed. 1138, and Commissioner
v. Central Nat. Bank, 119 F. 2d 470, the court refers to Helvering v. Horst,
311 U. S. 112, 61 S. Ct. 144, 85 L. Ed. 75, 131 A. L. R. 655, as giving addi
tional stress to the 'family solidarity' test. We agree with the Board that the
family situation is not such as to bring this case within Helvering v. Clifford. . . .

"But, more than that, the beneficiary, as the Board found, though closely
bound to the settlor by ties of blood and affection, had left her mother's family
and established her own family ties and lived with her husband in her own

immediate family. Nor, the Board found, was there legal obligation upon the
mother to contribute to the support of her daughter."

In Helvering v. Achelis28 and in Helvering v. Chamberlain24 the bene
ficiaries were educational institutions and the courts held that the grantor
was not taxable.

However, some courts have held that the Clifford doctrine may be

applied, even though no family relationship exists. In Helvering v.

Brown,25 the grantor was held taxable upon the income of an irrevocable
trust in which a servant and a friend of the grantor were beneficiaries.
In Helvering v. Lamont,26 the grantor was held taxable upon the in

come from a trust which was revocable from year to year and of which
the beneficiary was a charitable institution.
It has been held by the Supreme Court that the family relationship

is not sufficient in itself to make the grantor taxable. In Helvering v.

Stuart21 the Court said:

"Plainly, these distributions or accumulations were to be used for the eco

nomic advantage of the children of the settlors and to the amount of these

"US F. (2d) 467, 470, 471 (C. C. A. 7th, 1942).
w\\2 F. (2d) 929 (C. C. A. 2nd, 1940).
M121 F. (2d) 765 (C. C. A. 2nd, 1941).
26122 F. (2d) 800 (C. C. A. 3rd, 1941).
M127 F. (2d) 875 (C. C. A. 2nd, 1942).
"63 Sup. Ct. 140, 147, 148 (1942).
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distributions and accumulations would satisfy the normal desire of a parent
to make gifts to his children. Is this alone sufficient to make the income of
the trusts taxable to the settlors?

"Disregarding for the moment the minority of some of the beneficiaries, we

think not. So broad a basis would tax to a father the income of a simple trust

with a disinterested trustee for the benefit of his adult child. No act of Con

gress manifests such an intention. Economic gain realized or realizable by the

taxpayer is necessary to produce a taxable income under our statutory scheme.
That gain need not be collected by the taxpayer. He may give away the right
to receive it as was done in Helvering v. Horst, 311 U. S. 112, 61 S. Ct. 144,
85 L. Ed. 75, 131 A. L. R. 655; Helvering v. Eubank, 311 U. S. 122, 125, 61

S. Ct. 149, 150, 85 L. Ed. 81, and Harrison v. Schaffner, 312 U. S. 579, 61 S.
Ct. 759, 85 L. Ed. 1055. But the donor nevertheless had the 'use (realization)
of his economic gain.' 311 U. S. at page 117, 61 S. Ct. at page 147, 85 L. Ed.

75, 131 A. L. R. 655. In none of the cases had the taxpayer really disposed of
the res which produced the income. In Corliss v. Bowers, 281 U. S. 376, 50
S. Ct. 336, 74 L. Ed. 916, he had disposed of the res but with a power to

revoke at any moment. This right to realize income by revocation at the settlor's

option overcame the technical disposition. The 'non-material satisfactions'

(gifts-contributions) of a donor are not taxable as income. Helvering v. Horst,
supra."

Some cases holding that a family relationship is not sufficient in itself
to tax the grantor are: Kraft v. Helvering;28 Helvering v. Chamberlain;29
and Helvering v. Bateman.30
Family relationship is not necessary in order to tax the grantor and

its existence is not sufficient to tax the grantor.

The Control Retained by the Grantor

In Jones v. Norris,31 the court held that control of the trust corpus by
the grantor was necessary in order to tax the grantor. In that case the

grantor was not taxed since the grantor retained no power to revoke,
revert, or revest the income or corpus.
However, several cases have held that control by the grantor is not

necessary in order to tax him if the trust is of short duration. And in

Helvering v. Brown,32 the court held the grantor taxable where the trust
was irrevocable and the only control retained by the grantor was the

power to change the beneficiaries.
The Stuart case indicates that control may in itself be sufficient to

tax the grantor. The court said :33

Mlll F. (2d) 370 (C. C. A. 3rd, 1940), cert, denied, 311 U. S. 675 (1940).
M121 F. (2d) 765 (C. C. A. 2nd, 1941).
�127 F. (2d) 266 (C. C. A. 1st, 1942).
al122 F. (2d) 6 (C. C. A. 10th, 1941).
S2122 F. (2d) 800 (C. C. A. 3rd, 1941).
"Helvering v. Stuart, 63 Sup. Ct. 140, 148 (1942).
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"That economic gain for the taxable year, as distinguished from the non-

material satisfactions, may be obtained through a control of a trust so com

plete that it must be said the taxpayer is the owner of its income. So it was

in Helvering v. Clifford, 309 U. S. 331, 33S, 336, 60 S. Ct. 554, 556, 557, 84
L. Ed. 788. Cf. Helvering v. Fuller, 310 U. S. 69, 72, note 1, 76, 60 S. Ct. 784,
786, 787, 84 L. Ed. 1082. Section 22 (a) we have said indicated the intention
of Congress to use its constitutional powers of income taxation to their 'full
measure.' Helvering v. Clifford, 309 U. S. 331, 334, 60 S. Ct. 554, 556, 84
L. Ed. 788; Helvering v. Midland Ins. Co., 300 U. S. 216, 223, 57 S. Ct. 423,
425, 81 L. Ed. 612, 108 A. L. R. 436; Douglas v. Wilcuts, 296 U. S. 1, 9,
56 S. Ct. 59, 62, 80 L. Ed. 3, 101 A. L. R. 391; Irwin v. Gavit, 268 U. S. 161,
166, 45 S. Ct. 475, 69 L. Ed. 897. Control of the stocks of the company of
which the grantors were executives may have determined the manner of creating
the trusts. Paragraph eight permits recapture of the stocks from the trust by
payment of their value. See page 2 (63 S. Ct. 143) supra. Family relationship
evidently played a part in the selection of the trustees. On the other hand
broad powers of management in trustees, even though without adverse interest,
point to complete divestment of control, as does the impossibility of reversion
to the grantors. The interlocking trustees were not appointed simultaneously.
The triers of fact have made no finding upon this point. Cf. Helvering v. Clif
ford, supra, 309 U. S. 336, 338, 60 S. Ct. 557, 558, 84 L. Ed. 788. When the
Board of Tax Appeals decided these cases under Section 166 it was not neces

sary for it to reach a conclusion on 22 (a) or its effect upon Section 167.
That should be done in No. 48, the John Stuart trusts."

Control of the trust by the grantor is not necessary to tax the grantor
but control in itself may be sufficient to tax the grantor.

Conclusion

The cases decided after the Clifford case in the Circuit Courts of

Appeal of the United States and the Stuart case, decided by the Supreme
Court, have somewhat clarified the doctrine of the Clifford case. These
cases hold that the three elements of the Clifford case need not all be

present in order to tax the grantor of a trust. If any two of the elements
are present the grantor will most certainly be taxed. If only the short-
term element is present or only the control element, the grantor will
probably be taxed, depending upon the shortness of the term or the ex

tent of the control. Family relationship alone is not sufficent to tax

the grantor but when combined with a short term or with control, the
grantor will be taxed.
In the final analysis what a court will do when faced with a so-called

"family trust" will be to consider the three elements and weigh those
which exist in the trust at hand. In Suhr v. Helvering?4 the grantor
was held not taxable where the trust was irrevocable but terminated at

M126 F. (2d) 283 (C. C. A. 6th, 1942).
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the grantor's death if the beneficiary, his wife, predeceased him. In that

case the court said:35

"The point is made, however, in the Clifford case, that no one fact is normally
decisive, but that all considerations and circumstances of the kind there men

tioned are relative to the question of ownership and are appropriate founda
tions for findings on that issue. With complete submissiveness to the authority
of the Clifford case, we have endeavored to analyze the present trust instru
ment, and the circumstances of its execution. No lack of respect for the author

ity of the Clifford case dictates our recital of the difficulties encountered. If
an essential factor leading to a conclusion of the grantor's ownership of the

trust corpus is the shortness of the term, then that factor is here absent. But

the court of the Second Circuit, equally zealous in the application of the rules
of the Clifford case, holds in Com'r. v. Buck, 120 F. 2d 775, that while the
control factor is sufficiently present when the trust is of short duration, never
theless, control may be present in a trust of long duration and the. grantor be

regarded as the owner. In the Clifford case the donor was himself the trustee,
but the court in the Buck case, concludes that Helvering v. Richter, 312 U. S.

561, 61 S. Ct. 723, 85 L. Ed. 1043, removes that circumstance as a significant
element in determining ownership; that while in Helvering v. Horst, 311 U. S.

112, 61 S. Ct. 144, 85 L. Ed. 75, 131 A. L. R. 655, title to the corpus was re

tained by the donor, there was no such retention in Helvering v. Eubank, 311

U. S. 122, 61 S. Ct. 149, 85 L. Ed. 81."36
ROBERT A. SPRECHER*

xId. at 287, 288.

"The Clifford case has been cited by the Supreme Court in several cases but the problem
considered here has yet to be clarified prior to the Stuart case. Helvering v. Wood, 309

U. S. 344 (1940) ; Helvering v. Fuller, 310 U. S. 69 (1940) ; Helvering v. Horst, 311 U. S.
112 (1940) ; Hormel v. Helvering, 312 U. S. 552 (1941) ; Helvering v. Richter, 312 U. S.

561 (1941) ; Harrison v. Schaffner, 312 U. S. 579 (1941) ; Pearce v. Helvering, 315 U. S.
543 (1942).
*B.S., J.D., Northwestern University; lecturer, De Paul University College of Law;

author, articles in various legal periodicals; member of the Chicago bar.



RECENT DECISIONS
NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENTS�Banks are Liable for Cashing Government

Checks Bearing Forged Indorsements of Fictitious Payees.
A government employee in charge of preparation of payrolls had, over a

period of four years, prepared fraudulent payrolls containing the names of
fictitious persons. Checks were drawn by the government's disbursing officer
to the order of these fictitious persons, and returned to the employee perpetrat
ing the fraud, together with checks drawn for persons on legitimate payrolls.
He thereupon endorsed the checks by forging the names of the fictitious pay
ees. Defendant banks cashed these checks and the government subsequently
paid the banks for the amounts thereof. Over the four year period some 1072

checks, amounting to $84,880.83, were involved in such transactions. Upon
discovery of the fraud, the government instituted this action to regain the

money thus paid to the banks. Held, that the negligence of the banks in honor

ing the forged indorsements was the proximate cause of the loss which, as be
tween the banks and the government, should be borne by the banks. Wash

ington Loan & Trust Co. v. United States, 134 F. (2d) 59 (App. D. C. 1943).
As both the banks and the government were equally innocent in the fraudu

lent transactions, the sole question was whose actions were responsible for the

money being paid out on the checks, for "as between two innocent persons,
the one whose act was the cause of the loss should bear the consequences."
Central National Bank v. National Metropolitan Bank, 31 App. D. C. 391

(1908). In Canal Bank v. Bank of Albany, 1 Hill 287 (N. Y. 1841) it was
held that, although both parties were equally innocent, the fault lay with the

party who paid the money, and the liability would fall on him, as against the
party from whom he subsequently received payment.
Depositors owe a duty to their banks to promptly examine checks returned

with their bank statement to ascertain any forged instruments, and to immedi

ately notify the bank of such forgery. Failure to do so constitutes negligence
on the part of the depositor and will preclude a recovery from the bank. First
National Bank v. Allen, 100 Ala. 476, 14 So. 335 (1893). This rule is based
on the contractual relationship between the bank and the depositor, whereby
the bank agrees to honor his signature on checks drawn to the extent of funds
available in his account. However, this duty applies only to examination to

determine forgeries of the drawer's signature, and does not extend to forged
indorsements. Insurance Company of North America v. Fourth National Bank

of Atlanta, 12 F. (2d) 100 (N. D. Ga., 1926). There is, then, no duty on

the drawer to examine checks presented to it for payment for ascertainment of
forged indorsements, and the banks in the instant case cannot complain of
the government's negligence in failure to notify them of the forged instruments.

By virtue of the Negotiable Instrument Law as incorporated in the D. C.
Code of 1940, tit. 28, � 110, when an instrument is payable to a fictitious or
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non-existent person, and such fact was known to the person making it so pay
able, the instrument is deemed payable to bearer, and indorsement is, there
fore, immaterial. Courts have argued that in cases of this kind the drawer
did not know the persons. However, in Equitable Life Assurance Society v.

National Bank of Commerce, 181 S. W. 1176 (1916), where an agent of the
plaintiff insurance company caused the company to issue a check payable to a

fictitious beneficiary, it was held the instrument was payable to bearer since

the knowledge of the agent was to be imputed to the principal. Since the agent
was acting adverse to his principal in this situation, the decision is open to

criticism, and does not harmonize with the trend of decisions best exemplified
by Los Angeles Inv. Co. v. Home Savings Bank, 180 Cal. 601, 182 Pac. 293

(1919), which held that the paper is not considered as drawn to a fictitious

payee where the maker did not know it to be so drawn, but believed the payee
designated to be an existing person. Similarly, Shipman v. Bank, 126 N. Y.

318, 27 N. E. 371 (1891) held that negotiable paper cannot be treated as

payable to bearer unless the maker knows the payee to be fictitious and actu

ally intends to make the payer payable to a fictitious person.
The situation in the instant case is closely analogous to that in numerous

other cases decided in favor of the drawer of the check. Jordan Marsh Co. v.
National Shawmut Bank, 201 Mass. 397, 87 N. E. 740 (1909); United States
v. National Bank of Commerce, 205 Fed. 433 (C. C. A. 9th, 1913) ; Harmon v.

Old Detroit National Bank, 153 Mich. 73, 116 N. W. 617 (1908). The defend
ant banks have tried to distinguish the case under discussion by reason of the

gross negligence of which they charge the government was guilty when it failed
to detect the fraud or reconcile the accounts affected by the fraud. Neverthe

less, the court followed the established rule in holding that no loss would have
occurred had not the banks, by cashing the checks, honored the forged indorse

ments, and that, therefore, the loss must fall on the banks.

Negligence of the drawer in failure to detect fraud can be interposed by the
banks as a defense only when it results from an affirmative act of negligence.
U. S. Cold Storage Co. v. Central Bank, 343 111. 503, 175 N. E. 825 (1931).
The rule of estoppel is applied where the drawer's negligent act has made the
fraud possible. Phillip v. Joy, 114 Me. 403, 96 Atl. 727 (1916). As stated
in Jordan Marsh Co. v. Shawmut Bank, supra, the negligence of the maker is
immaterial unless it is of a kind that directly and proximately affects the
banker in his duties. Some examples of positive acts of negligence by the
drawer which have facilitated the fraud and prevented recovery from the banks
are where blank checks are signed upon which names of fictitious persons are

afterwards filled in, Edelen v. Oakland Bank, 39 Cal. App. 302, 178 Pac. 737

(1918); where checks are mailed to the wrong person and fraudulently en

dorsed, Citizens' Union National Bank v. Terrell, 244 Ky. 16, 50 S. W. (2d)
60 (1932); where checks are delivered to an impostor who forges the payee's
signature, Central National Bank v. National Metropolitan Bank, supra; where
a dishonest employee verified a supposed signature of a payee which is in fact
a forgery, Thomas v. Standard Acc. Inst. Co., 7 F. Supp. 205 (E. D. Mich.
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1934) ; and where an agent of the drawer who is authorized to sign checks
forges names of fictitious payees to whom he has made the checks payable,
Phillips v. Mercantile Nat. Bank, 140 N. Y. 556, 35 N. E. 982 (1894).
There seems to be but a fine distinction between the cases enumerated above

and the instant case. Yet the case is reconcilable because the government's
negligence here was a failure to act at all, as contrasted with a negligent action.

WILLIAM B. ROBERTS

REAL PROPERTY�Tenancy by Sufferance Following Estate for Years Re
mains Subject to Terms of Expired Lease.

Tenant, by written agreement, leased certain business premises from the
landlord for a term of one year, beginning February 15, 1939, with an option
to renew for another year. The lease expired without exercise of the option,
but the tenant continued to occupy the premises until approximately the middle
of 1942. In September, 1941, the landlord demanded an increase in rent, which
was assented to by the tenant. One of the covenants of the lease provided that
the tenant should "make all exterior and interior repairs to the premises hereby
demised as may be needful." In January, 1942, repairs admittedly needful
within the purview of the expired lease became necessary. The tenant, claim
ing to be a tenant at sufferance as provided by statute (D. C. Code (1940) tit.
45, � 820), denied responsibility for making the repairs. The work was done
at the expense of the landlord, who brought action to recover costs amounting
to $240. Held, that under Section 820 "a tenant holding over and paying rent

becomes a tenant by sufferance in the sense only that his tenancy may be
terminated by either tenant or landlord on thirty days' notice in accordance
with Section 904 (D. C. Code (1940) tit. 45, � 904), and that such section

(Section 820) does not have the effect of releasing either the landlord or the
tenant from the implied obligation that the holding over is subject to all the cov

enants and terms of the original lease applicable to the new situation." Hamp
ton v. Mott Motors, Inc., decided by the Municipal Court of Appeals for the Dis
trict of Columbia on March 8, 1943, 17 The Washington Law Reporter 254.
At common law the holding over by a tenant for years presented the land

lord with two alternatives. He could either elect to treat the occupant as a

tenant from year to year or as a trespasser. Only so long as the landlord
failed to make his choice between the alternatives was the tenancy one at suf
ferance. Baltimore & Ohio R.R. v. West, 57 Ohio St. 161 (1897); Hall v.

Myers, 43 Md. 446 (1876); Emerick v. Tavener, 9 Gratt. (Va.) 220, 58 Am.
Dec. 217 (1852).
As long as a tenancy at sufferance existed, the possession of the tenant being

tortious, there was no duty on the part of the landlord to give notice to quit.
2 Bl. Comm. *150. The tenant had "only naked possession, and no estate which
he can transfer, or transmit, or which is capable of enlargement by release for

he stands in no privity to his landlord." 4 Kent, Comm. *1 16. His only right
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was that he could not be sued by the owner for trespass until the owner first
entered. 2 Bl. Comm. *150; Spalding v. Hall, 6 D. C. 123, (1864) ; Margosian
v. Markarian, 288 Mass. 197, 192 N. E. 612, (1934); Tiffany, Landlord and

Tenant, (1910) � 208. On the other hand, if the landlord elected to treat

the hold-over as a tenant and not a trespasser, a tenancy from year to year

immediately came into being, Morse v. Brainerd, 42 App. D. C. 448, 451

(1914), subject to the terms of the previous tenancy, so far as such terms were

applicable to a tenancy from year to year, but calling for six months' notice to

terminate. DeYoung v. Buchanan, 10 Gill & J. 149 (Md. 1838); Vrooman
v. McKaig, 4 Md. 450, 454 (1853); Pierce v. Grice, 92 Va. 763 (1896), 24
S. E. 392; Black v. LaPorte, 271 Fed. 620 (C. C. A. 8th, 1921). The land
lord and the tenant in tenancies from year to year have both been held bound

by covenants, in an expired lease, to make repairs. Cramer v. Baugher, 130
Md. 212, 217 (1917) (binding the landlord); Digby v. Atkinson, 4 Camp.
275, 171 Eng. Repr. 88 (1815) (binding the tenant).
The statutory provision in question, Section 820 of Title 45 of the District

of Columbia Code (1940), provides:
"All estates which by construction of the courts were estates from year to

year at common law, as where a tenant goes into possession and pays rent
without an agreement for a term, or where a tenant for years, after the ex

piration of his term, continues in possession and pays rent and the like, and all
verbal hireings by the month or at any specified rate per month, shall be deemed
estates by sufference."

The parties in the instant case recognize that at common law the estate
would have been one from year to year. It is settled, also, that by statute
this tenancy must be "deemed" an estate by sufferance requiring thirty days'
notice for termination. Morse v. Brainerd., supra; Soper v. Myers, 45 App.
D. C. 286 (1916); Weaver v. Koester, 54 App. D. C. 80, 294 Fed. 1011

(1942); National Cafes, Inc. v. Elite Laundry Co., 18 F. (2d) 828 (1927).
The question presented to the court, therefore, was whether it was the
intention of Congress that tenancies formerly known as estates from year
to year should now be regarded as tenancies at sufferance in the strict
common law sense, or whether Congress merely denominated the relationship
as one at sufferance to bring it within the statutory provision requiring thirty
days' notice for termination, eliminating the necessity for six-months' notice,
characteristic of the common law estate from year to year. The court took
the more logical view in refusing to revert to the common law definition.
H. L. Rust Co. v. Drury, 68 F. (2d) 167 (App. D. C. 1933), was cited by

the court as being in accord with its decision. In the Rust case the action was

to recover possession of an apartment rented to the defendant by the plaintiff
under a written lease, long since expired. One of the covenants in the lease
provided for thirty days' notice by either party in the case of a holding over,
but also provided that, in the event of lessee's failure to pay rent in advance,
no notice was required, "notice being hereby expressly waived", and the plain-
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tiff could recover the premises immediately. Defendant was in arrears more

than two months, and the court below held that thirty days' notice was re

quired by the statute. On appeal, however, the court pointed out that the
District of Columbia Code expressly provides that by agreement in writing
the parties to a lease could substitute a longer or shorter notice or waive all
such notice. D. C. Code (1940) tit. 45, � 908. While thirty days' notice
would ordinarily be required, the court applied the terms of the expired lease
to the new situation and gave effect to the waiver in the lease as sufficient

"agreement in writing."
Although the facts of the instant case and those of the Rust case are dis

similar, the principles involved seem to be identical. In both cases there was

a holding over, creating a tenancy by sufferance under the Code, and, in both

cases, a covenant in the expired lease was given effect.
The court cited Spalding v. Hall, supra, as a case describing a common law

tenancy at sufferance. But the Spalding case seems to do more than that. It,
in fact, seems to be the prime authority for the statutory interpretations in the
instant case and the Rust case. In the Spalding case, the court was called upon
to interpret the Act of July 4, 1864, 13 Stat. 383, the act originally abol

ishing estates from year to year in the District of Columbia in favor of estates

by sufferance with thirty days' notice. The court said: "The first section
further provides that an occupation, possession or holding of any real estate
without express contract or lease shall be deemed to be a tenancy by sufferance,
and that the holding of lands or tenements by contract or lease the terms {it
means term) of which have (has) expired shall be deemed and held to be a

tenancy by or at sufferance." Spalding v. Hall, supra at 126. (Italics sup
plied). In other words, the court in the Spalding case took special care to

point out the fact that it was the period through which the lease was to run

that had expired. The terms of the lease were still in force.
The Mott Motors case arose through the failure of Congress to recognize, in

substance, that black cannot be white. Statutes in several states, dealing with
tenancies at sufferance, have prompted the statement by Tiffany that "in some

states, probably through legislative ignorance of what constitutes a tenancy
by sufferance, it is provided by statute that a previous notice of one month
or more shall be necessary in order to terminate the tenancy. The effect of
these statutes, strictly construed, would be that a tenant, by wrongfully hold

ing over, acquires a right to notice which previously he did not possess. This
result has, however, been avoided by a construction of these statutes as not

applying to a tenancy by sufferance, properly so called." Tiffany, Real
Property (2-Vol. Ed., 1912), � 62.

The effect of the District of Columbia statute as interpreted by court de
cisions seems to be the creation of a new estate with the incidents of the com

mon law estate from year to year, but with the right in either party to terminate
on thirty days' notice�an estate with a familiar name shorn of its common law

significance.
WOODROW S. WILSON
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TORTS�Effect of Release of One Tort-feasor on Liability of Another*

Appellants, husband and wife, filed suit below against the owner of an auto

mobile which, while being driven by appellee's employee, collided with a taxi-

cab in which appellant wife was a passenger. Allegations of negligence were

denied, but the principal defense was grounded in a release alleged to have

been given jointly to the owner and driver of the taxicab in which the injured
woman was a passenger. It was argued that this release, which was put in
evidence and stipulated, constituted full accord and satisfaction and barred the

subject action, despite the fact that its terms embraced an express reservation
of rights against the wrongdoers not released, i.e., the appellees. Appellees
moved for a summary judgment asserting that as a result of the release there

was no genuine issue as to any material fact. Summary judgment was granted
and appeal noted. Appellants argued that there were two genuine issues as

to material facts: "Was the appellee a joint tort-feasor or an independent and
concurring tort-feasor? If the former, was the instrument upon which sum

mary judgment was granted a 'release' or a 'covenant not to sue'?" Held, that
partial satisfaction taken in compromise and release of one or some of the tort

feasors does not discharge the others. McKenna and McKenna v. Austin, (App.
D. C, Feb. 11, 1943. Kaplowitz v. Kay, 70 F. (2d) 782 (App. D. C. 1934)
is both repudiated and distinguished, but conceded to represent the more

generally prevailing rule.
The majority opinion, broad in scope, discusses several ramifications of the

effect of such a release: (1) the distinction between independent concurrent
tortious acts and joint tortious acts; (2) the materiality of the intent of the

parties to the release in determining its effect and the related question as to

the distinction between a release and a covenant not to sue; (3) interplay of
the question as to the effect of the release and the doctrine of contribution
between tort-feasors as recognized in the District of Columbia; (4) and finally,
the theoretical merits of the unitary discharge theory in general as predicated
upon the concept of joint liability. Throughout the opinion Kaplowitz v. Kay
is criticized as ambiguous on all of these points. The purview of the strong
minority opinion of Justice Stephens is sirriilar; the conclusions contrary; the
rationale perhaps more sound.

Appellants submitted that the release of one of several tort-feasors does not

effect discharge of the others if the tortious acts complained of were independ
ent concurring acts rather than joint acts. Husky Refining Co. v. Barnes, 119
F. (2d) 715 (C. C. A. 9th, 1941); Young v. Anderson, 33 Idaho 522, 196
Pac. 193 (1921) and cases cited therein. Acts which involve concert of action,
common design or duty, or joint enterprise may be distinguished from acts
which are physically independent although temporally concurrent. The dis

tinction, however, is not treated as significant by the weight of authority.
"The effect which the law attaches to a release discharging the liability of
a wrongdoer is the release of other tortfeasors who are jointly liable for the

injury. . . . This rule applies not only to joint torts, strictly so-called, but also
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to cases where the negligent acts of two or more persons operate concurrently
to the injury of another, so that in effect the damages are rendered inseparable."
Muse v. De Vito, 243 Mass. 384, 388, 137 N. E. 730, 731 (1923). See also:
Mason v. Lavine, 302 Pa. 472, 153 Atl. 754 (1931) ; Coleman v. Gulf Refining
Co., 172 Ark. 428, 289 S. W. 2 (1926); Lindsay v. Acme Cement Plaster Co.,
220 Mich. 367, 190 N. W. 275 (1922); Cormier v. Worcester Consol. St. Ry.,
234 Mass. 193, 125 N. E. 549 (1919); Note (1927) 50 A. L. R. 1057 (Tort
feasors, Release of One).
The majority opinion insists Kaplowitz v. Kay is ambiguous in that the

state of facts does not indicate whether joint or independent tort-feasors were

involved; that it makes no point of the distinction. Kaplowitz v. Kay expressly
relies on such decisions as Muse v. De Vito which treat the distinction as im
material in the application of the rule of law in question. Moreover, it is cer

tain that the Kaplowitz decision and the subject case are on all fours as far
as the relation between the tort-feasors is concerned. In both the plaintiff was
a passenger in an automobile which collided with another vehicle. There was

no concert of action or joint enterprise between the tort-feasors.
It may be concluded that the court's treatment of this particular issue is

weak. Significance is attributed to a distinction which is generally deemed
immaterial or non-existent. The criticism directed at the Kaplowitz decision
exceeds in ambiguity the decision which is under fire.

Although the distinction between joint and independent tort-feasors is em

phasized, Justice Rutledge seems to pivot his opinion on the parties' intention,
referring to the express reservation of rights against the appellee contained in
the release agreement as evidence of that intention. The position of Professor
Throckmorton expressed in Cooley, A Treatise on the Law of Torts

(Throckmorton's ed. 1930) � 80 is consistent with this point of view. Dean

Wigmore apparently agrees. (1923) 17 III. L. Rev. 563. Pursuing this line
of reasoning the court finds it unnecessary to adopt the subtle subterfuge sug
gested by appellants and adhered to by the English courts, Duck v. Mayeu,
2 Q. B. 511 (C. A. 1892), namely, construction of the instrument as a covenant
not to sue rather than a release. See Black v. Martin, 88 Mont. 256, 292 Pac.
577 (1930) ; 50 A. L. R. 1081, 1082; Clerk & Lindsell, The Law of Torts

(8th ed. 1929) 170. In so holding the court reverses Kaplowitz v. Kay, which,
in this particular, relies on Farmer's Savings Bank v. Aldrich, 153 Iowa 144,
151, 133 N. W. 383, 386 (1911): "The weight of authority in this country
seems to be unquestionably in support of the rule that an adjustment with one

wrongdoer, and his release from all further liability, discharges all the joint
wrongdoers, even though there is a reserved intention, either express or implied
to look to the other wrongdoers for further damages or compensation." See
also: Flynn v. Manson, 19 Cal. App. 400, 126 Pac. 181 (1912) ; Ducey v. Pat

terson, 37 Colo. 216, 86 Pac. 109 (1906); McBride v. Scott, 132 Mich. 176,
93 N. W. 243 (1903) ; Abb. v. Northern Pac. Ry., 28 Wash. 428, 68 Pac. 954

(1902); Seitker v. Phila. Traction Co., US Pa. 397, 17 Atl. 338 (1889).
Attempt to distinguish the Kaplowitz and McKenna decisions is futile. The
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court analyzes the former opinion: "It makes no point of any distinction be

tween a release and covenant not to sue . . . There is language which may in

dicate the plaintiff accepted the amount paid as full satisfaction for the total

injury." As to the first criticism, the majority holding itself says that it is

immaterial whether the instrument be considered a release or a covenant not
to sue. Justice Stephens in his minority opinion takes issue with the second

point of distinction: "... I think it somewhat strains the language of the opin
ion of the Kaplowitz case to conclude that it appears therefrom that the settle
ment in that case was in full satisfaction for the whole injury as distinguished
from the whole of the claim made against one tortfeasor and his insurer."
The McKenna case does not promulgate an unqualified rule. It admits the

propriety of the doctrine of unitary discharge when complete indemnity has
been made. The standard for determining the degree of indemnity, however,
is vague: "Whether or not the settlement amounts to full reparation is to be

determined, not merely from the fact of settlement, but as the facts of the

particular situation dictate. Partial satisfaction taken in compromise and re

lease of liability of one or some of the wrongdoers does not discharge the others.
In the present case the agreement with Independent expressly reserved the

plaintiff's rights against the defendant. He therefore was not discharged."
". . . The very fact that the plaintiff brings the suit is in itself evidence that
he did not intend the settlement to be full satisfaction for the injury . . ." It
is submitted that under this criterion courts will frequently be presented with

litigation motivated by a desire to make profit from harm because several share
in causing it. The fact that the release contains a reservation clause is some

evidence of failure of complete indemnity, but not conclusive evidence. The
fact that suit was filed is of negligible evidenciary value.

Justice Rutledge, in speaking for the majority of the court, was faced with
an additional question. Defendants below cleverly contended that George's
Radio, Inc. v. Capital Transit Co., 126 F. (2d) 219 (App. D. C. 1942), which
permitted contribution among unintentional tort-feasors, providing the wrong
doing of both parties was the result of legal inference or intendment as in the
case of liability resulting from the relationship of principal and agent under
the doctrine of respondeat superior, raised a dilemma precluding repudiation of
Kaplowitz v. Kay.
What is the gist of the dilemma? In order to encourage compromise, which

is a primary objective of reversal of the Kaplowitz holding, it is necessary to

give the settlement a substantial degree of finality; otherwise, compromises will
not be made. By attributing finality to the compromise you preclude contri
bution if the subsequent judgment exceeds twice the\ amount of the settlement
(a credit is allowed against the subsequent judgment in the amount of the
prior settlement). The court does not consider the dilemma insurmountable.
It suggests two alternative modifications of the accepted method of applying
the doctrine of contribution: (1) require the defendant in the suit which fol
lows settlement with the other tort-feasor to pay the full amount of the judg
ment after deducting the sum paid in compromise, thereby eliminating the
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normal contribution right to obtain from the settling wrongdoer that amount
which is necessary to equalize their respective payments; (2) impose burden
on the claimant by fixing the credit at half the amount of the judgment rather
than the amount of the prior settlement. The majority opinion itself seems to
dispose of the first suggestion by recognizing the inequity of penalizing' the
defendant who was not a party to the prior compromise. The other alterna
tive proposes to penalize the claimant, probably resulting in such a claimant
refusing to settle for any amount that could conceivably be less than half the
total recoverable damages. This would deter compromise. Moreover, the sec

ond alternative is inconsistent with the majority's objective for, as Justice
Stephens points out, it deprives the injured party of "the right to recover against
another joint tort-feasor, after the release of one for less than full compensation
for the injury, in order to make himself whole." Thus, it appears that the

majority has not only reversed the court below and Kaplowitz v. Kay, but
proposes by dictum to modify the manner of applying the doctrine of con

tribution as recognized in the George's Radio case.

Finally, the majority considers the historical basis for the unitary discharge
theory and the fallacy in the concepts of joint obligation and joint liability in
tort. The discussion is scholarly and exhaustive. It is conceded, however,
that the premise of joint liability does supply a basis for the rule of unitary
discharge when the settlement constitutes complete indemnity. To this extent

the older and the majority rule is recognized. From a practical standpoint, it
is pointed out that the doctrine of unitary discharge stifles compromise.
In summary, the majority opinion is subject to two major criticisms. First,

it neither successfully distinguishes Kaplowitz v. Kay nor does it justify its
criticism of that case as "highly ambiguous." Thus, the substance of the

opinion is a departure from a precedent that admittedly represents the ma

jority rule throughout the United States, and, as suggested by the minority
opinion, "had the virtue, before decision of the George's Radio case of simplici
ty and also of finality�it eliminated litigation." Overruling of the prior con
trolling decision is not to be criticized per se, but the grounds for reversal are
not convincing.

LIEUTENANT (j.G.) CHARLES W. STEWART, JR., U.S.N.R.

*The opinions or assertions contained herein are the private ones of the writer and are

not to be construed as official or reflecting the views of the Navy Department or the naval

service at large.
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CASES AND MATERIALS ON TORTS�by Harry Shulmant and Fleming James,

Jr.tt (University Case-book Series). The Foundation Press, Inc., Chicago, 1942.

Pp. xvii, 1093. $6.50.

No case-book or other teaching device can ever be satisfactorily or ac

curately reviewed until it has seen actual use in the process of instruction.
Without such experience a review becomes merely a guess or an expres
sion of opinion. At best, the review of any book will be colored by the

bias, the prejudices and the predilections of the reviewer. This is pro

nouncedly true when a text or case-book is the subject of the review.
Because only a relatively small group of interested readers are addressed
in it, there are those who insist that no review of a case-book should ever

be published. However, that contention may be met by the argument
that such a review is clearly justified in a period of educational ferment
when new teaching devices are being sought and new teaching techniques
considered. That we are now in such a period will not be questioned.
Upon this premise the present statement is undertaken, but with every
reservation which may be implicit in the foregoing remarks, and with
the- realization that this review may tell more about the reviewer than
it tells about the book to which it refers.
No one questions the great contribution to legal education which was

made through the medium of the case-book in what may now be called
its traditional form, but we are now hearing in greater numbers the
voices of those who contend that in that form it has reached, or perhaps
even has passed, the point of its highest contribution. They urge the need
of change, but are in no agreement as to what that change shall be. In
this very lack of agreement, paradoxically, there lies our hope for an

improved teaching tool. Two quite diverse forces seem to me to sup
port this demand for change. The first is the need and the desire to

develop in the student of law at the undergraduate level a degree of
philosophical thinking that not so long ago would have been decried in
a case-book seeking to engender it. The second is the internal pressure
which has developed within the law curriculum by reason of the spawn
ing mass of new materials, which demand consideration but defy com

pression into the three years commonly allowed for law study. The
case-book does not easily yield to compression, and the internal pressure
is raised to even a higher pitch by the growing practice of including so-
called "non-legal" materials in the books for class use. Thus the law

tProfessor of Law, Yale University.
ttProfessor of Law, Yale University.
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school, and, through it, the maker of a source book are placed in a dilem
ma. Not only is this added material necessary if strong emphasis is to
be placed upon philosophizing about law, but philosophizing takes time,
much time, if it is to be effective. If it is indulged in, there is there
after that much less time for the presentation of factual materials about
the law and its development, and without those materials philosophizing
about the law becomes mere footless speculation.
The advocates of liberal doses of philosophy seem to be willing to

lighten ship by casting overboard much of this factual material. One

may suppose that this is justified upon the theory that they believe that
it is more important that the students shall be made keenly aware of
the forces at play in society than that they be widely grounded in knowl

edge of the law as such. If this surmise as to their attitude is accurate,
then their position is strikingly like that of the educationists, who, not
so long ago, seemed to pin their faith upon method even at the expense of

subject-matter. If, on the other hand, this surmise is incorrect and if it
is only with reluctance that they jettison portions of the subject matter
of a course, then they will be aligned with and not opposed to the group
who now suggest that we return to some combination of text and cases,
such as was frowned upon by the devotees of the "pure case-system"
in the not distant past. In support of some such combination it is

pointed out that the simpler phases of most subjects, including Torts,
may be presented just as effectively and much more quickly by text ma

terial than by reprinted cases. They argue that it is necessary to offer

only enough of the case material to give adequate training in analysis
and argument, and assert that this can be done without sacrificing either
the quality or the quantity of legal education.
Thus from two divergent points there has come an increasingly in

sistent urge for marked changes in the case-books as we have known
them in the era which is passing. It is not too much to expect that out
of the present ferment may come a type of book which will satisfy the
teacher who insists that law students must both know the law and under
stand its underlying philosophy.
The volume under review is confessedly devoted to "social engineer

ing." To me this imports the inculcation of certain ideas and ideals
which are thought to underly the law in general and the field of Torts in

particular. It seems to me to point to ideas and ideals which the authors
believe ought to control this field. No one who has worked thoughtfully
in this branch of the law will deny that it has been only through a de

veloped and developing philosophy that we have moved from the posi
tion taken many years ago by Jenks, when he asserted that there was

then no law of Torts but only a catalog of specific wrongs called Torts,
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to the present belief that there is a common thread which runs through
these particular torts, giving them a relation one to the other not unlike

that of the beads on a necklace.
It is not at all necessary that in ascribing such a function to the phil

osophy of this field that we shall agree upon the specific turns which our

variant personal philosophies shall take. A necklace is a necklace only
when its parts, beads and string, are properly and suitably arranged in

a coordinated whole. The function of one cannot be subordinated to

the function of the other. So it seems to me that you cannot soundly phil
osophize about the law or any of its "subjects" or branches without some
pretty definite knowledge of what the law is (and how it got that way),
any more than you can have a string of beads without the beads. That
the authors recognize the need of a knowledge of law beyond the limits
of the field of Torts is evidenced by their importation into their materials
of law from other fields, as a means of rounding out the matters under

discussion.
If there is agreement that it is desirable for the consideration of the

social and philosophical purposes of law to be introduced into the study
of law as early as possible, there certainly is no agreement as to how
soon that may be or how much may profitably be introduced. This is

forcefully brought to one's attention by this book in which the philosophy
of law seems to take precedence over a presentation of the system of
law as it exists in this field. It is my feeling that philosophizing about
law can not go very far or be very sound until a student knows a good
deal of law. Consequently, my first impression of this book was that
while a student might get a good deal of philosophy out of it, I was not

certain that he would get as much of the organic law of Torts out of it
as I would wish him to have. To put it differently, I felt that he might
be much better equipped to argue about what the law ought to be than
to advise a client in a given situation. This is, of course, only my per
sonal reaction, and is therefore stated tentatively. Whether the criticism
implicit in it is justified depends upon the fairness of my original premise,
and also upon the broader decision as to whether the major purpose of
one's school is to train men to give advice to those who need it, or to
train men to shape the law to ends considered to be desirable. It is not
meant by this that these two functions can or should be divorced. In

telligent legal advice cannot be given today without an understanding
of the social purposes sought to be served. I have found it easier, and
therefore preferable for me, to add philosophy to legal concepts than to
reverse the process and add the legal concepts to the philosophy which
I wished to present. Out of this came my second reaction�a query
whether if I were to use this book I could avoid leaving my students in
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a state of unreasonable, uncertainty if not confusion. Both of these re

actions are obviously personal and may only reflect upon my point of
view, my outlook upon the law and my abilities as a teacher. No other

person in the world may feel as I do.
When I consider its value to the teacher I feel quite differently about

it. If I had the power I believe that I would make this book a required
reading for every professor of Torts. It will be good for him even if
he disagrees with its contents or its purpose or both. It will be good for
him even if he looks for materials which he feels should have been in
cluded but which he does not find. And it is far from my mind to say
that a dissenter might not be wholly persuaded by it.
If there is today such a thing as an unorthodox arrangement of ma

terial it is to be found in this book, but real progress has always emerged
from unorthodoxy. The outlook of the book is philosophical, but I
can discern no philosophical basis for the arrangement of materials which
it presents. That, no doubt, arises from the fact that I have not used
the book or studied it long enough. At this writing, these topics seem

to me to represent certain more or less dissociated areas of tort liability
arranged for convenience within the covers of one volume. The headings
are: Basis of Liability for Accidental Harms; The Anatomy of Fault;
Occupiers and Owners of Land; Motor Vehicles; Misrepresentation;
Defamation, and finally, all grouped together in the final fifty pages of
the book, Assault and Battery, False Imprisonment, Malicious Prosecu

tion, etc. These headings are not to be taken at their face value. They
do not give an accurate clue to the material presented under them. For

instance, the topic Motor Vehicles would more properly be called by one

of the sub-titles "The Quest for a Financially Responsible Defendant,"
since the 125 pages devoted to it are used to present a theory of distribu
tion of loss not always dependent upon fault. But from these headings
it will be observed that much of the organic law of Torts is missing from
this book. Perhaps at Yale some parts of the omitted material are

placed in other courses, but that is small solace to the man who is other
wise moved to use this book, whose colleagues are not so obliging.
As already indicated, the so-called non-legal material is most stimu

lating, and is definitely up to date as one would expect in a book coming
from the hands of these authors. As a rough measure of the newness

of the contents of the book a hasty census of the cases was made. Out
of approximately 270 cases in the book, roughly 90 were decided in 1930
or later, about 160 were decided in 1920 or later, while only some 60

were decided before 1900. This means that the historical development
of the rules, once so definitely insisted upon, has been omitted or mini-
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mized. Only classroom use can determine whether in any given in

stance a loss has resulted. I can think of many places where there

would be a positive gain.
And now I am back at "the door wherein I went." The value of a

teaching device is determined by three things: (1) the person who is to

use it; (2) the purpose for which he wishes to use it; (3) its effective

ness in reaching the result desired. A tooth-brush is not a bit more

personal. That one man may work wonders with a given book is no

guarantee that the use of it will produce success when used by another.

Nor does the fact that one man does not like it and thinks that it would

not serve his purpose or be effective in his hands argue against its use

by others. Having stated this indefinite conclusion I now join the ranks

of those who agree that case-books should never be reviewed, but add

my own proviso�until they have been used by the reviewer as the
basis of actual teaching.

LYMAN P. WILSON*

PRISONERS OF WAR. A STUDY IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF INTER
NATIONAL LAW�by William E. S. Flory.t Introduction by Norman H.

Davis.tt American Council on Public Affairs, Washington, D. C, 1942. Pp.
179. $3.25.

In this great conflict, wherein every nation, large or small, is vitally
interested, the subject of prisoners of war is extremely important. Hun
dreds of thousands of actual or potential soldiers and others taken pris
oner depend upon a common understanding of the rules governing their
lives during internment. Every nation is, of course, interested in the

just treatment of its constituents taken prisoner, and its own conduct in
that regard is based not only on past treaties and custom and exigencies
of warfare, but on observation by enemy nations of international under

standing.
This volume is what its sub-title states�a study in the development of

international law. Not only are present concepts set forth, but they are

traced and developed from early beginnings. The author has a sound

approach, since rules cannot be fully appreciated unless the foundation
is developed and the philosophy of early writers understood. Dr.

Flory has apparently engaged in extensive research and has utilized a

?Professor of Law, The Cornell Law School.

tPrinceton, N. J.
ttChairman, American Red Cross.
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wealth of source material in developing his subject historically and bring
ing it right up to the present.
This volume, interestingly enough, prefaces the main consideration

of prisoners with certain concepts of international law and traces the

development of the modern law and practices from the first conceptions
of the attitude toward prisoners in ancient warfare. It is recognized
that the general assent of the nations of the world is the essence of in
ternational law. This assent, or recognition by declaration or practice,
varies in accordance with contemporary changes, and is materially af

fected, especially as regards prisoners of war, by the changing methods
and instruments of warfare. Particularly is this true in matters re

garding prisoners of war, since for the most part, declarations are made
in peace time for future war time use and future changes of warfare are

usually difficult to contemplate. The principle of military necessity has
been advanced as a justification for violation of concepts founded on

peace-time humanitarian principles, but Dr. Flory points out that the

only reasonable justification for such violation would be the extreme

emergency of the state itself. In so far as treatment of prisoners is con

cerned, the general situation of the state at the time they were captured
has a profound effect.
In ancient warfare, it is pointed out, foreigners were considered as

enemies, and therefore not entitled to the same rights or considerations
as the natives of the warring state. This attitude toward prisoners
evolved in the middle ages with enunciation of more humanitarian prin
ciples by writers on international law. The slaughter of prisoners was

frowned upon as not being necessary to victory. Consideration was

given to women, children and the aged. Slavery and ransom, however,
were generally accepted. In modern times the practice of ransom de

veloped into exchange of prisoners and release without ransom at the
close of the war. A principle was expressed by Montesquieu that in
ternational law has as its fundamental basis the principle of greatest
good to the various nations during peace time, and, in war time, the
least possible harm consistent with their true interests. Other concep
tions arose, the author points out, particularly that of Rousseau, who
advanced the theory that war was not a relation of man to man, but a

relation of state to state, in which individuals are enemies only through
accident. In our own country, Francis Lieber, during the Civil War,
contributed to the advance of modern understanding by codifying the
treatment of Confederate prisoners by the Union Army. The Geneva
conferences and Hague conventions were further contributions, the prin
ciples therein enunciated being followed by the Provost Marshal General
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in the last war upon the orders of General Pershing. The Geneva code

of 1929, ratified by the major Allied and Axis powers except Russia and

Japan, is the last official codification of international law on this subject.
In the chapter of this volume devoted to categories of prisoners, a

distinction is made between prisoners of war and interned alien enemies.
While Great Britain observes no distinction and gives the same advant

age to the latter as to persons closely engaged in war operations, the
United States, it seems, does make at least a technical distinction al

though practically both classes have been included in the term "prisoners
of war."
The chapter on status and maintenance traces the concept of responsi

bility and sets forth the underlying theory that since prisoners are de
tained only in order to prevent their further activities in the war effort
and to weaken the enemy forces, they may be subjected only to such
restraint as is necessary to insure their captivity. The question of trans
fer of prisoners to the rear at the earliest practicable opportunity, repri
sals, the responsibility of an ally in the detention of prisoners, clothing,
housing, alimentation, and financial settlements are all historically
traced and ably presented.
The subject of labor of prisoners and their leisure activities, is treated

with respect to both classes of prisoners�officer and enlisted. Here

again, as in the past, there have been various interpretations as to type
of work, wage, and leisure time activities.
Our nation, as well as the others engaged in this conflict, is particu

larly concerned with the extent of the police power possessed by the

detaining nation. Whether prisoners of war may be tried for criminal as
well as military offenses, and if so by what court, whether the ordinary
safeguards and rights of individuals pertain to these trials, what obli
gations are incurred in providing sanitation and care of prisoners sick
and wounded, what rights of private property are possessed by those
whom we incarcerate, the problem of countries of origin giving relief
to their citizens detained by the enemy, and the right of communication
between prisoners of war and others outside of the detaining camp�

these and other questions must be covered by any work on the subject
of prisoners of war. The limitations of these respective police powers
and release of prisoners are discussed in this volume and here, again,
the comprehension of this subject matter, based on historical develop
ment, is quite enlightening.
While many of the subjects covered in this volume are not definitely

settled according to present international agreement or custom, and the
author is careful in pointing out these features, yet the historical treat-
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ment enables the student to observe the practices by the various armies
in the past and by that method to arrive at a logical adaptation of inter
national policies in the present conflict. It is in this regard that this
book contributes much to our fund of knowledge on this timely subject.
This volume should be read by those whose professional interests lie
along these lines. Further, in view of our expanding Army, wherein
millions of our men are engaged, it would be profitable for every citizen
to become familiar with the policies generally accepted by nations in
handling prisoners of war. A selected bibliography of source references,
included within the covers, and copious footnotes present an excellent
and comprehensive guide for further original study.

MICHAEL M. ISENBERG*

THE MODERN GOVERNMENT IN ACTION�by Ernest S. Griffith.t Columbia
University Press, New York, 1942. Pp. vii, 91. $1.00.

This little book comprises the text of three lectures given by the
Director of the Legislative Reference Service, The Library of Congress,
before the students of Swarthmore College under a grant from the

Cooper Foundation. The three lectures, entitled respectively "The Dis
integration of the Old Order," "Values, Leadership, and the Public," and
"Planning, Adjustment, and Research" are an attempt to plot the course

of action for future governments when peace is restored to the world.
No plan for the post-war world this; rather it is a plea and a warning for

governments to take stock of themselves and to reorient themselves in
the light of changing, broader social concepts and of the relation of the
State to the general social order. The observations would be as per
tinent in a modern peace-time world as in the war-torn world of our time.
By a confusion (at least in language) between the fundamental poli

tical processes by which governments traditionally function and the ends
which these political processes are expected to attain in the social scale,
Dr. Griffith unfortunately seems to demand a more or less "revolution
ary" scrapping of our traditional concept of government and the sub
stitution of new concepts developed as the inevitable result of social
trends of the last quarter century. In a word he demands the scrapping
of the purely "police" State in favor of the "service" State. Really
there is nothing revolutionary in such a proposal; a cursory examination

*Captain, CMP, Chief, Department of Law and Administration, The Provost Marshal
General School, Fort Custer, Michigan. (The opinions expressed in this review are those

of the author and do not necessarily reflect the views of the War Department.)

fDirector of the Legislative Reference Service of the Library of Congress.
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of the Declaration of Independence and the Preamble of the Constitu
tion would lead one to suspect that a good many of our forefathers had

a good idea of the "service" State and the role of government within
such a body politic. His confusion of ideas becomes evident, however,
when in chanting the requiem for the "old order" he insists that the
traditional functions of government�the legislative, the executive, and
the judicial�no longer fit the broader social scope of government today
and should be cast aside in favor of new functions and processes, of
which he adopts six as paramount in the readjustment of government
to the changing order.
The six new functions, according to the author, must be the processes

of leadership, of value formation and adoption of objectives, of closer

integration of popular opinion in the processes of government, of nation
wide and world-wide planning of means to secure the desired objectives,
of the adjustment between groups within the limits of the planning, and
of research. These are admirable objectives. Is it too much, however, to
expect that they cannot be realized within the framework of the present
political functions of government? Unless I am mistaken, Dr; Griffith
thinks not. Any objective or process adopted by the State must be imple
mented, vitalized and activated by government, and government can no

more function without the traditional channels of political power than it
can refuse to function at all! It is probably, then, upon the question of
means that I would take issue with the author.
If we prescind, however, from the plea of the author to scrap the

traditional structure of government in favor of an undefined "social-
service" State and governmental activity, there is a good deal to be com

mended in The Modern Government in Action. It is true that the old
order has gone and with it a good many of our former political fetishes
and prejudices: it is likewise true that the new order should focus its
activity upon the individual as an end and not merely as a means. It is
also true, as the author points out, that hitherto politically inarticulate
groups and associations of human beings will have to be given voice and
hearing in the counsels of government�the church, or religion, for ex

ample, must take the lead in determining the values and the objectives
of the society of mankind. Such principles cannot but be commended.
It may very well be that the six processes proposed for the government
of the future are, and the reviewer for one thinks so, but the minimum
foundations upon which the traditional functions�legislative, executive,
and judicial�can be based for a proper realization of the ultimate
end of civil society. That they supersede the traditional manifestations
of political action is a point much harder to accept. The traditional tri-
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partite division of governmental function was never intended to pre
clude the possibility of government adopting the best practical means
for the determination and realization of the ultimate objectives of all
government.

JAMES F. LEAHIGH*

?Registrar of the Graduate School, Georgetown University.
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